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Such a traveler lingers gladly in Frank:

destined to be of short duration,

fr he is

soon overwhelmed at the amount wKMh he
does not know, and the impossibility in our
the evil.

Pr

This world is not the devil’s merry go round,

The angels of the Lord are ever found
Encamped about the soul that looks to Him ;
They are the inner lamp when all is dim

‘Without, and light poor souls through
grim,

3

horrors

-

Even as the myriad sunbeams, hour by hour,

Melt to make rich one little sinumer flower;
Or as the myriad souls of flowers fleet
Away to make a single summer sweet—

So many spirits make one smile of God
When mortals post to-God their fervent prayers!
And these are happy in their work, for still
They find their heaven in doing the Father’s will.
‘“ I have a meat,” said Christ, ¢ ye know not of.”
So these—they carry heaven in their love.
Not that the blessed leave their happy seat
When they draw near you upon silent feet,
They do not need to thread their starry way
Through worlds of night or wilderness of day.
Spirit to spirit hath not far to run,

Because in God all souls are verily one
Throughout all worlds; there aré.no walls of
space
Where all eternity is dwelling-place.
—Gerald Massey.

Correspondence.

There are certain Americans

who

ought

never to come to Europe;
principal
_ ly becauss they do not themselves enjoy
it. They are very good people, and very
useful at home, but they have no imagination and no reverence; consequently they
find very little here to interest them. They
take everything as it literally is. The oldest ruins, rich in historical and legendary
. lore, are to them only a heap of useless rubbish, which their practical eye quickly converts into stone walls and a Fourth of July
bon-fire.
Things must look “smart” to
please them, and move at a sixty-mile-perhour-rate. Just what they expected to find
this side ofthe

Atlantic,

it is not

In the earlier times, it was customary for
these princes to retire to some place without the city walls, and by acclamation decide who should rule over the united provinces,
The result was proclaimed with
loud clashing of arms, and the fortunate one
was borne into the city upon a shield amid
the rejoicings of the people; but later this
election was held with great ceremony in
another room

~

That feeds your life transfiguring from its clod.
There is no lack of angel carriers

European

windows

imperial elections, were drawn up.

Ministering Angels.
3

He walks to the lorg

and looks out.
There is the same open
market place where the state carriages of
the German princes, who came with their
long retinues of mounted . attendants to the
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easy

to

say; but you are very sure to learn that
they have not found a Euclid Street nor a
Michigan Avenue. This reducing of every
thing to the home standard sometimes approaches the ludicrous, an instance
of
which I well remember.
Some Americans,

who were so fortunate as to spend the
beautiful months of September and October
in Geneva and Lausanne, where fruits in
great variety ripen to the most wonderful
perfection, were speaking together over the
productiveness of the soil and the delights

of the climate, when a representative of the
01d Bay State interrupted with —‘‘For my

of this building,

and

a

faw

days later, Frankfurt was filled with strangers, who came from all parts of the country
to witness the imposing spectacle of the corornation,
.
From those windowg, out (raveler can easily picture the eventsas they actually happencd on those great Jays. Let us beg the

privilege of looking with him.

Here, in

the market place; assembled at an early
hour the expectant crowd.
The windows of these surrounding houses were
bright with gaily dressed ladies in wide1u‘fles and powdered hair.
Tradition still
points

out

the balconied

which Maria Theresa

window,

from

looked down

on the

day of her husband's coronation.

To

the

right stood the roughly constructed kitchen,
where for days, upon a huge spit, a whole
ox had been roasting. A little farther on
was the great pile of oats for the royal
stables, Almost in front of us was the
wine fountain ; if the new sovereign happened to be Austrian, Bacchus assumed the
form of a double-headed eagle, and poured
from one

bill,

white wine,

and

from

the

other, red.
A straight line, drawn from us across the
square, a little to the left, would

lead into

a narrow street and, following with our eye
a little further in the same direction, we see

the lofty dome of St. Bartholomew.
Ata
given time, under the joyful ringing of all
the city bells, the long procession of richly
caparisoned horses, with their still more

richly attired riders, passed slowly from the
imperial palace, across this market, and entered that street on its way to the cathedral. Inthe midst ofthis train was the Emperor elect.
No sooner had all this splendor passed,
than preparations were made for its return.
A raised platform was quickly laid from the
cathedral tothe main entrance to this building, and the whole length covered with
tapestry ; for, after the innumerable cere-

monies of the crowhing, the newly anointed ruler walked to this hall where the great

banquet was held.
Before him came the
bishops, who had. just laid upon him their
part, I don’t find it so very wonderful; I holy hands; and following him was ‘the
have not had an ear of green corn since I proudest. blood of the united provin®es. Upleft home.” Fortunately this class is very on his'head rested the old crown of Charsmall, for, on the whole, there is no part of lemagne,in his right hand he held the
the traveling public which so thoroughly en- scepter, and in his left the imperial globe,
joys theold world as that which comes while over him, supported by the chief offrom the new.
ficers of ‘the city, was a gold embroidered
The very constrast is in itself enjoyable. canopy. As the Emperor and his attendThe easy quiet of a fifteen-mile train, the nts entered this building, the real hilarity
stand-still point to which everything seems of the day began. Everything that could
to have reached, the queer old cities with serve as a souvenir was seized; the tapestheir narrow streets and over-hanging hous- try was quickly torn into small pieces,
es, the associations which cluster around
évery one striving to obtain a fragment;
the former houses of those whose names the kitchen, after the royal table had been
for centuries have been household words, served, was demolished, and the boards cut

the old cathedrals through whose

long dim

aisles one listens to hear the echoes

of the

past, the picture galleries, rich treasure-

and

beautiful

illustrations

would

grace any of the publishing
present,

not dis-

and broken for the same purpose.
In the
midst of all this jubilation the Emperor ap-

peared upon the balcony and was greeted

:

N.F.

unadorned, adorned

A Tourists Letters.

what will be; now, he as-eagerly questions

what has been.

His eye

has only been
9

Goethe, in his ‘Truth and Fiction,”

has

admirably described the crowning of Joseph

Still, the granite

Events of the Week. .

p

;

. <The anti-Mormon
bill, passed some

KircALpy, March 21, 1870.

with which almost all the early history of

this kingdom is concealed.

According to

some, the inhabitants received Christianity
with such earnestness, and were so puritanic and patient in their church-going
habits, that they remained the whole day

at worship.

Hence, they were called the

the most.”

In this

time

favorably reported

Rev. C. Andrews is pastor, and with whom

and

void,

and

the proper

to

be

claiming that common

pursued,

less true as applied tothe President under our

form of government, and his absence from the
Capital is the signal for the departure of all expectants of executive favors.
WOOD’S

Huntingdon,to “‘our lady” the Virgin Mary,
as an expression of his gratitude for her
protection in delivering him from a fearful
storm at sea on his return from the war of
the Crusades. And I must not omit to
mention that this was the place where the
Rev. R. MeCheyne lived and preached, and
trinmphed and dfed. No man so much
sweetened the severe, unpalatable sermons
of the Presbyterian pulpit of Scotland as
did this loved and loving servant of God.
But, like the Master, the zeal of the Lord's
‘house had eaten him up, and in a few
years his brilliant ministry, blessedto the.

unique

city.

There

is

no other

like

it.

The Aberdeen and Pekenhead granite are
4

Instead of the fathers, there

cases, thé lineal

children

are,

in

many

serving God

in

the churches of his Son, our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, and-in’ others, earnest

young men are raised up to carry on the
ministerial work.
The accounts of our forthcoming Centenary you shall duly receive as soon as pub-

lished.

‘We shall be right glad to see the

faces of any of your Brethren on the oceasion.
With best wishes, and love to all the F.
B. Brethren, Iam yours,
Very truly,
J. BURNs,
.

J

Fight hard against a hasty temper. Anger will come, but résist it strongly. A
spark may set a house on fire, a fit of pase
sion may give you cause to mourn

days of your life.

all the

Never revenge an injury.
oo

serious

excited more comment
of the past week.
The

throughout
about the

Paris.
city

among

Gen, Howard

ageinst opposing their
threatening a complete

labor

system.

The

are

the

many

Legislatif

has occupied at]the head of the

the interest of the matter.
sion Mr. Wood had charged

is

holding stormy sessions, resu'ting from opposition to the Emperor's plin
ting various questions to the vot:
people, which
sgveral members assert to
the last resort of a government in the pow:
of a mob. One or two resignations have
,and more are threatened, but an

On a formerjoccathat Gen. Howard

had become wealthy through his connection with
the Bureau,
Thereupon Gen. Howard wrotea

note to Mr. Wood, saying, in substance, that he
presumed

he (Wood)

had

made

the charge

un-

der misinformation, and that the fact was otherwise than he had stated. On this occasion Mr.
Wood read Gen. Howard’s note and then declared that his former’ charge was made deliber-

ately, and
specific

proceeded further to

charges against. Gen.

make

Howard,

manded an investigation of them.

fifteen
and de-

The charges

may be classcd under three general heads. First.
Misapplication of the funds of the Bureau to

promote the erection of Howard University, the
First Congregational Church, and the Young
Men’s Christian Association building. Second.
Application of funds and property of the government to use of himself . and his friends.
Third. Drawing three salaries, as an army officer, a Bureau officer, and as the head of Howard University. After considerable discussion
in the House, the charges were referred to the
Committee on Education and Labor for investigation, and they enter upon the work to-day.

. Wood and his friends speak quite confidently of
their ability to make good their charges, but, on
the other hand, Gen. Howard and his friends
invite the fullest scrutiny and declare their
ability to come out of it unharmed.
7,
THE

INCOME

TAX.

The subject of the income tax has been somewhat discussed in the Senate.
The occasion was
the passage of a joint resolution continuing the
law in force during the present year so far as relates totax upon official salaries. The occasion
for the resolution consists in the fact that
of the government officials have decided athe
income tax on salaries is collectable by law
throughout the year 1870, while other officials
hold that the tax expired with the year 1869.
In some departments of the government, therefore, the tax has been retained from the salaries
of officers, and in some it has not been.
The

resolution requires it to, be withheld

and:

re-

tained in all cases throughout the year 1870.
But the debate manifested a great deal of dissatisfaction with an income tax. Senator Sumner characterized it as a “war measure,” “the
medicine of the constitution,” not to be used in
a time of peace or of health.
Senator Conkling
said it was calculated” ‘‘to produce a nation of
liars,” But Senator Sherman came to the res-

cue, and declared that ‘it was the only tax upon
property,—the only tax that distinguished between John Jacob Astor and the humblest citizen in the land. There seems to be a very general attack upon the income tax both in and out
of Congress, but it should be considered that if
the income tax be abolished, no other considerable reduction can now be made in internal
taxes, and it would seem to be more beneficial
to remove first whatever burden of internal taxation still remains upon the industry of the
country. Another fact to be considered is that
only 250,000 people pay an income tax. The

great mass of the people are untouched by it.
Its burdens fall upon but few, and those, the
more wealthy and better able to bear it.
RAILROAD GRANTS,
The Northern Pacific Railroad Bill has been
discussed at length during the past week.
The
purpose of the bill is to enable the company to

mortgage its lands to secure the means to build

the road, and also to give it the odd-numbered
sections of land within the limits of ten miles on
each side of the land already granted, to an
amount equal to the lunds already disposed of by
the government, within the limits of the original grant. This’ company has the most enormous land grant ever given to any corporation.
It has agrant of one half of the land contained
within a belt eighty miles wide and stretching
across the continent.
If the land has been previously disposed of, so that the company can
not get a full one-half, then it can go ten miles
further on either side to make up the deticiency;
so that, under the original grant, their power of

selection extends to the width of one hundred
miles, And now they seek to extend this power of selection twenty miles wider still, so that
the grant shall secure for each mile of road
built forty square

within
wide.
newed
others
such a

miles

of land, to

be

selected

a belt one hundred and twenty miles
This grant was made in 1864 and rein 1868, This enormous land-grant, and
of a similar character, have awakened
greed for land.grants that the different

projects promise to swallow up the whole public
domain.
Alarmed by this manifestation, the
House resolved, some time since, that no further

land-grants ought

to be made, but it remains to

be seen whether this resolve will

be kept or not,

MISCELLANEOUS.

posted

authorities

movements,
and
revolution in the

Corps

than any other incident
prominent position that

duriog the war, and his standing and reputation as a Christian gentleman, all contribute to

as to

the workmen

Placards

warming

ON HOWARD.

Freedmen’s Bureau, his distinguished services

schools and moral

disturbances

ATTACK

The attack of Fernando Wood upon Gen. O.
0. Howard, in the House of Representatives, has

church or Kirk-all-day people, and the
instruction will work a greater reform in
I found a most agreeable home whilein
a year than legislation or bayonets could
character. of the people stamped its name .Aberdeen. His history and character
are
upon this place. Others again account for remarkable. He was originally a minister secure in a decade.
the name. from the fact that the Culdees,
DEATH OF BISHOP KINGSLEY.
of the Established Church of Scotland, but
who were a sort of secular monkish priests was one of the first: who came out
A telegram from - Beyrout, Syria, anat the
in Scotland as early as the 8th century,
time of the ‘‘disruption” which resulted in nounces the sudden death, from hearthad a cell and church in this place, and
the formation of the Free Church. In a disease,of Bishop Kingsley, of the. Methofrom that it was first called the Kirk of the few years he became convinced of the cor- dist Episcopal church. He had been to
Culdees, of as the early Scotch would ex- rectness of Baptist views, and was himself India and China, via California and Japan,
press it, Kirk O’Culdy. This latter inter- baptized. For this Christian act he was on an official visit to the. Methodist Mispretation seems to be the true origin of the
thrust out of the church in an unchristian sions in those lands, and was returning
name, as there cian be no doubt that these
manner. Times have changed, however, from a visit to Jerusalem when overtaken
mysterious priests had cells in this vicinity,
and as the talented Dr. Guthrie has justly by death.
remaing of which still exist along the sea- said, the Free Church should take a coach
PARAGUAYAN WAR ENDED.
coast.
There seems to be no doubt this time
and four and drive t2 ‘Aberdeen to make a
1 have spent the Lord’s day here, and it suitable apology for their rashness. He is that Gen. Lopez is really killed, and the
was a kirk-all-day to me. I preached in a noble man, does a noble work, and in the war in Paraguay at an end. The report
the morning at 11, and attended a Scotch lives of the hundreds of young men whom is confirmed from several sources that he
Baptist love-feast from half past twelve to he has been training for usefulness, in the was surrounded, and, refusing to surrentwo, P, M.,whenr I preached again to anothHigh School at the head of which he has der, was killed by a Brazilian lancer. His
er Baptist church of the English type, ad- stood for many years, the influence of his wife and children were captured at the
dressed a Sabbath school at six, and an
own life will continue to be felt long after same time, and General ‘Caballero was
evangelistic meeting in the theater, com- he has gone to rest. Here I met with killed. The commander of the Brazilian
.mencing at half past seven the same even- “Sister Reinharts,” one of the Kaiserwerth troops, who ‘applied this finishing stroke to
ing. This was the most delightful of all Deaconesses of whom I must speak at the war, has received a title and distinthe meetings, as I had the privilege of length again, as I fear this sisterhood is guished honors from his Emperor.
talking to a large number of anxious souls little known in America.
CUBA.
;
R. C.
who were earnestly inquiring what they
General Jordan of the Cuban forces has
must do to be saved. These meetings in
developed rather unusual strategic qualities.
theaters are very common in this country,
Gen’l Baptist Correspondence. | He lately sent word to the Spanish General
and quite opposite opinions are held by
Valmaseda that he was ready to surrender,
Christian people both as to their propriety
The following letter from Rev. Dr.Burns, but when that officer appeared to receive
and the amount of good done in them. Tt
who writes in behalf of the General Bap- him, he was unexpectedly set upon by Joris but just to say, however, that nearly all
dan and his nen, and lost 200 privates and
tists of England, will explain itself:
earnest, spiritual minded Christians give
‘40 officers.
The account comes from CuLonpoN, March 8, 1870,
them a hearty support. The expense conban sources, and is to be accepted with
My Dear Brother Curtis i—
nected with these services is paid by one of
some degree ofallowance ; but there is no
Our last Association appointed me tore- doubt that some severe misfortune has bethe principal manufacturers of the place,
and the services were conducted by two ply to yours, which was read to them and fallen Valmaseda,for nothing is heard from
plain, unlettered but earnest working men, very cordially received. I have not replied him, personally, and the Spaniards are callthemselves only brought to the truth a few earlier because I knew you had no Denomi- ing for eight or ten new battalions to be
years ago. Their illustrations were home- national Assembly to which the reply could sent tothem. Taken with the dispatch just
ly, some of their expressions so rough that be presented.
I have thought, however, received in Spain, that the Cuban war is
they were almost vulgar; but their appeals that I ought to remind you that this is our ‘ virtaally ended, though not morally
were pointed and their theology good. In Centenary year, and that preparations are through,” this report serves to keep up tae
this instance, as ‘indeed I am informed is being made for its celebration, June 20th to general tenor of Cuban news.
universally the case, a large majority of the 24th, at Leicester, where we have one of
CANADA.
persons present. were those who seldom en- our oldest churches, and where our memThe Dominion is alarmed at the prospect
ter a place of worship from one year's end bership in town numbers between 800 and
of a Fenian raid. It has ordered out all its
to another. Good, great good must flow 900, the pastors of our three churches there
regular troops, and mounted an additional
from these meetings.
being Revs. T. Stevenson, J. J. Goadby battalion of cavalry. Volunteers have been
Since.my last I have visited Dundee and and C. Pike. . Leicester is’ very celebrated encamped all along the eastern frontier,
Aberdeen, on the northeast coast. On my as the long residence of Robert Hall, and and four thousand men of the active militia
way up it was not convenient to visit St. has, perhaps, more Baptists in it than any are rendezvoused at Montreal. Very likely
Andrews, which takes its name from the other town of the same population in Great the excitement, incident to taking the field
old patron saint, and was formerly the Britain ; besides, it standsin about the cen- will be the only taste of war that the Caecclesiastical metropolis cf Scotland, I ter of the kingdom.
nadians will get, while the few Fenians in
Itis intended to raise a Centenary Fund of the states will be amused at the military
am told that there are fine old ruins and re£5000 ($25,000) for Educational purposes, display in the provinces. Canada also has
mains
of abbeys and cathedrals there,
which indicate by their former splendor, the ‘and we anticipate that the meetings in the settlement of the Red river troubles on
Popery of the past, and by their ruin, the June will be unusually important and inter- her hands. England is sending over troops
Protestantism of the present.
“Bonnie esting. Are any of your Brethren likely to to help adjust this last difficulty, and it
Dundee” has been a pet name in Scotland be with us? I am sure we are always the
would be almost surprisingif if it should
for centuries, and although much of the better for these Christian interchanges, and prove a bloodless campaign.
original beauty has been defaced by the I hope they will be continued.
SPAIN.
0
immense linen and jute manufactories of
The Morning Star keeps me well posted
This
whole
country
is
again
threatened
later years, itis still a place to be admired.
on the doings of your churches. Ineed not
‘with a revolution. The recent general conUne of these manufacturing
establish- assure youhow my
whole soul rejoices in
scription produced insurrections in various
ments, belonging to the fumily of Baxters, your prosperity.
pray that God may
now represented in the British ministry, is bless you and make you a thousand times places, which were quelled only by the
most rigid measures. This left the popusaid to cover an area of not less than thir- as many as you now are.
On the whole, I
teen acres. There is a vast amount of think our churches are doing moderately lace in an excitable state of mind, and,
wealthin this city, and in proportion to its well, but commercial depression mast to choosing a favorable opportunity, several
number of houses, it has the largest popu- some extent affect our financial affairs. of the most prominent Carlist leaders have
lation of any in Scotland. There are many Our Monthly Magazine is being very earn- passed over into Spain, calling on the
historical incidénts connected with Dundee, estly conducted by the new Editor, J. Clif- peasantry to arise and wrest the throne
of which I may mention that the infamous ford, M. A., LL. B., pastor of a church from the powerof usurpers. Several other parties claim an heir-ship to the throne,
Claverhouse, who so wickedly persecuted near to our own.
and foully murdered the good and godly of
I regret that our monetary difficulties and eachis looking up its genealogy and
this noble country, had his title from have prevented us from recruiting our For- bringing out its followers. The throne of
Aberdeen, and resided within a few miles eign Miscion staff, as it so much needs. Spain is claimed by so many factions, that
of the city. Tt is stated, and'T believe on Our college for the education of young men a peaceful administration of its affairs seems
good grounds, that Sir Wm. Wallace re- | for the ministry is well sustained and ably quite out of the question.
FRANCE.
ceived his education here, and
managed.
here, too, imbibed those knightly princiTroubles
are
multiplying
throughout
the
As with you, our older prstors are passples with which fact and fiction have sur- ing away.
empire.
The
recent
disastrous
strike
at
Quite’ recently, Bro. Chadle,
rounded his name. There still stands, in who occupied the pulpit in Birmingham for Creuzo, which the military found it diffithe heart of the city, a huge tower, which more than fifty years, has died, aged 80. cult to manage, has been followed by
is said to have been built by David, Earl of

The old maxim,—

“The King is the fountain of honor,” is scarcely

women

Opinions differ widely
course

Bn

for the prevalent. dullness.

who have been retained as spiritual wives
may sue and recover payment for ‘their
labor. In case this bil. becomes
a law, we
shall have a chance to see what effect legislation will have. toward correcting Mor-

mon abuses.

og

‘WasHaINGTON, D. C., April 13, 1870.
DULLNESS AT THE CAPITAL.
The past week has beén’ rather dall than otherwise here. The President and his Cabinet
have been absent to attend the funeral obsequies
of General Thomas, and that accounts largely

rial committee. It is decided to retain
that portion of Mr. Cullom’s bill to which
the House agreed, and several new sections are jnserted. Officers of the Mormon
church are forbidden to solemnize marriage, and are punishable with fine and imprisonment if they attempt it. Marriago
in violation of the terms of the bill is
termed incestuous

16

Washington Cori aboatente.

AN IT-MORMON LEGISLATION.
ago by the House, was

| city the Baptists are very well represented.
A new church, neat and cheerful,
has just
been opened, and its pulpit is filled by the
Rev. C. Chambers, one of Mr. Spurgeon’s
students. This church was originally
organized by the Rev. J. Gilmore, who died
about a year ago at Petersborough, Canada,
and who was President: of the Canada
Baptist Union up to the time of his death.
The church still retains the broad and liberal characteristics for which he was noted
through the whole of his life. There is
also another church here, over which the

with repeated and deafening shouts ; at the
sametime his treasurer rodeinto the crowd,
real, practical, moving, hurrying life of the bearing a leathern.bag filled with new coin.
nineteenth century, as something belonging This he threw, now right, now left, over
to other times and another existence. Nor the heads of the people, who sprang into
is this all; he is soon conscious of a great the air to catch the silver rain, or struggled
The salvation of thousands, and fragrant with
change in himself. He has previously con- after itas it fell upon the pavement.
jugated all his thoughts in the future tense; excitement rose to the highest when,at last, the mellow fruit of a rich Christian experinow he findg them naturally falling into he threw the bag itself, and he who bore it ence, was brought to a sudden close.
Still further to the north, and directly on
the past. He has’ been accustomed to ask offin triumph, was called the fortunate
the sea-coast, Aberdeen is located, It
isa
of the events and possibilities of the present, man of the day,

_ houses of great men's holiest thoughts, —all
these impress the American, fresh from the

here.

ment than in most of the cities in which I
have been, It wasin a word, ‘‘beauty,

houses of the

I write from one of the oldest towns of
a8 he grew older, he came to know mre
of their reigns, and the leading events of Scotland. The origin of its name is eovtheir times ; but there was a dimuess about ered with the same mantle of obscurity

is surprised that he knows more than he
thought he did; a delightful sensation, but

often met. with

No.

published in 1742, and jn binding, type’ being so extremely hard, the buildings are last Tuesday week by the Senate territoconstructed with mueh less external orna-

still goes on. In his school days he learned that certain Emperors at certain times
were crowned at Frankfurt on the Main;

the picture, and dates and characters would
confound themselves. Now he enters the
old Kaiser Saal itself. and the life--ize portraits of those Emperors look down upon
him, as they looked from their throne upon
the princes who surrounded them upon
their coronation day. They are all there in
gold lace and jeweled crown, or plaited
mail and frowning helmet, as the times
warrant,
How quickly many disconnected events,
whichhe for years has been stowing away
in bis garretof facts, march out and arrange
themselves in order. For once in his life he

palatial residence, with granite. Hence
it has a cleanliness and cheerfulness not

ponderous book of twelye hundred pages,
which is ‘entirely devoted to the election
and crowning of Karl VII. This book was

played theil part in the great tragedy which

short life of doing much toward remedjing

The Horning Star.

PE

that heroic path of progress which humanity has made through
the now buried ages.

furt, because here he finds so much to asLUTHER RB. BURLINGAME, Publisher.
sist his imagination and help him to form a
hom all letthrs on business, remittances of clear ideaof the lives of those who long ago
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ture, the first sign of coming even's; now pute description, will certainly find if in a city built, from its smallest hut to its most
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The Georgia bill is under discussion in the
Senate as I write, with no present prospect of
ending the debate. An attempt was made this
morning to fix a time when a vote should be
taken, but no arrangement could be made.,~Sen~
ator Williams bas introduced
a proposition
which seems likely. to pass, though the vote will

be pretty close. Mr, Williams’s amendment con
tinues the present legislature till 1873, and’
strikes from the constitution of Georgia that
provision by which the legislature might extend

its term.

He supported his amendment

hy am

adjournment of a few dayshas been secur-

able speech to-day.—To-day the colored poeple
of the district are parading
the streets with music and banners in honor of the proclamation of

serve to cool the passion of ardent members. It hardly seems possible that the

largeas it would be, but for, a division among

ed, with

the hope that the interval may

erisis, which has impended so long in Paris,
can be avoided much

longer.

The

Em-

peror holds frequent reviews of the troops,
probably recognizing the fact that his safety lies alone in their fidelity.

the 15th amendmeént.

The procession is notso

the colored people, some of them intendingto
celebrate the 16th in commemoration of emanci~
pation in this District, as well as of the Proclamation. Political differences in the matter of
candidates for the mayoralty of Waaiingeon 1lie
at the bottom of the division.
]
-
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clergy.

ymmuricafions.

cation, our readers may like to know something about the general aspects of the question. Therehave been very strong statements published in England, and copied
large number of

children who. are not attending school.
These statements have generally been bas' ed on the opinion that every child between
five and fifteen years of age should be at
school. Thus, supposing the whole number of children between those ages to be
four

millions,

and

the

school records

two

millions,

to

it has

been said that half the children are growing
up without attending school. Bat this statement assumes that every child should spend
ten years at school,

or, allowing

ten weeks

each year for vacation, four hundred and
twenty weeks in the whole.
Now, if it b
understood that, as a rule, the children do
not attend school more than five years each,
or two hundred and ten weeks,
this would

reduce the number to be expected at school,
to two millions, and would materially alter
the aspects of things. But while this view
of the

case should

have

our

attention,jt is

generally admitted that greater facilities for
‘Education in England” need be secured,

Santal

accofppanied by an unreserved submission
to
his\will, and a willingness "that he shall

Some of the leading Santals in the northern section of our district had sent an invi-

land that it is the duty of parents, individu-

tation to ourrecent converts to come and
meet them in council, to talk over the mat-

them

with food and clothing.

Hence,there

has been no general system of free schools
in that country; but ‘where parents have
beentoo poor to pay the whole expense,
- their richer neighbors hgve, by voluntary
eontributions, aided in maintaining the
schools.” Twenty-five years ago,the schools
for the poor were mainly of two classes: —
those called Fi
in which
the Episcopal *“Church Catechism” was

bring

cordance therewi'h; and those called ¢‘British schools,” in which the religious instrucChildren

Santals - for

the season,

twenty-five

public

funds

to

be

so that seven millions of pounds,—about
seven-tenths of the whole,—have been paid

to. Episcopalian schools. = But those who
have refused government aid have made
very strenuous efforts to sustain schools,
though, of course, they have been placed at
a financial disadvantage in comparison
with others.
During the last two years, there has been
a growing conviction among all classes,
that more should be done t) educate the
people, and many of those who have on
principle objected to the expenditure of
modified

and

round

tive,

the

Pachu, the

eldest, .who

cried

do not pro-

voluntary

efforts

vide all that is necessary, school boards
shall be appointed who shall establish
schoo in those districts. In these schools,
the scholars are to pay for their education

they

are necessary.

‘The

cost of

formists are very generally
8, bill, and

especially

"the schools into the lands of the Episcopal
w

EY

of

religion.

Hence,

A serious deportment,

He was, in-

seen the hectic hue, indie-

sive throes.

Restless

and discontented, he

threw off the restraints of other years.
Yet, in his own mind, the struggle was
great, whether to be a Christian or a vo-

tary of the world.

His conscience could

not 16ng lay stifled, but spoke in thundertones of his duty to consecrate all to Christ.
But earth had its attractions, and he

sumption. Still, to him, earth hasits attractions. Stronger than ever are his attachmerts to the world. He. sees nothing

welcome in the grave, and nothing in
‘heaven that he can call his own. He has
there no treasure, no God, no hope. Nor

orate. Gently drop some common water
within. The sulphuric acid will be 86 in-

Afflic-

tion after afiliction followed him. His excellent father was removed by death, and
soon the companion of his bosom.
But
his purpose was fixed;

change

his course.

ecute his

worldly

adversity could not

He

resolved to pros-

schemes,—to be

rich, to

be a man of business, and to act a conspicuous part in the drama of human life.
>|

Hence,

the visitations of God's judgments,

spared,

In answer to his cheerful

door opened and a

“My dear Arthur!
What ails you?”
asked the good old minister, grasping the
young man’s cold hand in. both
his own.

The pastor
less and

started, while visions of naineunsuspected
crimes
floated

through his mind,

me for the three

‘years that I have belonged to your church.

Although leading an. outwardly godly life,
and, possessing a burning desire for the
‘salvation
of souls, and looked upon by othlight,

I am

manly

frame’ shook

tion.

derstand

not & Christian!” and the
with suppressed emo:

efforts, on

his

part, were

the

secret of his success,

and

wondered why equal success did not at
tend them. As before remarked, adversity did not subdue his heart, so prosperity
could not be expected to produce the need¢d change. He never reciprocated the

favors

“Oh, sir,” continued Arthur, ‘‘my dread.

and no

lacking. He again settled himself in life,
and, for a long series of years, was prospered far beyond his'most sanguine expectations. Many, as they saw his prosperity,
were filled with envy. They could not un-

bestowed

by

a bountiful

provi-

dence. A deaf ear was turned to the various calls of benevolence, and a cold and

selfish heart prevented him from

sympa-

of duty!

How

many,

who have set

this man of cold

and

selfish

red over a spirit-lamp.

Pour into it some

sulphuric = acid—that most nervous and
volatile substance. It will refuseto evap-

computeless

It was

a

we must

Without trial, your opin-

its
ings

strange city, though these are the most
thorough possible under the circumstances.
No facts of equal antiquity are so well
established. Christianity, however, does

Macadamized

over.

and least

which

are ridiculous animals;

have any fun

divert them.”

biography.

new

It does not rely u
an unknown youth

Common

in them, how

Angels are capa-

we are told, over one such

successful experiment. That diverts all
benevolent elas. and God most of all,
- ¢Society,” said a poet-laureate, ‘‘may be
compared to an ass that kicksthose who
attempt to relieve it of its burdens.” This
is rather a homely summary of mankind's

ion, whether favorable or unfavorable, will

vites, “Try me.”
credentials, like

we

ble of diversion,

invention ever makes when it

says, ‘Try me.”

‘Ob,

and, if angels

night, the quarter of

which

value.

Horace Walpole’s fancy

indited:

the heavens, where, througha
r telescope, Saturn with his moons
rings
will display. If we are incredulous, we
must try it, without varying a condition.
Who knows but we may trip up the astron1t is the fairest demand

8' uni-

ample power to send for persons and
papers. Such an exposure as those halls
never witnessed! The congressman would
be lost in the man.
.

will not be fair to employ a silver instead

principle or

Go

experiment.
Christianity
has presumed
and pretended long enough. Appoint a
congressional committee to
lo k it up, with

of a platinum crucible ; nor a different acid,
nor invert the order by introducing first
the water and then the acid. The only
method of ascertaining the correctness of
this truly marvelous assertion is to try it,
and that in strict conformity with the
chemist’s plan.
The astronomer desig-

omer!

ess. You

in

things are stupendous. He handles himself fraudulently
who does not make this

stantaneously vaporized that the caloric of
the water will be carried off and it will fall
a lump of ice to the bottom. Ice frozen in
the center of a red-hot crucible! Ifscience
makes such a claim, we have no right to
dispute it until we try it. ‘We must try it,
too, exactly accerding to directions, It

nates the latitude, the

locdted

verse once for all, clearly apprehending, :
your relations t5 him, and your" brother
and all events afflictive or sunny. Men are
men to you. Rife is luscious:
Each is of

Heat it

When waves of affliction surround thee,
Despair not, thou Christian, dread not the fierce

©

strife,
For God is above and around thee.

The storm that has wrecked thee shall cease, and
the hand
Of thy Father in Heaven shall restore thee;
The waves shall flow back at His word of command,
No more to return and roll o’er thee.
Should the friends and companions who flattered
thee so,
When joy and prosperity crowned thee,
Turn coldly away in the hour of thy woe,—

Thy God is still o’er and around thee.
Should all thy bright visions of future success
Fade away like a dream from before thee,
There’s a Friend ever near in the hour of distress,
:
i
To guard, guide, protect and rule o’er thee.
And when death shall approach
full of peace,

thee, thy

soul,

Stand till.

regions

where

goodness

and

mercy

ne’er

* cease,
:
And tell its redemption to Heaven.

Notes with Suggestions.
—

GAMBLING.

—

Christians

condemn

it, yet

at Fairs and Levees countenance a low
epecies of it in the ferm of rafiling, &ec.
How strange !.

Ly

Higa AND Low.

.I hear

sermons

ex-

tolling the character of Clhirist, and I say,
‘go on. He can not be extolled too highly.
He is great, all glorious and lovely. Iam
told of my faults. Ifit is done in a kind
spirit, IT say it can scarcely be carried too
far.

ness.”

“Let him smite me, it shall be a kind-

one can

have so great a view

unworthiness

No

as I have, when com-

paring . myself with Him who lived our exIn AutsORITY.
Office is loved because
it gives income, honor and authority over
others. Bat the highest office is that of
self-government. Itis great power in rul-

ing.

It is the best of honor.

is glorious.
WORK or DEaTH.

The reward

Go to Egypt and find

five hundred millions of mummies or dead
bodies embalmed, dried and preserved.
These lived in ancient ages. Go toLondon and find the cemeteries filled to overflowing. Go to Paris and contemplate the
catacombs, or excavations under large por-

tions of the city, where the dead lie: In
all these we find how
great has been
death’s havoo. Death reigns still and will
till Christ shall come the second time and
abolish it.
FAsHION AT CHURCH.
Harper's Bazar
states that the best bred Christians in every
country but ours avoid personal display at
the place of worship and prayer. Itisa

relief to learn this,

How any one can rec-

oncile fine apparal and the flaunting compliances of fashion with huniility and the
trae worship
ceive.

of God,

itis

difficultto con-

Way sr?
It puzzles us why the pride
in ornaments and the vain show of the outward person are not rebuked by ‘the pulpit and the press more faithfully. These
things are destroying the vitality of the
churches. Jf conversions take place, the
converts are likelyto drink in the same

spirit, and ten to one if they do not go
into spiritual captivity in Babylon.

Let the

We

F.

road,

and

There is no futare help.

Itis just a lifeto

live. That is all Christianity is good for.
It isn't worth much to talk about. In the
hot crucible of rival speculation it is always
frozen to death. Out of formalisms and
courts of logic it escapes as quickly as our
sulphuric acid from the crucible. It is only
fit to be tried.
:
:

Were all men in successful experiment

strain after truths when all are true!

mountains,

covery and experimeat.
Science and philosophy, special police on the highway of

thought, arrest Christianity for obtaining
goods under false pretenses. Christianity
replies, ‘I never pretended.” It is rumor
and false. Christianity steps into the human arena and demands: “Try me. Take
nething for granted. Take nothing on anthority as a finality. Try me on my merits, for my purpose. This attempt to make
me what I am notis trifling with my claim.
Try me.” Christianity is a life. It claims
to solve the human
problem altogether.
to meet al the demands of our

complicated

existence,

erfect as animals,

to make

us more

more complete as intel-

ectual and moral imagesof God, to devel
op and proportion a man according to his
design, and enable him to fill up the measure of his destiny both for time and eternity. That is a brave claim. Tryit. No
man is a fair critic of Christianity until he
has made careful experiment ofit according to its conditions. It must be thorough
and long enough to testit. The conditions

Why

of the experiment are these: ‘The secret of

the Lord is with them that fear him.”

¢If

we love one another, God dwelleth in us.”
“If any man will do his will, he shall
know

his

obedience,
ear

doctrine.”

love.

heard,

“Eye

neither

Repentance,

have

Then,

and

not

a whit

sooner,

of Christianity.

is he

Then

whether Christ's pledges are

redeemed in

him; whether there be a spir-

eyes

realm

spiritually

do not see

Christ's. views

nor

of time

discerned

ears

hear;

which

whether

and eternity

Nero, wa'lowing in the mire of sensunalism, driven in his spirit like a Fury, by the
gust of passion, inflamed to madness by the
goadings of a revengeful and cruel disposition, knew nothing of that heaven of joy
which Paul bad.in his heart.
What to~ Nero were angels lifting up
over his head a crown that glittered ia the
eye of faith, with a lustre incomparably
more brilliant than atl the jewels that
sparkled in his earthly diadem? Nero,
the poor man

bent down

to the

earth in the vision of Bunyan, rakieg for
pet
straws and bubbles. How unlike to
aul!

As the end of his life

was different,

80 also his enjoyments of the spiritnal and
unseen. Living by faith,he saw that which
filled him with joy no words could express,
and felt that which disarmed
all the trials

and

disasters of

earth

of their highest

a

he

may witness
itual

Jews and Gentiles?

No gentle zephyrs of the heavenly Spirit
fanned that parched up demoniac heart;
no holy impulses from the Sun of Righteousness penetrated down into the regions
of his spiritual nature, locked up, in the
chains of eternal frosts. The prey of unquiet emotions, the slave of ignoble passions, Nero rushed from the rage of enemies incensed by his cruelties, into the
last fatal resort of wretchedness—suicide.
What a contrast was Paul! He drinks

heart of man the things which God hath
Tepared for them that love him. But
70d hath revealed them unto us by his
spirit.”
The experimenter must adopt
Christian truth, and employ means to master it. He must test the mystery of pardoned sin, of a new ambition, and be
sunned by the spirit of Jesus. This interior life must flow out into business, into
sports, into household and social affairs.
It must dominate the man.
:
qualified judge

the climax of his highest pleasures? Could
we imagine a more happy man than Paul,
when be looked back upon his Christian
labors, and forward to the triumphs of tbe
Cross of the Redeemer, and those victories
of grace that he was permitted to experience in his labors for the conversion of

the

faith,

into

beauty ; the joy that ensued from his resolute resistance to all meanness, falsehood,
avarice and intemperance—did not this immeasurably surpass that of Nero, even in

power to hurt. As selfishness assumed a
more controlling influence with Nero, so
the circle contracted more and more of true
happiness, and left his poor soul a shriveled, sightless, odious object of thought;

hath not seen nor
entered

not the seraphic views of Paul, bis Lieaven-

ly visions, his joys of heart, the peace that
owed like the mighty sea in his soul, the
out gushings of his benevolent nature for
all suffering, the ardent aspirations of bis
spirit for all purity, loveliness and moral

here, was

har-

monize with his own highest interests;
whether it be the natural man-food; an

hatefulto himself,

and

hateful

to others.

of the waters

of eternal life, he feeds upon

in achieving,

Paul was a living illustra-

manna descending from the skies; and this
will explain all the marvelous success of
his preaching, and all the wonders of grace
that he was permitted to be instrumental
tion that the greatest paradoxes

the greatest truths.

are often

‘‘ As unknown,

and

yet well-known ; as dying, and behold we
If, upon such elven
scrupulous!
live
; as chastened, and not killed; as sormade, Ise shall testify, ‘lt is unnatural, it rowful, yet always rejoicing’; as
Tr, yet
outrages this world’s work, it jeopards making many rich ; as having nothing, and
thrift, it estops enjoyment, it harms society Je possessing all things,”
Could Nero

and violates the laws of my well-being,

then we rhould have ome and the first
thorough adverse criticism from a competent judge in all timewa solo. against a
multitudinous chorus, which has lifted a
bridge of testimony from eaith to héaven.
This i not an obsolete, but a current
matter. We need not yearn to have lived
in Christ's

time, with our present scientific

facilities and our advanced knowledge, so
that we might have applied the test to
Cana’s water and wine, and the avoirda-

pois tothe loaves and fishes, and sent an

expert swimmer on Galilee’s Sea to testify
concerning the water-walking, and ordered
an autopsy of Lazarus, and a committee of

investigation on Calvary, and a medical
college to examine Jesus in the sepulcher
and after the resurrection.
This® would
bave been no test of Christianity’s merits.
We have a committeeof investigation here

in Chicago to-day, sitting

on the debris of

our new courthouse, which was too weak
to stand alone ; and the report will probably

be as satisfactory as coroner's juries gen-

erally make.

Verdict in accordance

with

ave heard, or

read

these

words,

they

would have sounded in his ears, and been
seen by his eyes, as utterly absurd and
contradictory. His own experience would
be as foreign to this, as is the condition of
earth to that of heaven. Here was an atmosphere of sensibility and joy, as remote
from his conception as the element of water
is distinct from that of air. Here we sce
how full of internal resources of = happiness
was the life. of Paul! How full of all
emotions of joy was that heart whose warm
aspirations of benevolence made him ever
active in his Master's cause. The bad life
of Nero to millions of the human race
| cannot be estimated. He enstamped, by
his own conduct, an impress of vileness
upon multitudes of men, women and children, that no mortal can conceive of. Not
80 of Paul. How brilliant appears this
at star of grace in the world’s history!

he astronomer tells us that light traveling twelve millions of miles in a minnte,
keeps ever onward

in its

march

through

the trackless distances of universal space.
But moral light, emsnating from such a

the facts: ‘It fell down.” We have a more spiritual luminary as Paul, passes more
genuine testof Christianity here and now. It. swiftly onward in its career of glory,’

stands fresh and challep fos each man to fr
it, Itis trifling and dodging to wander o

should act with as much energy as | into historical verification and philosophical
investigation,

These

do not prove

Chris-

tianity, They are not the tests according
to its conditions. They have no promises

attached. Try it as any other pretension is
tried. You may say, “I care not whether

[
a

diffusing.
a'l around an influence for good,

that shall never cease while God reigns or
eternity lasts.— Observer.

In the voyage of life we should imitate

the ancient matiners, who without losing
sight of the earth, ‘trusted: to heavenly
signs for guidance.
%

.

This is the fittest -

time. Should science, which has so nobly
started, go on to the reading of all material
riddles, and invention avail
itself of all
laws to help us, and philosophy speculate
on the phenomena of a hundred more generations, they would not affect this experiment an iota. They would invent no substitute, add no new power, nor simp
it. All the materials -are at each man's
hands for trying Christianity on its merits.

of it, we could afford to hush the pulpits
and still the choirs and let it live. Why

and through gorges and swamps with no
rail. Try it according to its intent. Neither can you condemn Christianity because
it did not propound a philnsophy to be
tried by the intellect.
Frederic IL., of
Prussia used to say that a metaphysician’
was like a well-digger; the deeper he
went the more Re was in the dark. Nor
is it to be convicted because it offers no
science of the cosmosto be tested by dis-

It proposes

Shall rise, with its sins all forgiven,
To

those who expect everything from themselves; and we should pray with as much
earnestness as those who expect everything from God.

worldling,

the crucible be of platinum.

You luxuriate in hel

are a settled
man,

done.

History at best is

success, anticipating many years of pleasjure in the future,
ef

This

be

not make its stand here.

watchmen sound an alarm.

A new scene now presents itself.

It can

faulty and imperfect; and, though it were organize & song when life is melody.
tality beyond the grave, have lingered by exact, each judge of it must become an ‘it. It is amanly thing to do.—Rev. W, A.
the way, departed from the holy commandhistorical critic, and that at last would be Bartlett, in Independent.
ment delivered unto them, forgetting, that trying credentials, mot Christianity. You
tested a man for your business
earth has attractions, which, if yielded to, ‘haven't
Nero and Paul Contrasted.
when you have satisfied yourself that his
will prove detrimental to the soul's immor- recommendations are genuine and autheni
—
tal interests!
:
S. H. B.
tic. Christianity’ truth is not staked upon
Nero, outwardly, must have been reits credentials—least of all, upon some garded by the multitude as a very happy
especial ‘theory of them. It makes very man, for to worldly eyes he had everyGod's Care.
little difference what you call the Bible,
thing to make him happy. But could there
provided yon practice its truths.
be a greater contrast in all that constituted
BY 8. G. HERBERT.
—————
The locomotive is designed to run
upon true happiness, than that presented in the
an iron tramway.
Jt would be absurd to internal stats of Nero and Paul ? Taking
When shipwrecked and lost on the ocean of life,
indict its utility. because it will not go on a only this life into contemplation, and did

thizing- with the unfortunate, or imparting
words of condolence to the afflicted. = Feel-

ing himself. secure, he gloried in his own

crucible.

out with bright hopes of a blessed immor-

ample.

Vain,

“Come

in,” the study

many, especially the young, are led, by the
allurements of transitory objects, from the

cision was

then, were all the expostulations of friends.
Every effort to persuade him to Christ, to
heaven, and to Christian happiness, was
fruitless. He would listen, out of respect,
to appeals addressed to him personally;

Having determined to resist the influences of the gospel, he engaged in his. labors with avidity, and pursued with perseverance the course which he determined to
follow. No time was lost, no pains were

to earth again.

due
reflection,
are charmed
with the
evanescent shadows of a moment.
How

of my

but it was labor bestowed in vain.

forth.

freeze ice in the center

Let

finally resolved to defer, till a future day,
the great work of repentance. The demade, irrevocably made.

The problem is to

Siow and set-

tle the grand verities of life and death and
eternity, you are a king among men hence-

of a red-hot

the house of worship and listen to the voice

With .his Bible open, before him, pastor
Elliott
sat in heavenly meditation. A tap
upon the door brought his unwilling mind

ers, I fear,ns a burning and a shining

in country districts, it

professor

‘had little or no effect upon him.

BY GRACE.

which leaves each local ful secret has haunted

an
xquestion. of religiousinWash idee 3 Ie notonly
in direct oppo-

a

of God’s servant. His interest in spiritual
things
gradually - declined.
His mind,
formerly the seat of calm contemplation,
was now agitated with the most convul-

After some two hours’ conversation, in
which several took a conspicuous part, I

#chool-houses
and other additional expenses
bo
paid out ofa local rate. The lo3
+1 have a dreadful secret to confess,” reids may muke by-laws. for compul4
‘plied
Arthur Holmes, sinking to a seat.
sory attendance, and they are also to decide

~ whether religions instruction is to be given

details, may

deed, “‘almost persuaded to bea Christian.” He was often known to retire in secret to commune with his Maker and to implore his blessings.
Earth had its attractions, and this almost
disciple of Christ felt their influence in a
manner almost irresistible. No longer did
he supplicate the throne of grace for future
favors; no longer did he read with delight
the word of God; no longer did he go to

gave some

Trial, :

pee

avowal of his religious faith.

that

devoted Christian young man entered.
when able to do so; those who are unable, His face was pale and anguish-stricken,
to have free. tickets given them; and while dark circles beneath his eyes told of
are
schools entirely free are to be established sleepless nights and enfeebled health.
where

be

{ you do find asset

Try It.

surein the executionof its work,—con-

path

attention to religious instruction, inspired
the hope that he would soon make a public

items of their personal experience, which
seemed to secure very respectful attention.

Arthur’s

of

an upright course of conduct, and careful

there was reasonable

They each

assurance

in all its essential

Christ was visible.

felt it his duty to follow him.
His younger brother then followed in a most argu-

hope of salvation.

full

indication of obedience to the commands of

by the

endeavoring to show

in glory have never in

that

much religious instruction was bestowed
upun him; and many prayers ascended to
heaven in his behalf. Many hoped that he
would follow the foctsteps of his father, or
at least walk in the paths of piety. Every

Santals, that he “had heard of Carist, a
Saviour all powertul to save, and that he

mentative strain,

true

mother

field
filled
while
inter-

way is an enterprising business man, large
and rather commanding in his personal appearance, first replied in a very concise
way, that he had no faith in the gods of the

in Christianity alone

way.

in a hot cup or not.”
You can not safely say that
of
Christianity.
It does concern
you
this instant on
| forever, If the experiment succeeds, and

only reflect prejudice or hearsay, and is
valueless. “Pshaw! It is mot reasonable
come at pleasure. ‘It is like a whirlpool, that ice can be frozen in a red-hot wessel.
from which it is impossible to extricate I will not waste time on such palpable
nonsense.” That is no trial. That is senT one’s self.
tence of death without calling a witness.
Earth has attractions for every one who Itislynch law.
will voluntarily yield to their influence. | - The Christian religion appears in this
And, sorrowful as it is, too many, without most reasonable of all attitudes, and in-

serve as an illustration of this fact.
There was a youth of sober habits. His
father was a minister of the gospel, and his

ing men, whose countenances showed that
they had accepted the invitation without
fear. On being introduced to the company,
for they had seen few of those present before, they were asked why they had become

eation districts; that the character of the
provision for education in each of those
eases where

may

ative of that mysterious disease, slow but

Great is the power of attraction. By it
the earth, with its ponderous weight, is upheld. The planetary system also acts in
accordance with the well-known laws of attraction. If such massive bodies of matter
can influence each other, is it unreasonable
to suppose that the mind may be subject to
certain influences, though acted upon in a
different manner? The following narra-

merry circles went in the midst of noise and

Christians.

now

et

ive bands of music, came pouring in
from all directions, until several thousands had assembled.
A hundred drums

the farthierance of education.
It provides
that the country shall be divided into edu-

and that, in

where

Power of Earthly Attractions.

their views. But there are several difficul- asked the council to give a definite expresties connected with this question. Theidea sion on certain leading points of interest,
prevails almost generally, that religious as which they did as follows:
weil as secular instruction should be given
1. “If Christianity is the true religion, it
in the day schocls. But a very large major- is" quite proper that we should all become
ity of the dissenters from the Established Christians. We are thinking, and some of
church, while now willing that the govern- us almost inclined to take the same step
ment should pay for secular iastruction, ourselves.”
take the ground that public money, which
2. “We wculd oppose no obstacles in
every one is obliged to pay, ought not to be
|
the
way ofany who may wish to become
given for religious instruction. Then,again,
| Christians.”
"|
shall the present schools be superseded to
3. “We wish that those who become
establish a national system, or shall these
remain under present conditions, and new Christians should not be regarded as outones be established in addition, on a differ- casts, but that our social intercourse should
ent system ? Shall the schools be free, or remain undisturbed.”
4. ‘We advise that none should withdra
shall payment be required of the scholars?
Shall attendance be optional, or shall chil- their children from the schools through fear
-dren be compelled to attend? These* ques- | of their becoming Christians.”
tions may all seem to us capable of an easy
We thank God for this recognition of the
solution, but there they are causing consid- great principle of religious freedom. An
erable difficulty.
important point has been gained.
* O.R. BACHELER,.
A few weeks ago, the government introduced into the House of Commons a bill for

districts shall be ascertained;

It is worn

Selections.

death is visible upon his distorted features,

no needed good from you.”

distributed | ested spectators.
The
converts were at
their post, well dressed and intelligent-look-

among such schools as asked for it. = This
grant has been annually increased till it has
now become eight or nine hundred thousand pounds a year. The Wesleyan Methodists,and some other nonconformists, have
taken a share of these grants; but the Congregationalists and Baptists, with some oth.
ers, have generally refused to receive any;

public funds for this purpose, have

endure toil, begins
to decline.

it is by no means essential to salvation:
Leave it all with the Father, my son.
Having given you Christ, he will withhold

miles

taught and clothed gratuitously; and, dur- heat and dust, till the wearied muscles
ing the last thirty years, a large number of “enough.”
free schools have been established in cities
While revel thus ran wild in -the
and towns for the benefit of the very poor. close at hand, my tent had become
In 1847, a new step was taken.
Parlia- ‘with intelligent,serious-looking men,
ment voted one hundred thousand pounds the space in front was packed with
from the

which could once

down with severe labor. The impress of

-though a delightful result of saving faith,

morning, and soon bands of Santals, men,
women and children, -led by their respect-

Achilles,

saints

in his own

faith, for which you are sighing; and al-

north of Midnapare.
My tent was pitched near the field appropriated to the great dance early in the

ment tothe tendo

to heaven

this life attained

attending these schools paid from two to and as many fifes, beaten and blown most
six cents each per week.
In addition to energetically, gave their peculiar excitethese, there were Episcopal parish schools,
where a limited number of children were

you

Many

ter of their change of religion.
As the invitation was proffered in a very kindly tone,
I advised them by all means togo.
They
assented, on condition that 1 would go
}
with them. The time and place appointed
were at the great closicg festival of the

taught, and religious teaching given in action given was undencminsational.

That robust constitution,

the sad reply, while tears stole slowly
down his cheeks. ‘‘Here have I been for

Council.

and that a fuller use be made of the means
provided.
It has been the general opinion in Engally, to provide for the education of their
children, just asit is their duty to provide

heart,is now brought to the severest
test. |

Elliott.
!
SL
‘‘Becanse I can not believe that my Sins
are pardoned, and that God loves me,” was

does he assent to ‘the fact that there isa
God, a heaven, a hell. Nor will he converse and reflect upon the subject of a future state. He knows that3
d is nigh,
yet earth has still its attractions) and he
clings to it with tenacity. Resol¥ng that
no one shall benefit him by free and friendaccepted
in’
the
Beloved.
Satan
has
depublic schools of that country.
3, he is
sired to have you that he may sift you as ly conversation upon spiritual
What will be done remains to be seen. wheat, but be of good cheer, he his no as fully determined that no one shall be
If this law passes in its present form, it will partor lot in you.
You are the Lord's free- profited by his death. For this purpose he
be by the votes of those who on other man, and nothing shall separate you from prohibits having a funeral discourse delivquestions areopposed to the government. that love that passeth knowledge, so long ered, or any religious ceremonies performed at his burial.
Besides, he disposes
The government have intimated their will- as you faithfully cleave to him.”
of his property in such a manner as to preingness to make all necessary amendments,
Arthur Holmes'’s eyes were lifted in eager
but these will be pressed from different hope to the venerable face of his pastor; clude the possibility of any moral, religious or henevolent enterprise, ever deriving
sides.
For myself, I believe that if a meas- his despairing thoughts began to vanish,
ure is passed this year, it is not likely to be while love, joy and peace, those blessed the least benefit from his possessions.
Thus lives and dies a man wholly devotgenerally satisfactory and final; and proba- fruits of the Spirit, began to spring up in
ed
to worldly pursuits.
Surely, he who
bly it will be a number. of years before a his heart.
.
will
have
no
other
God
reign over him
good working system of education can be
“Remember this, Arthur; heartily acgenerally agreed npon.
W. H.
cepting Christ as your Saviour, is justify- than the god of this world, will find that
ing\saving faith.
Bat, mark, this must be earth has attractions too strong to be over-

show that the number of children in attendance is not more than

Established

views; and where we are, we will teach
ours.”
But non-conformists reply,—*“We three years a professing Christian, labordo not want any advantage for our views, ing and praying for the salvation of the
and will not use it if wethave it;” so that the lost, while I myself am not a true believresult will be, ‘Church schoolsin countr y|er.
districts, and undenominational schocls ir’ _ “Arthur!” said Mr. Elliott, earnestly,
cities and towns.” Itis worthy of notice, ‘do you accept Christ as your Saviour?”
that the Roman Catholi¢ priests are in favor | ‘Oh, yes, I do accept him gladly. Who
of this feature of the bill.
And there isa is there in heaven or on earth that I desire
reason for this. In Ireland, there is’ & na- above him?” replied the young man, his
tional, unsectarian system
of education.
tearful eyes brightening at the mere menThis has always been opposed by the Rom- tion of his beloved Saviour’s name.
;
an Catholic priests, and if this bill passes
“My dear brother, you have given me the
into law for England, they will claim a simmost satisfactory evidence that you are a
ilar one for Ireland, by which they will be
‘child of God." Mourn no longer. You are
abte to give a sectarian education in the

ini

the

of the

Church generally approve this feature of the
bill. They sag —*‘All right.
Where you
are in the majority, you can teach your

As there is at the present time much excitement in England on the subject of edu-

into our papers, as to

members

STAR: APRIL 20, 1870.

“How do you know that?” asked Mr.

This opinion is corroborated by the

fact that the

Education in England.
eA

MORNING

a ———

preached to them for more thau two hoars.
And they heard him not only with patience,
but with manifest delight, standing as their

row bounds the plans and policy of one who

was to be a fisher of men. It was a firm
but gentle hand placed upon his heart to
see how it beat.
“Lovest thou me?’ It

fathers uscd to stand and hear their orators
in the popular assembly.
It was scarcely
a sermon according to our ideas of a
sermon.
Bat it was a magnificent homily,

touched the only spot that could tell aught
of character, and it rested there long enonch

or Christian:

to learn all; to find impulse seconded by
will and reduplicated by affection. It also

oration,

delivered

in astyle

and elocution with which the hearers of
Demosthenes could scarcely have found
recognized sadly and tenderly the fact that | fault, and
which
impressed
me
very
a throb of false pride had once heaved that | strongly with the melody aud richness of
disciple’s breast, when he said, “Though all | the modern Greek language.
Aud it was
wen should ‘deny thee, yet will not 1.” a glorification not of the Greek Chareh,
Therefore the added allusion, “More than
and its forms apd ceremonies, Lut of the

these?”

That

this delicate pressure

of a

Bible, and

wounded hand had its effect is evilent from

the humility of the reply, which contained
no self-comparison, but only an appesl to
the omniscirnce of the questioner—*‘Thou
‘knowest ?
Nor did the thrice fullen man,
thrice plied with the searching question,
presume to use the samo high, comprehensive word (agapao) which was used by his

the

religion

which

a religion of tuith, hope

it teaches—

aud love, which in

| its essential principle he defined ty be ‘Gud

| in the soul of man and the soul of man in
| God.
He
is certainly
enlightened in

| regard

to

| according

the

nature

of

to the standird

| missionaries,

with.

trance

religion

of the American

wicm

he

| and friendly intercourse.

has frequent

Lord, but meekly protested (philo) his per- |
sonal attachment.

- Genuive love is always humble; looks up
to its object, not across at its rivals; trusts
not to its own acts for justification,
bat to
the insight of the beloved.
Genuine love

Show Me Christ.
|
a,
As
|
‘This suzgestive
incident comes to us un|
| credited, but it loses hone of its interest

freighted

|

would

Peter's

have

boast of

words

proved

which

otherwise

as empty as his rash
The Lord, therefore,
trus lover the sweesof his coufidence, the

constancy.

bestowed upon this
est possible plodge

care of his flrek; giving him a commission

tofeed those who were a part of himself,
and there and forever ordaining him to
minister in his stead the things which are a
help and guide to salvation.
In this laying of a corner-stone next to

the chief Rock on which the temple was to
be built, we find no trace of theological
square and

compass,

no

inquisitive

ham-

mering to fied out the solidity of opinions,
no hollowing out of heart to inlay the mustgathering records of an ecclesiastical polity,
but only a juxtaposition of God and man
fitly joined together by love to Christ. And
in this chrismatory act, bestowed upon
Cephas without restriction after he had solemnly declared

his love

before

we find the Christ-given pattern
dinations.

Why

witnesses,

for all or-

should the modern church

mix with the oil of consecration so many
new perfumes ? Why shoulda modern Christian,who oan say in all sincerity,‘ Yea,Lord,
thou knowest that I love thee,” wait for a

fuller commission than, ‘Feed my lambs?”
—Christian Union.

The Episcopal Ferment,
The Living Church admits that all is not
"is found in a communion

its unity.

Ome claims

which

than

boasts of

that the name of

Protestant Episcopal is an absurdity ; another, that Protestantism is her
glory. One
claims that the church is the sole, infallible
“oracle of doctrine ; another, that each conscience must search the Word of God. One
claims that the ministry has the divine gi

of conveying sacramental grace and absolu-

tion ; another, that this is the worst superstition. One claims that baptism regeneraes
; another, that
it has no such power at
all. One that Christ residesin the elements
of the altar; another, that his presence is
urely spiritual. = What shall we believe?
hat isthis catholicity of faith, ask many
JeDlexed minds, which we have been told
8 our special mark of superiority in this
chaotic time P But we are met by a large
class of teachers, who repeat, with a judicial gravity, from the pulpit and in religious
riodicals, the same well-worn phrase:

Beloved brethren, the

church has always

held this via media, this middle ground between Rome on the one hand, and the sects

on the other.

Itis our wisdom not to de-

fine thege points of controversy; to ignore
alike ritualism and radicalism; to deny
that there are any parties in our happy fam-

ily, and

maintain

the unity of loyal

conservative churchmen.

for being anonymous :
|

A man blind from his birth, a man cf
much intellectual vigor and with many en- |

gaging

social

qualities,

‘who, appreciating
to cast

in her

lot

and

found

his worth,
with

a woman

was

him,

willing

and

become

his wife.
Several bright, beautifal children
became theirs, who tenderly and equally
loved both their
pareats.
An
eminent
French surgeon,

ed upon

them,

while in this

and

man with much

country,

examining

interest

and

the

care,

call-

blind
said

to

him, * Your blindness is wholly artificial ;
your eyes are naturally good, and coull I
have operated upon them twenty years ago,

I think I could have given you sight. It
is barely possible that I can do it" now,
though it will cause you mud pain,” <1
can bear that,” was the reply; ‘ so you
but enable me to see.” The surgeon operated upon him, and was gradually success-

had smelt one before but
one; then he looked upon

wife, who had been so true and

n

Visit Your Scholars.
hh

The following, from the Sunday School
Banner, is worthythe

attention

of QVOFY|

Sunday school teacher in the land:
There is,
perhaps, no part of the teacher's
duty so fal of cheering prospects as the
visitation of his scholars.
Children will
withhold their confidence even from the
punctual and zealous instructor, but they
cannot resist the love and sympathy that
seek them at their homes daring the week.
The instructions of the Sabbath may fail to
soften their little, rebellious hearts,

but the

kindness of a social ‘ministering
to their
wants, or soothing the hour of pain, is irresistible.
A faithful teacher will record with anxie-

ty, in her memorandum book, the

absence

of a scholar.

heart in-

If one is absent her

quires, is the little one sick, or is he weary

1. That human

happiness, like Hebrew

verbs, has no present tense.
2. That human friendship, like glass, is
“easily broken ; not easily mended.

‘followed

by

Behold the joy of home.

|

“

Do I

not hear the children shout? The air is
full of music to our silent thought. Oh,
how full of music when our journey is
almost done, and we stand upon the bound
and precinct of that blessed land = Hold
on to your faith.
Believe more firmly.
Take hold by prayer and by faith. Away
with troubles and buffetings. Be happy;
you are

saved.

In a few hours,

visions of

God and all the realities of the eternal
world shall be yours, and you shall be
saved with an everlasting salvation.

OFFER !!

Horace Waters, 481

Broadway, New

AJ

Iv is not by regreiting

Frst Letter Foundry in New England.
OOMMENOED IN 1817,

BOSTON THPE FOUNDRY
- HARD AND TOUGH
:

is irrepara-

the tools we have.

we are, and what

we

BOOK

est false steps.

Poor

are, is God’s

can be made of
is a series of
best Christian
makes the few-

mediocrity

may

do

that; but he is the best who wins the most
splendid victories by the retrieval of mis-

takes.

Forget

mistakes;

organize victory

out of mistakes.

;

Varieties.
There is no sin ‘we can be tempted to
commit, but we shall find a greater salisfaction in resisting than in committing.
deadly

weapons

and

strong hand

of hatred must be

entirely changed by the mild,
of love.

Nothing is troublesome

that is done by a

willing hand.

TYPE.

85 Water

Agent,

Street, Boston.

Na The Morning Star type is from this Foundry.
8

:

Silent deeds are better than unprofitable
words.
Some men
make themselves a great
name by the perpetual ruin of their goud

u

Pi

A SAFE AND SPEEDY REMEDY FOR
- COUGH,
WHOOPING

Croup,

Corps,

CougHs,

HOARSENESS, AN®_ALL DISEASES
THROAT
XND LUNGS.

OF

THE

suffer

more from

than from the very
anger and grieve.

anger

things

and

tor

we

Promises made in the time of afiliction
require a better memory than people commonly possess to insure their fulfilment.
Sincerity is speaking as we think, believing as we pretend, acting as we profuss, performing as we promise, and being
48 we appear to be.
Thinking ) is the least exerted
of cultivated humanity.—2%vans.

5
has baen submitted

COMPOUND

years of its exis

tence, and has won foritself the high esteem in whick
itis held for the cure of diseases of the throat and

sungs.

It possesses special virtue in the

cure of se

vere colds, so common at this season.
No other rem:
edy equals it for all such cases. If truly acts like
magic, as thousands in Vermont and New Hampshire
testify. WAMLJOSLYN & SONS, Barton, Vt., Propri
etors.

GEO.

C. Goodwin

&

bud

some later day.
There is a.whole sermon

in the saying of

the old Persian: ‘In all thy quarrels leave
open the door of reconciliation.”
THE

GREATEST

AGENTS

LF

x

Of

WANTED

FOR

DR,

Age!

KENNEDY'S
NEURALGIA

RHEUMATIC
DISSOLVENT,

TO- PASTORS
i

SS.

AND

SS.

CHURCHES

Series.

Audy Luttrellycesesececececssscens
Shining Hours, .se««
Master and Pupil,.
May Bell.eeeesve
Sabrina Hackett,..
Aunt Mattieseesoee

.1,50
«1,50
.1,50
«1,60
«1;60

Rainy Day Series.
A Rainy Day at Schoolycecescess
vase LTO
Birth Day Presenf.scssecececceecasesacs 70

Child’s

Series.
13

Good Little Mittie,..

, 10

18
5

5

Bright

Day

Skies,ceeecece sescsscecscnne ceceeel, 26

Pompeii and Herculaneum,.ceeseesseeeesl,25
Postage on the dellar-and-a-half books, 16 cents
each; on the dollar-and-a-quarter books, 16 cents
each; on the 75 cents books, 8 cents each.
:

Parties designing to get new

in_agonv and pain, unable to

Sabbath School

Libraries, or to replenish old ones, can send us
their orders which will be immediately
filled with

our own publications, or will be filled with the
books of other publishers,and will be furnished to
Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholesale prices.
Address,
L. R. BURLINGAME,
i

SCIATICA,

Jourdelin bed, and ev:
movemen will go to
your heart like a knife ; now
tell me if a relief and a
cure of any of these diseases in a few days is not the
Greatest
Medical Blessing of the Age, tell us whatis!
DIRECTIONS TO USE:
You will takea table-spoonful and three spoonfuls
of water three times a day, and in a few days every

Dover, N. H.

Remittances of money for our publications may be sent either in Drafts on New
York or Boston, and made payable to the
order of L. R. Burlingame,

in

Post Office

Money Order, or in Registered letter.
Moneys thus sent will be at our risk.
Otherwise they will be at the risk of those
sending them.

particle of Rheumatic and Neuralgic pain will be dis-

solved and pass of by the kidneys.
Manufactured by
DONALD KENNEDY,
Roxbury, Mass,
Wihogule Afents Geo. C. Goodwin & Co., M. 8,
st Brothers & Bird, Carter & Wiley.
Burr
& Co.
Gilman
ro. Weeks & Potter, Reed & Cutler,
al

Son; Providence,

BUS.

Atreai''y

-

Price $1 00per b ottle.

2.152

3
TO

CLERGYMEN.

The

Photograph

Mar-

riage Certificate can be had of any Bookseller, or of
us direct, by mail.
CRIDER & BRO. Publishers,
York, Penn.
|
4t13

unilding Paper.
sThis 18 a hard som
t
like an orantly book cover, Te rian with tar
and used on the outside of frame build
under the clapboards,. also under shingles
loors, to
out damp and
also used on the inside,not saturated, inst
of Plastering, and makes a warm and cheap
wall, It costs only from $8 to $30 (according to size) to cover houses on the outside,
= Samples and descriptive circulars sent

and fi

Address,
13611

SABBATH
At

ROCK

RIVER
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CHOOL LIBRARIES,

Wholesale

Yegelabls

TREES, VINES,

Have the pleasure to inform their
public, that their Catalogue of

AND

RARE

SUPERB

CO., Ohleago,

Agent for the Eastern States,
Yo

on application to Mr. Gro. B. Coss,
at our office, No. 30 Vesey St., New
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Circular and sample stocking FREE,

Address HINKLEY KNITTING MACHINE CO, Bath, Me.
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WMOVING

GLORE

TRIN
(
SHADEORCHIMNEY

Also, Chandeliers and Brackets for Churches, Halls
Stores, and private Dwellings,
:
Believing that a house In the country should be as thoroughly provided with light as a house In the Sty, we are
i
el to furnish every room complete with its appropriate lamp, suul¥ secured in its popes place, thus doing
away vip Tn 8, ups, which have proved so dangerous and objectionable.
We tmport Bohemian and French Lamps and Shades.
We manufacture Bronze Lamps at greatly reduced rates;
are Sole Agents for the Pocket-Fol ing Lantern, and are
Agents for Hartshorn’s Folding, an
Jehnson’s Dome
4 Paper Shade 2B.
IVES’ PATENT LAMPS are sold N] deajers generally,
but to Introduce them where the merchants have not
got
them, we give particular attention to RETAIL TRADE,
Enclose 26 cents for Illustrated Catalogue or 8 cots. for
desc iptive Circular,
1VES' PATENT LAMP CO.

26012

Fighting Fire with Fire. This may be good
policy on a blazing prairie,
but it will not answer
“with
the fevered human system. Irritating medicines
exasperate and intensify all complaints of the stomach or the bowels, Never take a drastic evacuant for
in
tion or comstipation,
Administer instead
TARRANT'S EFFERVESCENT
SELTZER APERIENT,
which is at onoé a febrifage, a cathartic, and an invigorant, and has a soothing

the disordered

viscera.

and h

effect upon

915 SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS,
/
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George.
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are not excelled by any other books
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lished ata price
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ABENTS

i

he Grant Cigar Tip isanovel-

Choralist,
single,
75
13
87
do
dozen, 190
144
8,64
‘Minutes of General Conference,
single,
,75
20
9
a Thereis no discount on the Minutes by the |
dozen.

For Rimiituse-

pi!
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1,40

do

do

in

y & a pleasure, samples 30cts
MA. Grant, P. O. Box 4390,N Y.

9,14

240
,15
14

Church Member’s Book,
do
do
do
Treatise,

48
,08
28

JCENTLEMEN

1,94
12,25
93

do
do
dozen,
do Paper Covers, single,
do
dozen,

Life of Marks,

Estate offices

same.

9,60

single,

Real

several hundred farms for sale at this Agency. CowmPLETE FACILITIES OFFERED FOR SELECTING DESIRABLE FARMS IN ALL SKCTIONS OF THE COUNTRY.

- Price. Postage Total.

single,

do

cstablished

Is issued at this office on the 1st and 15th of every
month, at $1.00 per annum.
Specimen copies sent
upon receipt of 5 cents,
This paper containg, besides
articles upon real estate interests, full deseriptions of

dozen,

Moitocco, single, 1,10
do
dozen, 10,56
single,
,85

Butles Theolegy,

History,

single,

the

Agency,

New England Real state Joumal

Books,
on

of

GRAY'’S

8t., Boston.

by the dozen ; also Postage

description

GRAY’S

Estate

One of the oldest
the country,

CO.

Prices of Freewill Baptist

every

NO. 4, Scollay’s Building, Boston.
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of Farms, ITouses, Lands,
Real Estate.

ers, we offer our own prize books which
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PURCHASERS

PLANTS

In addition to the publications of oth~

of th

sale of it as soon as possible.

&C.,

Address

5113

make con-

been sold.
Those desiring it, will,
therefore, do well to send in their orders at once, as we wish to finish the

Seeds,
friends

COLORED

HOVEY

who is authorized to

The Register for 1870 is universally
admitted to be far superior to any heretofore issuéd.
Tt needs only
to be seen
and examined to be appreciated.
A very large part of this edition has

of the New Double Geraniums.
The Catalogue contains upward of fifty pages, and
is embellished with numerous engravings.
:
A copy will be mailed to every applicant on the receipt of 25 cents; our regular customers supplied free

of charge.

Street, Boston, Mass.

be promptly forwarded to Advertisers,

is now ready, containing fu'l descriptions of all the
Rare Plants; such as the New Celeus, New Golden
Tricolored Geraniums, New Double Geraniums, New
Fuchsias, New Phloxes, New Chrysanthemum, New
Dahlias,
&e , and all the choice and select Bedding
Plants; illustrated with

A

& CO., Proprietors,

.
\
charge,
To ApveErTISERS.
The rates of
issue of advertising in the Morning Star will

schools at as low rates as they can be

eat | list,

PAPER

TURNER
120 Tremont

lyeow48

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday

cold. 151

Or B, E. HALE, 22 & 24 Frankfort Street, N, Y,

It is sold by all dealers in drugs and medicines.

for the

Boston; W. F. Philips, Y.W. Perkins & Co. Port:
land; Joseph Balch

Sent by mail on receipt of price and postage.
One package
.
py .00
.. .
Postage 6 cents.
Six packages
.
.
§.00
ince
wo
A.

CO,

FRUIT

do

Series.
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LUMBAGO,

&

and

Single ana

The Christ Child,....

'

that I have just
got through with,) that most awful
{hat a
Tint aot. nd Bele
hk x ing, mo
spirit-breaking and mind-weakening of all the
diseases that can
our poor human nature;
When you have the

Clerks

to give the, tracts for advertising, and transact any
the Yearly business belonging to the advertising
those of the department.
oe
and Pastors.
THE. REGISTER.

Flower
NEW

permanent cure.

contains no materials in the slightest degree injurious.
It has the unqualified approval of the best physicians.
Thousands, in every part of the country, gratefully
acknowledge its power to soothe the tortured nérves
and restore the failing strength.
;

Begs The lingenie is the most Useful article
ver invented for your use.
Circulars
ee. Mrs, Morgan, P. O. Box, 2438, N.Y.

TO

Superintendents.

Prize

Sunny

Lying and withering

OF

Boy’s Heavensee....

READER, you may consider this a sort of spread
eagle heading, but I mean every word of it. I
have been there. When your system is racked with
RHEUMATIC PAIN,
and you cannot even turn yourselfin bed, or sitting
in a chair, you must sit and suffer, in the morning
wishing it was night, and at night wishing it was
morning;
w
you have the
‘
NEURALGIA,
‘When every nerve In your being is like the sting of a
wasp, circulating the most venomous and hot poison
around your heart, and driving you to the yery verge
of madness:
When you have the

An UNFAILING REMEDY for NEURALGIA FAG
IALIS, otten effecting a perfect cure in a single day.—
No form of Nervous
Disease fails to. yield to its wonderful power. Even in the severest cases of Chronic
Neuralgia, affecting the entire system, its use for &
few days affords the most astonishing reliefand rarel:

York,

Let there be special care
Post Office addresses of
Meeting Clerks, as well as
Quarterly Méeting Clerks

HOVEY

Making Something,..
Jamie and Jeannie,..
AND.

Its Effects are
Magical,

fails to produce a complete and

Quarterly and Yearly meetings
Register for the year 1871,
Clerks having this matter in
will greatly facilitate the early

-

RVOUS

The postage—which

HE REPORTS.
‘We have sent to the Q. M.

“SAFE,

CERTAIN

DISEASES,

Baptist Quarterly, from

13113

A copy given to any person securing a good Agent,
with Agent’s first order.
80 pages sent free. Address
—stating Territory desired—
:
J. W. GOODSPEED
& CO.,
37 Park Row, New-York, or 148 Lake Street, Chicago.
13t10
%

ton «

A

who order the books.

3m9

a

Mrs.

the

PLACE,

RARE PLANTS,

MEDICAL

BLESSING

wr oat BIND
©.
ert MACEINES,
Sank ih Spec, Fag

of thread on every kind of goods or leather; Simple
in con
; and as every part liable to wear is
adjustable, its consequent durability is unequalled;
and by the best judges are acknowledged to be the
ost rastical
wing Machines extant. H.S8. WILL
, General Agent for New England, 24 TEMPLE

is twelve cents,—must be paid by those

,

Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just
published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Estab;
lishment. These Books are now ready for sale
to and delivery.

eur remembrance at

the Freewill

ps

TNA IMPROVED

new subscriber.
Or, if it is preferred,
we will send any unbound volume of

CO.,and BURR & PERRY,

Boston, General Agents.
Sold by all druggists.

Concord, N. H.

:

scription in advance froth a new subscriber, we will send a copy of Mr.
Kennedy's volume,—¢“Close Communion, or open Communion? Ay experience and an Argument,”’—and will-also
send a copy of the same work 'to the

this office.

the aid of

privilege

in our pathway

and blossom to embalm

own paper, together with a year’s sub-

human skill.
WEEKS’ MAGIC

Fetes are not eceasions of happiness
people of seciety, but only opportunities of

appearing happy.
Godd actions sown

To any person who will send us a
year’s subscription in advance for his

the Register, by prowptness in collecting and transmitting their statistics to

grief

which

8m9

to operate, ada

A neglected cold and consBquent cough, which the
timely use of some proper and safe remedy might relieve and cure, when allowed to continue, resultin ob-

baflies

to
GUERNSEY, Bookseller

D. L.

New Works soonto be issued.

the Blanks necessary to secure: full statistical Reports of all the churches,

one.

We

Premium.

the same terms.

Address orders to

KE. ROGERS,

Large

>

the second to the fifteenth inclusive, on

FACES:

to the severest tests in the twelve

a, —_-=—MYS 'AIL9L™

The

JOB

stinate disease of the lungs, which

yumi

blunted

AND

JOHN

providential arrangement, and the wise
and manly way is to look our advantages
in the face, and see what
them.
Life, "like war,
mistakes, and he isnot the
nor the best General, who

METAL,

And its/large varieties of

NEWSPAPER

ble that true work is to be done, but by
making the best of what we are.
It is not
by complaining that we have not the right
Where

NOTED FOR ITH

And lately for its unrivalled

what

tools, but by using well

;

ALWAYS

A

York,

TREMELY LOW PRICES, FOR CASH, DURING THIS
MONTH,
or will take from $5 to
monthly until
paid; the same to let, and rent money applied if pur:
chased. Chickering pianos are includ
the
above
offer,
52t8—pb

~ Be Master.

indifference and neglect the

coming week. The little ones Sling to the
kind teacher who learns their peculiarities,
inquires into their little trials, ministers to
their'Wants, and at their own firesides wa-

wh

New

TEM

the air.

exclaimed,

“ Oh, why have I seen these things, before
inquiring for the man by whose skill I have
been enabled to behold
them ? Show me
the doctor!” and when he was pointed
out to him, he embraced him with tears of
itude and joy. So when we reach
eaven, and with unclouded eyes look
upon its8 glories, we shall not be content with
a view of these. No. We shall say, Where
is Christ P—He to whom I am indebted or
what heaven is; show me Him, that with
all my soul I rhay adore and praise Him
through endless ages.

x

Blowing off from heaven, wafiing to you
some of its sweetness? Behold, the garden
of the Lord is not far away; I know from

him, then his children were brought, whom
he had so often fondled, and whose charm.
ing prattle had so frequently fallen upon
his ears, but whose beaming countenances
He then

A GREAT

Oh?! is there not for you, old man, and will dispose of ONE HUNDRED PIANOS, MELODEfor you, wearied mother, a land breeze ONS, and ORGANS of six first class makers, at BEX-

faithfulto

*| of the school ? If poor, she will be troubled
lest lack of comfortable clothing caused the
——
O—
detention. We say, she will anxiously
inhat
A minister, somewhatin years, a while quire in this way, if she is faithful.
ago sent the following quaint epistle to a is duty? The answer is evident, visit the
on the first opportunity.
younger brother in the ministry, It may be scholar
Children love those who love them, The
good for others :
readily distinguish between affected an
Dear Brother :—I
sometimes write to real love. They cannot be deceived by pro- |
young men because they are strong. Re- fession of love and interest in the classes,
member-—-—

I was coming nearer to the land.

had never seen
the face of his

Sage ‘Counsel.

*

moment, I had neither sickness nor trouble;

fal; first, there were faint glimmerings of
light, theh more distinct vision.
he. blind father was handed a rose; he

he had never beheld.

—

quiet on the Episcopal Potomac :—
Never was a stranger conglomerate

|

5, $5 per 100}

IEE

‘per 1000,

ee

He

smear

1.00. Conover's Colossal

:
my eyes grew bright,my nausea was gone.
The thought of the nearness. of the land | alike
i
directions. Priced
©
ol 1 particulars
address8 "THE WILSON
SEW: A
came
to me, and cured me better than ne Tr ot
E CO., No. 656 Washington street, Cataidgue fo any” address, gratis; also trade list.—
medicine could cure me. And when, afar Hid MACHT
n
.
:
.
on.
B. M. WATSON, Old Colony Nurseries and Seed
off, I saw the dim line of land, joy came
Wiishouse, Plymouth, Mass, Established in 1842.
and gave me
health, and, from that
To Agents to sell the celebrated WILSON SEWING
MACHINES. The best machine in the world. Stiteh

oa

sermon.

$2000 A YEAR AND EXPENSES

and all my sickness departed from me;

25 Sorts of either for $1.00;
Small Fruits, lant Bulbs

uA

tie
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500 AGENT'S WANTEDfor “HAND OF
GOD IN HISTORY,” - By Rev, Hollis Reed. Grand-

ST

of

“Feed your land andit will you"
feed

no longer to be

NA

commencement

N.Y.

Quargery

rr

was not a guage of intellect,nor a grappling -

iron thrown out to catch the corners of a
creed ; nora net spreadto shut within nar-

turf, I smelt the grass, I smelt the leaves,

8

by

18t.,

| Bap

=

not only eat their

the

AS

Cy

nS

must

bread by the sweat of their brow, but by the
was noring, butin his hands was the print sweat of their brains.
:
of the nails. Over his garment neither stole |
11. Let not your sermons be like a sernor chasuble, but under his
garment the peut, smallest at the last end, but rather
mark ofa spear. He who
‘before him
ike a scorpion, whose sting is in its tail.
was not a college-bred licentiate, whose
12. Have special care of those members
acce
e preaching had marked him as a who were born in a storm, as they are prone
suitable candidate for the pastoral office, to want a storm to livein.
:
but an unlearned and ignorant man, whose
13. Never forget that a minister's work is
tastes were vulgar, whose employments to break hard hearts, and to mend broken
were menial, whose impulses were reckless, ones.
and whose last public
exposition had been
Teplete with lies and profanity.
ot there was not wanting ecclesiastical
A Preacher in Athens.
authority on the one side nor spiritual caBl
Jedity us the other.
Beneath
that simple
Professor
W.
8.
Tyler, who is now in
ewish
garb ‘were the very
flesh and bones
of the glorified body
of Jesus Christ, the Greece, writes tothe Congregationalist :
Anointed One, the
1g of Israel, the Head
Quite a sensation has recently been creof the Church, the Son of God and Man ris- ated in Athens by the appearance of a
‘en from the dead, Beneath that fisher's coat, preacher who is thought to be no unworthystill wet from the impatient plunge to meet successor
of Chrysostom, the goldenthe Lord, beat the heart of a man to whom mouthed preacher of antiquity. His name
.had been promised the keys of the kingdom is Latus. He was originally a monk from
of heaven, upon whom, in common with the Monastery at Mount Athos, and began
apostles and
prophets, was to be buil.a some four years ago to preach in a style of
holy temple for the habitation of God natural eloquence which attracted and
through the Spirit.
oh
at
:
| charmed the people. After an absence of
In accordance with this absence of f rms two or three
years, which he has spent in
and with this presence of realities, the ex- perfecting his education by study and
. amination was simple, brief, and thorough. observation
in England,
France,
and
“‘Simon,”—not Peter, this time; it was not Germuny, he has just returned, and re-apto be assumed now that the renegade discieared in the pulpit of St. Irene forthe
ple was a rock ; but he was addressed with ret time last Sabbath. The people came
the unusual emphasis of his surname—*“Son in throngs to hear him, and filled ‘the house
of Jonas.”
The question which followed to overflowing long before the hour for the

I smelt

:

ML

aan

©. 10. Ministers

On his hand

breeze from off Ireland.”

P. 0. Box, 6883,

Fresh Garden, Flower, Fruit, Herb, Tree,
Shrub and Evorgrecc Seeds, with directions
‘or Culture, prepaid by mail. The most
complete and judicious assortment in
country. Agents wanted.
Wy

BS

insignia but those of suffering.

not be called to pay up.

‘and I said to the Captain,
odor?”
“It is the land

THE
QUARTERLY.
The Freewill Baptis
is no

38 & 40 Cornhil),

A

tred bishop Tif: up holy hands to confer spiritual powers.
He who presided wore no

Hethat pays down, will

strange smell,
‘What is the

8 For particulars, send for pamphlet, =
For sale in bags in quantities wails

te

es SE

9. Avoid'debt.

the deck, holding on, crawling,
thinkingI
was but a worm, I smeltin the dir some
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Hoek
at you
you cancae. ak ‘more
tape osflies wswith a8 Bol o
molasses than witha gallon of vinegar.

no symbols but the
nts of a repast,
no spectators but ill-clad fishermen fresh
from their toils on the sea. Nor did a mi.

3
compounds
of the Hielst Phosphatlc
Gua:
When, after the weary voy:
that I ‘med
nos, rendered Ohuble: the former con
a
ammonifirst made across the ocean, aa
loathand
some, I arose one morning and went upon

for it,

MON, Portemouth, N. H,

a

pablic

FISHGUANO and Ground LAND PLASTER.
The use of the shove2 3o1able Fhotpno- Peruvian and Am-

L.

Residence, 14 School Street.

A

7. Be not over hasty to combat

arches, mosaic altars, gilded symbols, and opinion without pressing reason. He that
richly robed c¢
s.
On the con- spits against the wind, spits in his own face.
trary, there was no
building but the broad
8. Never scare off a fly with a club when
dome of heaven ; no altar but a fire of coals ;

43 por quarter and routs
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SUNDAY SCHOOL - LIBRATES

TO
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event, but of an ordinary
after-dinner
conversation—and
it would ha
rybutfor the earnestness of the souls enin it, and for the far-reaching consequences of which it was the

visit their classes omit a large portion of

Ammoniated

FREE BAPTIST
BOOK STORE :
IN BOSTON,

SO AR

their duty.

The teachers who neglect t)
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was not pre-announced; it embraced no Bee
56 senfoith r 0 f great person
persona
a:as
. Beno
form knownto ancient or modern
A such. Romonnor the figure 9, i,
the
It had not the air
of a publicand memora
highet number, owes its consequence not

What
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the school.

but once.
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company had

the temple
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ny except for its singular impressiveness.
It lacked all pomp and circumstance; it
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Absentees should be hunted during :the
week ; poor children. provided with necessary apparel, and new scholars drawn into

mee

er
EE
ES

ficult to stand and dangerous to fall.
"We
never find the Saviour on the pinnacle of

Re

SWE nA

It was a simple ceremony, in factso very
' simple that it. conldnot be called a ceremo-

prayers and counsels the in-

structionsof the Sabbath.

a
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Bhe Horning Star.

But the earth

is more

radiant

since that

| opened tomb became an avenue through
which the glory of the blessed land and
life might come streaming into ard stream-

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 20, 1870.
GEORGE

T. DAY,

GEORGEH. BALL,

3 EDITORS.

Nr- Al communications desighed for publibation

should be addressed to the Editors, and’ all letters
on business, remittances of money,
addressed to the Publisher.
——

“ The:

&o., should be.
a

3

:

Lord
is Risen.”
ed

finished I"

They had looked on

body

was

followed

with

being taken down,

while
and

his

had

the

stern

STAR: APRIL 20, 1870.

science, possesses great power,and is alarge

inerease upon its first beginnings, but ‘will
not bring life unless it goes.fdrward to submission, for Christ saves those only Who
come to him.
But when the

the resurrection and the life,” hallowed the

es to say, ‘‘ I will not,” and says, ‘I will ;»

instead of ** no,” then he comes

eall,

to Jesus;

1)

Counsel

orders

to the
nt

given to the bronzed soldiers who were set
10 guard the lifeless body. And then they
had turned away, each to his stopping-

Unconverted.
ree

Send them directly

to Jesus;

dissuade

grace, the forces of the gospel

‘have been

no love to Jesus, but from a

sense

this

do,
does
has

of duty

and desire for safety, and this is acceptable.

Thus Saul did, when he cried, “Lord,

what wilt thou have me todo?” Thus they
did on the day of Pentecost, when they
were * prickeéd in the heart, and said, men
and brethren, what shall we do?” This is
the ¢ obedience of faith,” the proper response
@ Saviour’s ‘‘Come unto me,” to
the Lord’s * Turn ye, for why will ye die?”
¢¢ Choose ye this day whom ye will serve.”
| As soon as the will yields, Jesus enters

the passions

of

the

heart. It would overthrow the altars of
paganism and build temples in believing
souls. Standing at the door of that open
sepu]cher, they found

their hearts

foreteli-

ing its victories. Through the coming cenaries they saw it going forth, conquering
and to conquer, making the weak strong,
offering the

weary rest,

teaching

the

fering patience, giving to the sinful

suf-

salva-

tion,rendering death-beds privileged places,

lighting up martyrdoms with a celestial
splendor, and making the grave the gate:
way to immortality.
So much, and more,
hung onthe fact of Christ’s resurrection,

as the disciples looked upon it.

And hence

Ahe enthusiasm with which they heard and
told and accepted the statement,—*‘
The

Lord ¢s risen indeed!”
Our interest in that great event may
be as personal and

peculiar

not

as theirs, but

there is reason why it should be deep, abiding and vital. That resurrection of Christ
is a gift of grace forall time and nations.
He died an! rose and revived that he
might be Lord both of the dead and living.”
If we are *‘ reconciled by the death” of the
Lord Jesus, we are ‘“‘saved by his life.”
It isan ever-living Redeemer alune that
ean meet our want. The memory of a
dead martyr may do something to teach
and chasten and inspire us; but there are

purposes only as a sihner can possess
exercise.
There are

several

kinds,

and

degrees

and

qualities of “faith spoken of in Scripture.
The simple conviction of the judgment, the
belief that the gospel is true, is faith. James
discribes this, as.‘ faith alone; it has no

We

allneed

the more

abundant life which he alone ean give out
of his ceaseless and infinite vitality.
We have just passed the period
whic is
known and observed as Easter. It is well
to take note of the great event which it

which we do

not doubt, butin which we feel no interest
whatever.
Such ¢ faith is dead; being
alone.” Thousands have it; it isa great
blessing to have it; it is a seed of life, the
beginning of regeneration, the first lodgment of divine truth in the soul, a small cord
sent in love from the skies, which the Master has anchored in the heart~that he may
draw it to himself. The difference between such an one and a heathen or an

atheist, is great; that ** dead faith” is more
valuable than the most precious jewel;
if it remains dead, it will only increase

yet
the

terrors of destruction.
Jesus directs special etforts to those who
have*‘ faith alone.” ' The whole roll of motives, the whole army of influences,

which

the gospel affords, are laid under contribution to beget:some active force in the soul,
togive life to that faith. Threatenings are
often the first to take ‘effect; fear,

the

low-

est and most selfish “impulse, is aroused.
Eternal death, *‘ the terrors of the. Lord,”
create alarm and desire ‘of reseue.
“This

such faith”
tremble.”

as ‘this. They ~« beliéye and
Would to.God that all ‘sinners

had as much faith as devils!

They have

reason to fear, and itis foolhardy

‘stolidity

not to be afraid when there-is real cause

for fear.
commemorates.
If its observance helpsto
But this faith will not save; indeed no
make Christ's resurrection more real to our faith really ‘saves; Christ only can save;
thought and more operative in the heart, and this faith does not bring to. Christ,
the jubilant tone of #he church festivities without amaddition of other forces. ' Faith
will #érve a real purpose. Nature geems which works by fear only,leads to a selfish,
10 help in impressing the truth which the dishonest repentance,if tyany, and leaves

festival

symbolizes.

The Spring airs which

the soul as the gates of death.

But it may

come from the South set the buds swelling,

lead to something

clothe the

and is useful because it impels

fields with verdure, make the si-

better;

it tends to

it;

simmers to

listen to Jesus and learn the true way. If
they do that, all is well, Any way to get
them to Christ,
#ill'the whole frame of nature

with abound-

“ing life. ‘While revelation eries out tous,
«+The Lord is‘risen,” the whole earth,

waking from ‘the. Winter's sleep, seems to,

answer. to the cry, and so illustrate
emphasize the statement.

_—
pe

and

observance of Easter may bea prop
stition, andft may also be a stimufaith. | There are those who believe

‘that the sun, comes dancing vip the hills on
Buster morning,
in’ sympattyy with the triof him. ‘who is the Sun of

pay

a feeling of guilt, is an dctige
which £2 Lord aims to beg

or
I
btn

her

Pentecost ; i does it'in many

and the

o the claims ofih

on

impulse,
the power

gs of conscience rev nevertheless
pgood and

resisted. *

it rot ;" such are like t
lieved but would

Tot

do

tu
ess him,

“ for

and

by

argument,

bold

of doing.

cue

| nd now, well stricken in years,
white , locks and furrowed cheeks
lenge: our reverence,
to redeem the slave

their
chal-

and their endeavors
merit honor, which

we cheerfully render.
-»But while: 'we honor them for their virthes, and their long and persistent assaults

upon oppression; ‘we do: not forget that the
logic of ‘events has ‘proved that, in their

theories and assertions in respect to the
Constitution and the Christian churches,
they were entirely at fault. Their case has
broken down at every point; the first check
and
final overthrow of slavery were

through (political action under the constitation, ‘and that action was induced by ‘the
position and action of the ministry and the
It

is

evident

now,

that if all

abolitionists had accepted their doctrines,
slavery would never have been abolished ;
and if the poor slayes by any meuns had

yet'ien often resist it, refuse to obey, and
persist in-rebellion through all’ their lives,
=»

ignorant,

imper-

What

does history say

miseries

about our consti-

they proved to be a “brotherhood of
thieves?” Their efforts in behalf of liberty, and theirigenerous: and sel-sacrificing
labors to educate and protect the freed-

cure suffrage Jor women,

the Papacy is digging its own grave.
the world will not stop ''to weep

Bot

long over

the burial of that hugs ne outgrown
ie

hie-

These two asso-. ‘and bringing sinners to Christ. - He finds

ciations exist Because the leaders could not
quite agree upon methods and official prerogative, and they have not been free® from
jealousy and quietly caustic criticism upon
each other. Mr. Tilton is especially active
in tryingto effect a fusion, and Lucretia

Mott earnestly seconds his attempt.

eyes

hopeful that, if the fusibn

: soul for sinners and got the victory. Another
tells

of

souls

opened,

a

Another,

converted,

house
of

the

of

new

worship

great

work

interests

going

up.

among

the

Freedmen,
and need of help. Another
speaks of trials, hardships and discouragements. A brother says he is laboring with
success,

to

‘‘ secure

a pastor

for

every

thana

piace,

and while

the

machinery would be simplified, we doubt
if there would be an increase’ of available
power.
——METHODIST LAY
vote of the Methodist

much that interests

him

‘in the west, but

misses the good water and the varied and
ample building materials supplied by New
England. He notes the great lack of ministers, and especially sees the need of many
more of that class who are willing to travel,

But it preach and labor on small pay for the sake

is not sure to succeed.
There are symptoms of opposition. A, recent meeting for
consultation resulted. in developing a formal
proposition tothe two associations to disband and unite on the basis of a new name,
a new constitution and a new President.
Mr. Tilton is the nominee for the chief position, and the proposition will be submitted to the societies at their annual meeting.
But there is a manitest distrust of the movement among the chief managers
of the

a truce rather

DELEGATION.
The
Conferences on the

question of Lay Delegation is going forward, but, though'a" large majority of them
have made their returns, it is still doubtful

of buildingup churches; and though he is
impressed with the importance of earnest
Home Missionary labor in the western
states, hq thinks there is a fairer opportunity to gather churches in some of the eastern counties of Maine than in any portion

of the west which he has yet visited.

Sore-

ly smitten by his great bereavement, he expresses a strong purpose to work on faithfully till the Great Master shall bid him
leave the field of toil and go up higher.

Denominational News
The

and Nos

Santal Council.

We wish to call attention to the lettsr
r, found in another
from Missionary
Bac
column.

To

us,

the®

fact

there

stated,

seems very significant. There have heretofore been indications, which led the missionaries to hope that a great work was
soon to be done among the Santals.
A few months since,

ing men at Bhimpore

when

came

several

lead-

to Midnapore

asking for baptism, their subsequent conSecration to Chifst and the events conngcted” therewith,
ed to point to an early
‘“flpckifig 't) Chiist” among that cy
Now this assemblihg in council at the request of several leading men of the nation,
for the express purpose of inquiring into
the conversion of the Bhimpore men, and
the results reached in that meeting give
|still deeper significance to ythe previous
evidences of religious interest.
The calling of this Council and its action

church in his Y. Meeting.” He is a true whether the measure will be approved or rebishop, has a ‘¢ care for all the churches.” jected. A three-fourths vote in its favor is
Would that we had more such men. The -requisite, and there is likely t> be butvery
west especially needs them.
little margin on either side. © NotwithstandFather B. writes: ‘¢ Stand firm; take no ing the decisive expression of the laity in
back steps. Open communion will tri- favor of the measure, many of the” ministry
umph.” Brother E.: *“ I shall do all I pos- .oppose a change, and are ready to make an
sibly can for Home Missions.” C. says: application of the sentence from the Episco‘Let ushave an advance along the whole
pal liturgy, which one of them quoted , as he
line.” ‘From the West: Rally for church went up to deposit his vote,— “As it was in. show that the

extension.

That will aid educhfion and in-

crease Foreign Missions.” East: *‘ The
Star does me good. God bless you.”
New York: ‘* Evangelism is the true way
to revive old churches and plantnew ones.”
Vermont: ¢ The good work goes on.”
Such utterances make one think and

unutterable things.

feel

Throughout our Zion

there is immense anxiety, prayer,determin-

ation. Some are fretting, suffering from
‘¢ blues,” prophesying evil; a few are selfish, thinking more of dalury’ ‘position and
henor than of the work of the Lord; but

the beginning, is'now, end ever

shall be.

Amen.”
But therejs more conservatism
avd devotion in this than trust Worthy prophecy.
The rigid Episcopal government of
the Methodist church is doomed, and

unless

it retires gracefully, we are confident it will
be sent away

in vehement

and perhaps vi-

olent haste. A quiet acceptance of the inevitable would be both wise and politic.
The discussions over the alleged frauds in
the Book Concern and the proceedings of
the Committee have been sometimes both
heated and strung.

the general tone and spirit are good. Courage is rising, the cowardice of a few only
fires the zeal of Gthers, and the purpose is
more fixed than ever.to do the work which
God has committed to our hands.

Two talented, scholarly’ Baptist Ministers dropped ic to our office to discuss the

comniunion question.

They are decidedly

for open or Christian

tend to come out

communion,

and in-

boldly assert their

and

convictions, at“ whatéver sacrifice. But
what a case is theirs! In the nineteenth century, in the Baptist church,

which

has al

ways gloried in its love of liberty, -exelusion and proscription} ‘dre ‘the )cértain doom
of these men, the moment

§ dare0 Jo

in bondage ; they dare not speak nor act as

they feel, and wiil allow their best men tb
be sacrificed without a protest.. A disfinguishedD. D., holding one of the highest
positions

in _ the

Baptist

So it is.

cured by tim Py

denomination,

fer “for are Jo Sa
found who yw

But

it will

S

never

be

hag _to_sufTh]
this snare

‘and emancipate the

w

i
of

whole

family from thraldam. Fates bea
already found. Time will reveals

The
volume.

Myrtle bas entered upon its new
Five

——The colored people hdl an imposing
demonstration over the ratification of the
fifteenth amendmentin Boston, last week,

A procession ; speeches in Faneuil Hall by
such men as Garrison, Pbillips,Lucy Stone,

for the supremacy: of-ibérty and law,—all

this made Thursday a red- letter: day for the

puritan ST:

new

subscribers

who can meet with dignity and Christian ~
courage the question of tleir conversion.
The whole affair shows them to be men
whose change of religion largely affects
the nation,
Then

again,

the

candor

shown

in that

meeting, and the spirit of religious toleration manifested,
seem tO justify us in
believing that Christianity bas taken a
strong hold of the Santal mind.
These facts are so encouraging, that we
seem to be justified in having larger hopes
awakened for the “mission. We trust
this may be the effect produced, and that
fervent

prayer

will

be

offered

speedy progress of this work,

for

the

and for the

contintious aid of the Holy Spirit.
C. 0, Lisey, Cor. Sec.
Dover, April 7, 1870,

Howard in the House of Representatives,
for mismanagement and unfaithfulness to
his trusts while at the head of the Freedmen’s Bureau, came from a very natural
quarter. It seems to have sprung from ‘the

old pro-slavery spite that

every now

‘and

then seeks vent, and as it cannot victimize
the negro, it curses his friends and helpers.
An iavestigation is in progress, such as
Gen. H. was prompt in demanding.
“It is
needless to predict results, but if there is

one man more than another,in whom the
best pait of the nation confides, and whom
it cannot even suspect. of lack of integrity
and

conscientiousness, that man

“We

is

tis reported by onble

thatthe Papal Council, by a very large ma.
jority, has affirmed the infallibility of the
struck

fore have not thie" pleasure of presenting

the'cause to any church. Bat I have advocated it in general, and find the cause is
receiving more attention. I am happyin
praying for the missionaries. ' Policy says,

Perhaps you will need this'in some future
time, trust says, Put it in the Lord's
ury. I'am in my sixty-sixth year,
for me.”
«This is so cheering to us, and will
the missionaries when it reaches them,

it seems worthy of publication.”

treasPray
be to
that

May it be

the means of leading others to give and to
pray for the mission. =
C. 0. Linsy, Cor. Sec.
Dover, April 11, 1870,,

Gen.

believe the .anquiry

will bring out still ‘more cleatly the moral
gold of his character,
=e [NFALLIBILITY.

I

bave no pastoral care at present, and there-

Eh
Woon's Arrack - ON GEN,
Howarpo.
The charge made against Gen.

0.0. Howard,

pression to his interest in’ the mission, and
trast in God, as follows :

" ““Paclosed I send yon two dollurs,
—

Pope. It may ba true, If it is, the Coun.
are wanted prowptly and as many little oil has cerla'nly
showed how sadly lsoking
people want it. Let them have it.
it is in common sense, and ‘has
thousand

Bhimpore converts are influential men among their pedple, and men

Robert Morris and Rev. W.. H. Channing ;
—
"
the manifest sympathy: of the
both
Trust.
with their joy and the “civil elevation ‘that
awakened
it ; the contrastpresented between | A brother in the ministry, writing, and
the present occasion
and those which often sending ‘a donation to Foreign Missions, in
disgraced the city during the long struggle response to our April - circular, gives ex-

as-

sert the right of every Chris nto eatat|
bis Master's table, In private many of the
laity, perbaps a majority, favor this liberty ;
very few really approve the intolerance
which cuts » man off for such views; yet
the stern purpose and inflexible exactions
of the move intensely séetarian hold them

tution being a “covenant with kell?” = Has ance
it not proved to be the charter of free-

men, indicate what principles and impulses

Alempt-

ing to settle itself upon firmer foundation

~———FRICTION AMONG THE REFORMERS. An ed pleasant acquaintances with brethren in
effort has been recently made to units the the ministry, and seen indications of God's
two national associations organized to se- presence and favor in reviving his people

One . chokes utterance and makes the

| swim. The brother has had a great travail of

erable.”

vices and

abroad without ote or comment.

death a week after his arrival at Minneapolis. ‘He has visited several localities, form-

Sr

relating facts, experiences, labors, trials,
plans and purposes. They come from all
pointsof the compass, and strike us like
heart-throbs from earnest, toiling disciples.

and

from

Ne

ter.of operations.
There is LS hing of
the old jealousy that often keeps ‘‘the hub”
and ‘‘the metropolis” scowling at each other. A formal union would not destroy personal antagonism, it would probably bring

filed,

said to us, recently: We dre in bondage;
we dare not utter our ‘convictions to ‘our
own brethren ; this state of things is intol

worse than slavery itself.

:

Revolution seem

been liberated, no ‘one wotld have cared
for them; no, ove stood ready with money
and teachers 10. prepare them for liberty
save them

knowledge and unerring spiritual wisdom,

“thus affirmed, is the Bucyctizal and Bylla-

and indicating his views of the west asa
section for haman enterprise and Christian
labor. His wife was suddenly removed by

gnd his works do follow him.”

is effected, New York may be the great cen-

SP

A ple of l-tters, read, marked and

The final meeting in New York, on the
ninth, was
ioteresting and suggestive. |
The reminiscences
were pleasant; the
mutual love of those heroes of manly war
was refreshing; their complacency and
self glorification, excessive; their utter
forgetfulness of other anti-slavery workers, characteristic.
They have been a
done

wounded,

—

assault,

have

he surely needs no suggestions from, them.
a fle commentary mpon his. perfect
What

remember, with great pleasure our ey.

. Woman's Journal, and the supporters of the

ecclesiastic, have

conflict;

poor,

Cogitations.

and the whole land consecrated to liberty.

great

the

iled freedmen,
bring
them into very
close proximity to those ancient and noted
characters.

mous evils, fought bravely and persist
ently, and bave lived to see slavery fall

in the

not even understand,

the power which moves the Christian heart,
and impels him, not merely to point out
and talk about the evils which curse the
race, but to sit down patiently to the task
of instructing the ignorant, reforming the
vicious, saving the lost. They have delighted for years in ringing the changes
upon the ‘“‘self-1ighteous pharisees” and the
“priest who went by on the other side,”
not perceiving that their high pretensions,
self-glolifications
and -entire failure to
prosecute a single effectual measure to res-

kept up a constant ferment. They have
proclaimed immortal truths, assailed enor-

power

They do

can not appreciate the Christian love for the
poor; they have no distinct conception of

skillful probings of every tender spot in the

body politic ‘and body

He wason a tour, of visitation

Current Topies.

Christ

inspires, and which leads the .churches to
attempt and prosecute schemes for man's
elevation, which these talkers never dream

torious agitators, and conspicuous in its
counsels,
for more than thirty years. They
have constantly kept themselves before the:

they loved the praise of men more than the: dom, the political . instrument of emancipaprafde of God.” Though this movement tion? . And what of the (chiurches P Have
| tion, and ‘mightily impels to submission,

6.0 baseless house v banalana

‘enthusiasm for, humanity” which

Foster, tart and incisive; Burleigh, fervent
and poetic; Channing, earnest and conceited, and several others have been no-

public,

and go home; for if Pius IX. is infallible,

since leaving his home in Maine last June,

labors,

It is good at talking, criticising, telling
what is wrong, but falls infinitely below that

meeting, finished its work and dissolved.
It has run a memorable career, had a

churches.

Conviction of conselende, "a Sense of duty,

| of conscience |increases
fear and desire, in‘the power of convic3
hose ‘tensifies thought ‘and
Jt

ren, too human, to, redeem the degraded.

" The American Anti-Slavery Society bas
formally closed its histery, held its last

a thousand necessities in the nature and a
much to fix attention and increase feeling
thousaud em
cies in the life of every
apon the slavery «question; and-have been
soul, such 4¢ nothing but the risen and as- done, faith is no longer dead ; there is ac- ‘persondlly improved ' in “spirit by thé exeended and glorified and sympathetic Christ tion, movement, excitement. Devils have
riences through which they have passed,

* ean properly meet,

ciety has represented is too low, too bar-

stormy experience, been led by illustrious
men, and has deeply impressed the public mind. Garrison, the noblest and best
active element with or in it; no fear, no de- of all; Phillips, the orator of the age;
sire, no conscience, purpose, or love; it is Lucretia Mott, generous and loving; Mrs.

-whoily inactive, like any fact

has: been dealt since: the days of Luther.
The members may as well'adjourn at once

SI
»
surance in assitming that the destruction of passage. with him across the continent last
summer,and with whatenthusiasm
he spoke | AN’ AWICHOR! ‘Rev. R Dusit has fuund
slavery was mainly due to their efforts, all
of encireling the globe’ in the discharge of himself so debilitated by his recent attack
this would have rendered the demise of the
hi official duties, as the’ pioneer bishop of apoplexy, that he has felt compelled to
| society more graceful, and’ its memory
more fragrant and gratcful.
Butthere was on that wonderful circuit. He loved his withdraw from the management of the
nothing of the kind to grace the occasion. church and gloried in her triumphs, but Ohristian Freeman, abandon all public laOne resolution does render thanks to God; was singularly catholic in his feelings, ‘and bor,and avoid every sort of mental taxation.
The illness isa
and Mr. Phillips urged that “no. resolu- rejoiced in every sucess ‘of Christianity, He has gone to Nebraska.
tions should be passed . giving ' honor ‘to in whatever form or by whatever agency. grievous blow to himself and a sad afilic“man, but all praise be given to God”; but He was more a Christian than a Methodist, tion to many friends.
the tone of the occasion fell very far below and as such, K was beloved snd will be
mourned by all who love our common SaivMerIMACK, WisconsiN. Rev. A. Turner
the benevolent impulses which inspire the
iour. Such men ares public treasure, a writes {rom Merrimack, Wis., giving a
reformatory meetings of the churches,
blessing to the whole Zion of God,and their
The type of philanthrophy which this so- death a loss to all. “He rests from his lengthy account of his personal experiences

them from plunging into metaphysics, and the heart. ‘If any man will open the
bewildering themselves over the proeesses door, Iwill come in;” and when Jesus
place, heart-sick and hopeless.
‘| of faith, the type of acceptable feelings, the comes in, love comes in, the Holy Spirit
Now if he had really risen, the fact was right
kind of consecration.
Christian | comesin, joy and peice come in. Then
‘overwhelming in its import and glorious teachers too often lead the way to this very for the first time, the soul has * faith which
beyond the power of language to express. mistake, and fix the attention more upon works bylove,” has an ¢ affectionate conIt proved him tobe the Messiah in a higher the way of coming than upon the Saviour fidence in Christ,” has the Christian’s faith.
sense than they had dreamed.
It crowded to whom they must come. It is not well There is but one way that we can attain to
hisrecalled and perplexing words with for a drowning man to philosophize upon this love ; no man
can love God of his own
meaning and flooded them with light. It the texture or construction of the rope volition, he cannot force his heart to this
reconciled the seething contradictions in his which is flung to him; let him grasp it and love; it is ** shed abroad in the heart, by
character and life. It tarned their wonder struggle for life.
the Holy Ghost,” (Rom. 5:5); and this is
mto reverence. They could now well forto those only who
submit to
We have heard counsels respecting “faith given
get their grief in their gratitude. Their which induced doubt, and fear, and per- Christ, (John 14:17), ‘ Even the Spirit
courage would hasten to crowd out their plexity. Itis said, ‘ Qne kind of faith of truth, whom the world cannot receive.”
fears.
They foresaw how trinmphs would
only is acceptable, evangelical faith, faith Jesus enters after the door is opened, after
at once spring oul of seeming defeats. which works by love, an affectionate confi- the will has bowed and said, *‘ I submit;
They had a living Lord to lean upon, in- dence in Christ, a reliance upon him.” what wilt thou have me to do?” and not bestead of a dead Master to recall. If he lived, Now, love is the fruit of régeneration, and
fore ; there can be no loye before Jesus enthey were sare that their hopes could not not a condition of enjoying it; ¢‘faith which ters. « Every one who loveth is born of
perish. When his words came back to works by love” is impossible to the sinner; God.” But when this love does enter,
them coupled with the thought of his res- no one has it, no one is required to have it, when Jesus becomes our personal guest,
urrection,they felt the truth of what he had
It
until he has a ‘‘ new heart;” affectionate how easy, how ‘sweet it is to believe.
said, when he told them that those words
reliance upon Christ comes wita the- spirit is so fresh and lively, so full of comfort, it
were spirit and life. He was to be their of adoption, and not before it; and when makes blessings promised so real, ‘the
leader and their confidence.
He who bad we in:truct the siaper to seek such faith as a substance of things hoped for,” that Christ
- eonquered once in his own person, they condition of acceptance by Christ, we be and heaven fill and inspire all the being.
felt sure would conquer again
in the wilder him, we keep him from Christ, and This is salvation, this is ¢¢ Christ dwelling
persons ‘and experiences of his disciples. fill him with doubt and perplexity. The inthe heart by faith;” ¢¢ Christ in you, the
The kingdom of God on earth at once faith which is demanded as a condition of hope of glory.”
ceased to be a dream of the fancy, and took acceptance and pardon, is such as the sinshape as a conviction and a fact. The gos- ner can exercise, such as is possible to an
pel was to triumph over philosophy and unconverted heart, a heart destitute of love,
Exit.
thesword. It would master the supersti- and moved by such convictions, desires and
tions of the brain and

rience and kindness of Heart he scarckly bad

of the efforts ofothiérs

all the efforts of Christ, the workings of ‘of the slave, a little modesty and lets as- | We
aimed, When this is effected, the sinner’s
resistance ends, his active aeceptance be-

‘missed or

rors, not to say injustice done, some re- and inspection of Methodist: missions in
‘Asia, Africa and Europe, dnd the Master
traction of unkind and false accusations of
those who have proved to ‘be true friends called Him while at’ Begiont il'Syri.

the heart comes into a receptive state, and
Jesus enters, This is the result to which

showed it to be the ante-room of the a moral value, and he is accepted. By
perfect life by quietly passing out of it choice the sinner does all that he. can
into the glory of paradise.
and all thal he is required to do. © He
‘Welcome, then,
to Easter,
with its it not from the impulse of love, for he
great event that. so blessed the early disciples and glorified the first century!
Thrice welcome be the Spirit of that risen
Lord whose inspiration is meant. for his
disciples of every period, and which
hastens to bear to mankind the pledge of
life eternal®y

‘recognition

for emancipation, some confessions of er. an equal

ed,

lowly bed by his quiet rest within it, and. gins, his faith possesses a voluntary quality,

festal services and its memorials of the

Some

then the citadel of the soul is surrend ered,

the obstacle tothe graceof God is’

e—mte—

tion, while these. old.warriors forget even
‘mourned more deeply fan Bishop Kings- ‘bus of 1864! Protestants cou a’ hardly,
to commend the work of eduestion in their
ley.
:
pare a better campaign, document:
resolutions or speeches? What has this
_As.an
QLgaRZeE,
4.connselon and - guide would be made De
soeiety done for the oppressed, except 10
in religions affairs he had no superior; in Council and the famous: document of sixtalk, criticise and hinder. others Who soundness
them
of judgment, bréadth of expe- years ago, side by side, and WA
worked more and talked less ?

sinner wills t> do what bo

when he says ‘* yes” to the Saviour's

[

‘dist ‘leaders, but none: will be

believes he ought to; when his will ecoworks with convictions of judgment and

patience and its steady upward look since
the dead Nazarene gave place to the re-

heaviest blow at the .Romish church’ that

. Death of Bishop Kingsley.

mingled with the old: but they held a
The selogeais which announced the death
large percentage. of solid worth, Where of this most ' excellent and talented man,
would bave been the destiny of the'freedcaused great sorrow. to all who knew him.
men, with no helpers but members of this
A long list of distinguished men have reanti-slavery society? “Why are the churchcently been called from-among the Methoes toiling day and’ night for: their eleva-

reinforced by fear, and desire, and con-

conscience, and with desire; when he cess

The servant's

inspire ttem.
The Conatitution and -the
churches. had ‘defects; there was dross

and go down to perditicn with this feeling
still powerful within them.” *¢ Faith alone,”

weary and wavering over its long and
fruitless watching, has learned to keep its

toil ‘is sweetened with a fresh satisfaction,
a larger purpose and a diviner reward,
since the Great Master showed in his own
victory ‘how they who sow in tears reap
in joy. The grave has parted with its
chief terrors since he who cried,—*1 am

wet eyes, and painful steps, and agonized
hearts, as it was borne to the tomb.
They
had seen the stone rolled against the doer,
witnessed the sealing of it by authority of
the governor, and heard

courage of human hearts is greater since
the crucified truth, such as that for which
heroes struggle and martyrs die, came
forth from the sepulcher in the garden,
crowned with an eternal royalty.
The
faith that would have become faint and

yvived and victorious Christ.

So said the two disciples who had mct
Christ on the way to Emmaus, after their
eyes were opened, and they had hastened
back to the sad and wondering company
whose grief and despair were struggliog
with hope and gladness for the ascendancy.
«The Lord ¢s risen, indeed!” They said
nothing more. There was mo commenting upon the significance of that fact. The
fact itself vag that -of which they wished
to be
If they might rely upon this testimony,
it was enough. They had seen their Master
under sentence of death. They had beheld
him from afar as he hung on the cross.
They had heard his-ery,—* It is

thickest” shadows. - The

its

ing through

MORNING

the

Revival; &e,
First ALEXANDER Crono, O.
The
Lord has been pleased to visit this church

this winter. © At the ‘Nov. Q. M. a revival
interest, was manifested. The meeting was
protracted for {wo weeks, six
ed, and - eight united with
The meetings c15¢ed at that
presence of the Lord was

were baptiz‘the church.
time, but the
still hovering,

-
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G STAR
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K00UGIH; GOL, OR SORE THROAT iyo 8 usb

the Williamstown

Joes,

“'C.C.FOSTER.

REVIVALS IN THE WEST.

|

ng fully.
the Christian Freemdsi tHat révivals have Vifings
the services.

the

deep and dbiding.' Frequent conversions
occurred, and many -backsliders were re-

claimed. In "Bethlehem, 'Ind., & two

days’ meeting was held, ‘which resulted in

ominations

:d

only

such

a house

point.

There

aided

in their

as they
ly

men of our fal

state, many have been

At Farming-

The report in the | parted,
and people
con--}

lege,

to meet for discussion in private.
concocting plans of opposition.

operations under its new

than usually interesting and efficient.

The Sem-

City

favor

Mission

by

.

was two dollars
Com.

Hawaiian

of the

ber

which will make
the Pope.

ety has given him a kind reception, and their donations are frequent and liberal.
:

charge of the Sisters of St. Vincent, which gives

* There is a Dispensary

1abors with the Hampton church.
Rev. S. E. Root has accepted
church in Natick, Mass., and
1abors April1.

:
a call to the

entered

upon his

these my disciples, ye have done it unto me.”

ness.
;
Rev. C. H. Kimball closes his labors with

sian policy, says that the union of the Anglican,
Greek, and Armenian churches is gradually maturing. It desires its consummation.

in April. Correspondence is solicited with any
church desiring a pastor, especially churches in
the West.
A locatiog
in Illinois or Iowa, preferred. Address C.
H. Kimball, North Berwick,

Maine, or Contoocookville, N. H.
The Freewill Baptists have abéndoned

“Union

the

erecting a new house of worship,

Com.

Gardiner City Church.
I have just closed a pastorate of nearly two
years with this church.
For some time previous

to my first visit, & very serious - division had
threatened

the church with

total extinction, a

party having left the church and established separate meetings.
In so difficult and uninviting a

field the pastorate commenced, with the understanding that when the difficulties were adjusted
the pastorate should cease. The difficulty was
finally adjusted by the exclusion of the schismatic members, and for more than a year nota
jar has been felt in the church. Such has been
the outside opposition, however; that it was not
deemed safe to terminate the pastorate until the
present time.

y

Morally, spiritually an financially, the church
has been weakened but very little, if at all, by its
trials.

W

of foreign Bibles is

The German Baptists of the West have increased from 779 members in 1859 to 2,251 members in 1869, distributed in 48 churches.

about

$70 to

besides various amounts for missions and probable amounts not remembered.

At two

different

times there has been considerable revival interest and one or two candidates for baptism will go

forwerd soon, . The present religious interest is
On the whole it is not easy to find A mare noble, devoted or self-saerificing band than the

brethren and sisters of the Gardiner City church.

That field of labor is no more difficult at present
than the average of churches, provided the coming man judiciously

Pastor

allows the

past to slumber.

and people have formed a strong attach-

" ment and part with mutual reluctance.

They

hope dnd expect to settle a pastor soon.

8, E. Roo.

i

ee

Mary W Wiley—E
Young.

Portlund, Me., recently.

Rev. and Mrs.

O. F. Russell

gratefully ag.

knowledge a donation of $80,75 from friends at
Prov. Road, Belmont, N. H,, making, with other
presents, $255 above salary.
Rev. L. 4. Witham and’ wife acknowledge a
donation of $120 from their friends in South

Buxton, Me.

al

LE

4

(yey

’

[
bad

Quarterly Meetings. fat
81. FRANCOIS, MO.,

session with

Lassus, Match

the

and the session

19 and 20,

was

church,

near

De

is is a new Q. M.,

full of interest.

Four

43
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for Kidney Complaints
A REMARKABLE REMEDYCompound
All who have
.
found in _ White Ping.

(and there ‘age huhdreds) pronounce it invaldied
uable.
!
i

debility,
sion ‘After eating headache, ornervous
two at most, of

Parsons vative’

One,

tls will give immediate relief,

Johnson's Anodyne Liniment may be administered
of etoup;

to children with perfect.success, in cases
whoopin

diseases

songh

influenza,

aud

to whioh they are liable.

almost

any

of t

N H

MR.

4114

A. F.

bushels.

New

4

Any street will

mand

far as

the

8. Wolcott, President Hanover Insurance Co.,

Pa.;
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the fastest selling book out.
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Barber's
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Tetter,

cure

ease.
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1,46
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E
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n
author; Por-

rice $1.00.

v, D. I. Quint, Mi: Geo.
In Osinen, March 20, by.
PB. Bias ard
Miss Ruth A. Bickford.
In W.Waterville,Me.,March 30,by Rev.8:McKeown,
Mr. Baxter Crowell and Miss Emma 8.Conforth,both
of Wateiville. M wreh 81, Mr, Isaiah Gleason of W.
and Miss Aurilia Davis of Fairfield. April 1, Ar
Elijah Savage and Miss Emma B. Nelgon, both of
1n
Uhderhill Center, Vt., March 80, by Rev. D. H
Adams, Mr. Simon D, Bullock of Jericho and Miss

A

Ro t Mr,
n
ok,ae.
Mass., April
Apr 6, by Rey, ey, 8. 8. E: KE.
Abiah Faekett and Miss Ain Armstrong, all of N.
Mr.
In
Dale; N Y., Feb.
2, by Rev.8, Andrews,
Miss Phebe Perkins of
Knox, Jr,, of Attica and
N. L.
mith
and
Miss
Jen:
Warsaw. March 6, Mr. Rodell
March 18, Mr. Simeon
nie Smith, both of Attica,
Howard and Miss Louira Taber, both of Middlebury.
fn
6, Mr. K. Dodson of Middlebury and Miss Ellie
.
Whaley of D.
“
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Sent

AS your Jruggist ford OMALS PERSIAN
was HM, an
ou will get the best known rémedy for REMOVING
MOTH PATCH. TAN and FRECKManufactured onl 15 B. F. Rackley, Drug:
LES,
gist, Dover, N, H. Price
per bottle, Cwd

well to send in their orders atlonce.

D. D., Professor of Christian Theology in

volumes.

first

The

volumg

contain

will

attention of our clergymen,

churches and

ures.
0B born
Numerous references to parallel

passages of

History
Seripture, ancient Chronology, Geography,
and Antiguitis generally, with critical notes on
words, etd., in the original Greek.
Kt will contain & map of Palestine and the adja.

ton, sountrics,

ou

eomplete, will do

SMITH

FACILITIES

believe that their

ARE

UNEQUALLED,

and that their Establishment cannot be surpassed in
any of these particulars.
#3 But it is not claimed that the AMERICAN ORGAN is sold at the lowest price,—as the manufacturers have no desire to waste their time upon feeble and
characterless instruments, nor to furnish a supply of
dissatisfactions, even at the low price of $50 each.
Nothing worthy can be produced for such a sum

By

ANY

House

WHATEVER.

THE AMERICAN ORGAN
is elegant in appearance,—thoroughly

constructed,—

With powerful and steady bellows,—with exquisitely
voiced reeds,

finely contrasted qualities of tome,and

igéniots riechapical contrivances for fagrease of
:
a.
power and for expression.
This excellence is not the result of chance, but fol.
lows their well. devised system, so that each Organ is

Every

the public generally 18 called to some of the features
which will characterize the work: °
The proper names in
text will be divided
and mccented as they should be pronounced.
Full aud carefully revised references and footnotes.
3
:
i
he coniments will'explain the text, exhibit the
connection of marrative and
thonght, set forth the
principles of o octrine, and apply them to present

Parties, therefore, wishing to obtain,

the present volunie

thred

The

number of extra copies was barely sufficent to meet the demands for the pa.

The Messrs.

**

about 436 pp.. on su, erior paper, and will be bound
vi
in the best English muslin.
Kit is; designed for the use of Bible glasses, Sab.
bath schools, ministers, students, and all lovers of
the Scriptures; and itis hoped that the long needed
work will help to supply a wunt' deeply felt in the
iy
vn
Free Baptist denomination,

‘

ago.

and

Ample Capital.

Instrument in Warranted.

An elegantly

Hlustrated. Circular,

containing

plication.
Twenty Years Established

the Theological Institution at New Hampton, N, H.—

volume, but whose names axe not now
on our list of subscribers, ~Thig large

year

Division of Manual Labor,
Active Pcrsonsl
Supervision,

rior work than in the Springfield Armory.

OW IN PRESS, AND TO BE ISSUED June lst,
a COMMENTARY ON THE NEW TESTAMENT, by J.

J. BUTLER,

THE MYRTLE:
We have sent out the first number of
the current volume of this excellent
i little paper:
We have printed three thousand
(8000) extra copies, to meet the demands of those who want the entire

one

Relined Tuste in Dacoration,

descriptions and prices, will be sent post-paid on ap-

Johnston, Holloway & Cowden,

per

For sale by all druggists,

NEW COMMENTARY.

|

No. 602 Arch St., Philada,
Sold 50 cents RE Box by all Druggists,
by mail to any address for 60 cents,
lyeSpis

Labor-saving Machinery,
Musical Knowledge and Experience,

perfect of its kind; therd is no more chance! for infe:

tors.

Tréasurer.

GRA

Can have their hair restored to its matural color,
and if it has fallen out, create a new growth, by its
A
i
use,
Tt is the best HAIR DRESSING in the world, mukag \iivicas, stiff, brashy hair, healthy, soft and glossy.

or the money returned by: the proprie-

90,06

Well-chosen Materials,

-

R.

PERSONS ‘WHO ARE

Lastrumentis ¢on-

sist of

The Messrs. Smith mean to make ONLY the best reed
instruments, and they are satisfied that a discriminat
ing public is willing to pay the value of what it gets.

LY»

Sores, no matterof how long standing,

2%

& CO.,

HALLS

Also; Sore Eyes and Eye d Lids,
old
§

on contract

Erysipelas,

ltch,

FACILITIES
production of Musical

218 Pearl st. N. Y., or 171 Lake ¢t., Chicago, Illinois.

Blotches, and a!l forms of Skin Dis-

i vA

seed for us

free to all who send for it.
D. W. RAMSDELL

One Agent re-

Ointment.

Hieskell's Tetter
yr

to grow

may address us for terms.
We have already contracted for over 2,000 acreg, and thould be
glad to put
out as many more. Our new Illustrated
Circular

SELL

’

v

8

PAY

NO

is
or

seed and take his chances for the full price in selling,

There is no medicine

in the “World” that stands more on its own merits
than the “Venetian Liniment.” Thousands of certif-

AGENTS

AMERICAN
ORGANS.

de-

more than ever necessary next year.
Our. piice
$7.20 per bushel; half bushel, $4.00; peck, $2.50;

Bruises, Colds, Coughs, Old Sores, Swellings, Pains

Depot, 10 Park Place,

to the home

writes us that not less

tf16

SMITH’S

for the

21bs by mail, $1, post-paid. Money must accompany all orders. Itis better for every man to buy
is

Burns, Cuts, Sea Sickness, Insect
Mumps, Croup
Stings, Sprains, Cholera, Colic, Spasms, Dysentery,
in the Limbs, Back

C. 0. Libby, Dover, N. H.

Sent post-paid, on

In addition

agent now in Europe

N. Y.;

1st National Bank, Richmond, Ind.; Pony s Co.,
Albany, N.Y.; D 8. Heffron, Utica,
N. Y.; Keystone
National Bank, Erie, Pa. ; James Calder, Harrisburg,

than two million bushels will be readily taken there
ut any reasonable price. Let every
farmer buy seed
now who wishes to grow a profitable crop, and be
sure to take ourbill with trade mark stamped to ‘enable him to show the gouuinences of his erop. So
much counterfeit seed is being sold that this will be

It has stood betore the public for
S LINIMENT.”
22 years, and has never failed giving satisfaction in a

and Chest.

all Bocksellers.

Bank,

seo, 111.; A Corbin & Co., bankers, New York city; B.

sadder side

York requires over two millions bushels.

our

BLOCK,

BY PERMISSION.

by the Publishers,

be for sale next year,

REMEDY.”

«A STANDARD

CO,

Chicagos Nash, Spaulding &
Co., Boston; Harding,
Grey & Dewey, Boston;
1st National Bankof Gene-

furnieh

Ohio
kequires over one and a half millions bushels.
The above four States alone will take more than will

JNO. H. SHAPLEIGH, Sec..

;

Special

story.

missioner of Agriculture, showing the secd required
by a few States only:
illinois requires over two millions bushels.
Pennsylvania requires over three and a half millions

GOODNOW,

8, MAJOR

REFER

in the United States, and seme suppose the abundant
harvest of another season will overstock the market
with this seed. We call the attention of all such to
the following figures, from the last report of the Com-

of this Institution

&

re-

Chicago, Illinois.

book deserve still

and spirit.”—[New

ORWAY
OATS
WANTED NEXT YEAR,
4
Few farmers realize the magnitude of the Oat Crop

May 10th, under the

PERRY

ROOM

FIELDS, 08GOOD & CO., Boston.

‘
of Bates College,
with the usnal assistants in all branches of instruc:
tion, For full particulars, addres 8

3%y

city.

SMITH'S AMERICAN ORGANS.—These Organs have

oft indigestion

TERN

purchasing

Hon.J. Y. Scammon, Chicago; 2d National

*.* For sale by

“Fabius, N, Y. and Mrs. Marilla M, Hutchins of this |

received the highest commendation, In our judgment they have no superior, and we; doubt whether
in pu
and sweétness of tone, they have ever
equaled. Letour friends who desire to sccure
been
an organ which will give the highest satistuction,read
advertisement of the proprietors in another col.
the
umf, and then send for'a cironlar—N.'¥. Christian

ig

SUMMER

pipe)

v
In this sity, 13th insti; by Rev, Geo. T. Day assist
ed by Rev. LD. 8 tewart, Deacon Orsemuns His of

ey luxuriant tresses,

merits of the

than its purpose

receipt of price

ME.

will commence TUESDAY,
charge of

Married

Ought Hagan to be'indicted? We know of many sim:
ilar eases. This Balm gives sn most wonderful pearly
and natural complexion,to whieh we don’t object
We like pretty women. To: finish the picture, they
upon the hair. With
should use Lyon’s Kat

i

HE

LEBANON,

ie, in

Corner LaSalle and Madison Streets,

spired by noble womanly feeling and true Christian
faith.”—| The Independent.

ACADEMY.

WEST

0 J | *

‘

OC. 0. LIBBY,

she

“A story of remarkable
power, pathos and beauty.
Some of its descriptions of the street-life and houselife of the very poor are hardly surpassed by Dickens
himself.
* * * Tt is a beautiful, touching tale, in-

many others, Filled with illustrations. Great
ts
nts! Send for circulars to WORTHINGTON,
10t16
bd
DUSTIN & CO. Hartford, Conn.

0 Tadustry, Me. per MPs HB

Dover,N.H.

said

N. H., March 30, 1870.

LEBANON.

|

e

y

literary

the materials of it; that is, so

and
traitsand Lives {hs Yandarbiit, Dréw, Fisk; Gould
Induce

B F Nealley

H

We invest on joint account, that

EIGHT ASSISTANTS.

pr

r

Rackit

was but bis own age, by using Magnolia Balm upon
her face,neck and‘hands, ‘Poor youth. He probably
found her elbows werent ‘quite so soft and pretty.

0)
are the

Q. M~~FHold its second

Pendleton

mon

The

“This is a simple

Principal,

ntere:
r
8
cludes all
of speculation, 13 years’ experience of the

per
ils, N HH. per J Burnliam Davie

in dia

Great

wren

ment.

warmer praise
York Tribune.

. Send for a uircular. Aly early to the Principal.
.
E. C. LEWIS, Sec’y Trustees.

Pronounced

uber BD Aatapwn

3
Masiends

place Money upon loan on two and three fold
state securities, at 9 and 10 per cent. per anReal
num, the interest Jayible semi-annually.

GRAHAM,

as the best evidence of its ability and faithfulness.
New Hampton,

paying the money. The time and rate
upon at the time of sale in each case.

We

treats the subject with true Teligious feeling, but

Wall Street.

Sab sch. Wash St. Dover, for support of Wm Burr

The Mice Divorce Suit for. frand inage is
causing great excitement in Boston, It should warn
young men not to marry in haste. Rice is but 22, his
bride 37. He swears that she made him believe she

0.

.

.

property upon
per cent. agreed

rival the

has carefully avoided a parade of pious sentiment and
Scripture common places, and she makes a plenty of
uv of well-meaning ladies who think they have done
their whole duty when they subscribe to a Magdalen
Asylum, and Sjsguel the unfortunate with cant phrases. Nor should
we omit to say that she treats it
with equal delicacy and boldness, with the courage
of a Chrisiian, and the most perfect womanly refine-

Ten Years in

Mrs J C1 Lh Hinckiey. 0, Der G H Damon

who are National rather than Roman Catholics.
-

WITH

BOOK

Smal ey, Ea Charl ton, Vt

m

before

+ We guarantee
to purchasers of our property
from
12 to 15 per cent. per annum; that is,at the expiration
of one, two or three years, we pay back the principal
and 12 or 15 per cent. interest per annum, if the purchaser then prefers that amount of money
to. the
property he has purchased, we, of course,
the

|
fact that tae writer has written not to tell a good stothis 8th day of April, | ry, but to enforce a mighty. solemn truth, whose
ROBERTS, Regisier.
jreatness fills all her own heart.”—[ Watchman and

A. M.,

and one dollar per bottle.
ork.

H Gareelon
Me. per
Livermore Falls,
as
pe
2.

Rev

of “The
:

property for others, we take half the pecuniary
sponsibility for half the profits.

icates can be seen at the Doctor’s office, attesting to
Sold by all Druggists and Storeits rare virtues.
keepers throughout the United States. Price, 50 ets.

T!

J

one week

York.

FIFTEEN PER CENT.
GUARANTEED.

IN.

reformer and philanthropist. Can a woman who has
fallen from virtue be restored not only to the favor of
God, but to the smiles of society. *
Miss Phelps

The Trustees call especial attention to the well de-

8 Wigain—
Witham—J

avis dus} Bailey, 1,00 each, Ea Andover,

Jo

SOr OV NDEST

Inits way it promises to

No. 49 Wall Street, New

novel is one of the most serious of all that perplex the

served popularity ot the preseat board of instruction

Hamlin—O

Waterville, Me

W
A. Manter,

*

circulation and peculiar popular favor of Miss
Phelpa’s previous volume “The Gates Ajax.”
“The problem which supplies the motive of this

begins May 3, 1870,

Rev. dd, B. Meservey,

EXPRESS.
Rev G H Ball, D, D. New York

Col ¥ Alice

rar

ELIZABETH STUART PHELPS, Author
Gates Ajar.” Ninth Edition, $1.50.

tical importance.

under the direction of

Melvin Preble, Bangor,Me
Nehemiah K Potter, So Scituate, R I
Rev M A Quimby, Epsom, NH
David B
ett,
Percival, Towa
J G Bowers, Chauncy, Oh'o
Geo ‘H Dantorth, Hallowell, Me

book against Papal infallibility. which the Pope
put on the Index, is still unknown, although
itis believedto, haye been finally edited by Prof.
J. N. Huber, of Munich. Whether Dr, Dollinger was its main author is doubtful, In Bavaria there is a decided preponderance of those

be at least

Summer TERM

Revv En b.ite. y f hisdale, e, Mickch
2 © P Goodrich, Hadley, Mich

«NX.

4

The interest on the above named Bonds,will be paid
at maturity by the WARMERS’
LOAN AND
TRUST 00. No. 26 Exchange Place, New York,
FREE OF
U. 8. GOVERNMENT TAXES.
12t11—ps
:

eflector.

L Wiley—S B Young—N

Romemph Rotation

TANNER & CO., Fiscal Agents,

pathos reaches to the very fountain of one’s tears.—
The great power of the book is plainly owing to the

Rev RB Paston, Jr. Diamond Bluff, Wis

olumb

first

tar, printed at Dover, in said county, the last publi-

Court.
:
Given at Dover,in said county,
4.0. 1870,
AMASA

Wardner—G Wheeler—

Foreign Missions.

No. 54 Pine Street, Neto York

cation whereof to

JE Erancisco Oxford, N Y
JD Waldron, No Lawrence,
N'Y
0
8 Bush, Carson City, Mich

that body ought not to belong to any one denomination, and that the college is to be Cristian
atid ‘not’ seétaridn. ‘Tt fs understood that the
Presbyterian clergymen of Detroit are to haye

Ww. P. CONVERSE& CO,, Commercial Agents,

?

ji

to par-

ties seeking safe and lucrative investments.

tice, by causing this citation and order thereon to be
published three weeks successively in the Morning

Dea Wm Walker, No, Parma, NY
Davison Mosher, Barrington, N XY
A D Chadwick, Weeks’
Mills, Me
Willie King, Burgh Hill, Ohio
Mrs Almeda Gerry, Winona, Min

Unitarian Consistory of Hungary, to have parts
of Channing’s works translated into Hungarian.
Olivet College, Mich , ceases to be definitely
under Congregational control.
Its board of
trustees has passed resolutions that a majority of

cured and yielding a large income,are desirable

Oswego

RAILROAD.

OF

Can beobtamned from the

undersigned.. Also, pamphlets, maps, and informa.
tion relating thereto. These bonds, being so well se-

°

&

POA
s ss tnvannrsss vase reeeess. $15,500,000

terest, IN CURRENCY,

ol tne story extends. But, simple and commonplace
as the narrative is, it is wrought out with marvellous
rower. ‘There is nothing strained to produce an ef:
ect. And yet every page contains a jassage whose

Books Forwarded.
BY MAIL,

ating forthe past three years.
The American Unitarian Conference has made
arrangements with Johm Kriza, Bishop of the

4

Winslow -F

A

This powerful story has produced a very deep impression among. its many thousand readers, as a
story of singular interest and of the highest prac-

single instance. Kvery drop of this valuable compound is mixed by Dr. Tobias himself, therefore it
can be relied upon. It is warranted superior to any
other for the cure of Curonic Rheumatism, Toothache,
Wheeler 2—R Woodworth—7 | Head ache, Sore Throat, Vomiting, Frosted Feet.

White—N Wood—D Webster—J

:
#
year.
The Western Freedmen’s Aid Commission has
turned. over its work to the American Missionary Association, with which it has been eo-oper-

they becgne irresistible. -

Donasions,

Hbpkins—Mrs L F Harmon—P Hewett—R

the

for every bond issued, 4nd isa first

Total length of road 371 miles distance included in
this Mortgage 111 miles: price, 97 4 and accrued in-

GEORGE OPDVAE & €O.,

sii
Te
7
STORY
4

By

Tuesday of May next, when and where you may appear and be heard on said account.
And it is ordered that the said Guardian give no-

8. Poiodexter, Limerick, Me.
H.J. Brown, Waupun, Wis.
Q.Johnson, Bear Lake, Pa,
A.M. Totman, Norwich, N. Y.
R McDonald, Brookfield Corner, N. H.
H.,F. Dickey. Woltboro, N. H.

White—Mrs. M P Wiggin—J A Winslow—C
E A White—Mrs F R Wallace—L H
Miss

Baptists of Towa number about 20,000,
is a numerical gain of 2,000 over last

pearly chin, rosy pvp

Bro.
B., Browh'
and wife acknowledge
a
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It is said that the authorship of “Janus,” the
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Notice is hereby given to the Corporators of the
Green Mountain Seminary Corporation,to meet at

at Damascus under the
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The Armenian Christians threaten to revolt
against the Patriarch,
who is too old to protect
them, and Turkey inclines to aid the movement,
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signed in consequenee of some disagreement
with recent action in relation to Oahu College.

Ministers and Churches.

FACE.

BEST THING FOR COSTIVENESS. DR

ing of said Society at Great F! alls,N. H., in the vestry
of the F. Baptist church, on Wednesday, the 11th day
of May next, at3 o’clock in the afternoon, to hear the

stone.

board of missions, has re-

be.

to the
‘Arnold, late of Johnston, R. I.; totake | the road leading from New Durham Depot Boody
of Jos
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s ofthelateJ. Boody. Sout!
may think best,
action thereon as the
ni others. Westerly by land of John . Bennett
business.
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LL,
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aad others and Northerly by land of John
H. Stevens
and.others, and that it is necessary for the support
New Market, April 9, 1870.
of his said
Wards and will be conducive to their inThe New Hampshire
NEw HAMPSHIRE Y. M.
terest to have the premises sold; wherefore he prays
Yearly Meeting will be held at Littleton, commencing
twat he may be licensed and authorized to sell the
June 8, at 10 o’clock, A. M., and continue in session
same at public auction, according to the statute in
two days.
A. D. SMITH, Locating Com.
such case made and provided.
April 5, 1870,
:
JONATHAN F. CHESLEY,
Guardian.
SHAWASSEE Q. M, will hold its next session with
the first church of Duplain at Elsie.
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, STRAFFORD 8S.—
IRA ALLEN, Clerk.
Probate Court at Farmington, April 5, 1870. Upon the
foregoing Petition, it is ORDERED, that a hearing be
had thereon, at a Court of Probate, to be ho'den at
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Dover in said County, on the first Tuesday of May
the 2d Woodhull church.
next; and that the petitioner notify all persons comJACOB STUART, Clerk.
cerned to ap]
at said Court to shew cause; if any
they have, why the prayer of said Petition should not
Notice.
an
be granted, by causing said Petition and order thereBy order of the Executive Committee of the Freeon to be published three weeks successively in the
will Baptist Education Society, there will be a meetMorning Star printed at Dover, the last publication
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THE MORNING STAR: APRIL 20, 1870.
1

Most insecis are at that time still in the egg,

undeveloped; and waiting for warm weath-

er to hatch them out ; many species are in

O sweet new year, delaying long;

‘seclusion by one of those rare but delicious
winter days, when the sun shines bright,

- Thou dost expectant. nature wrong,
Delaying long; delay no more.

and the glittering icicles drop tears, wrung
from their very hearts.

- What stays thee from the clouded noons,
Thy sweetness from its-proper place ?Can trouble live with April days,
Or sadness in the summer moons?

about

on a bleak winter's

day,

well-pro-

tected from the stinging cold by innumer-

Bring orchis, bring the foxglove spire,

able wrappers, that this pure white shroud

The little speedwell’s darling blue;

of snow serves also as a warm counterpane, and that under its folds are hidden

Laburnums, dropping wells of fire.

the germs of millions

of future

insects,

friends and foes. All about us, in the ground
under our feet, in the trees, swinging their
gaunt and naked limbs about over our heads,

O thou new year, delaying long,
Delayest the sorrow of my blood,

That longs to burst a frozen bud,
And flood a fresher throat with song.

in the holes and countless cracks in our
walls and fences, in every corner and crevice in our houses, in the very stubble which

Now ring the woodlands loud and long,

The distance takes a lovelier hue,

crackles so crisply under our tread where
the wind has blown the snow away, are lying hidden from our gaze, myriads of insectsin all the various stages of their existence. Although we may not see them, still we
maybe as certain that they are there as'we
are positive that the seeds of the many thousand plants which will next season delight
our eye or please our other senses, are now

And, drowned in yonder living blue,
The lark becomes a sightless song.
Now dance the lights on lawn and lea,

The flocks are whiter down the vale,

And milkier every milky sail
On winding stream or distant sea.
‘Where now the sea-mew pipes or dives
In yonder greening gleam, and fly

The happy birds that change their sky
To build and brood, that live their lives

concealed in the bosom of Mother Earth,—
this same snow a mantle to protect them

From land te land, and in my breast
Spring wakens too, and my regret

from the cold.
Although but few come flitting or running across our path, yet if. we search for

Becpmes an April violet,
—~And/buds and blossoms like the rest.
— Tennyson.

Divided.

numberson every hand. Let us take a
trowel and go down into our orchard and
dig down among the roots of the trees, and
many strange forms of insect life will rea

careful

search,—little

mummies

wrapped in thick shrouds, queer little babies in close-fitting swaddling- clothes, some

sound asleep,

others

with just

animation,

enough to wriggle their tails feebly, and

I can but weep to see
That each, upon its ebbing tide,

then go off fgain into their deep sleep.
‘Take your trowel and dig into the mound

Must.sweep me back from thee.
O thou with whose’young heart my own
Once kept the same quick beat,
Whose hopes and joys to mine were known
As stream with stream doth meet,—
How sad and bitter is the truth
These lonely years unfold,—
‘While thou dost keep immortal youth,
That T am growing old!

in this hollow of a tree, and other little
sleepers come to view ; twist off this ragged
piece of bark, and whole colonies get their

first glimpse of the
though seen through

'sun,—to be sure as
a glass dimly, but

nevertheless their first peep at daylight;
around these twigs we find strange bracelets of eggs, here and there collections of

egg-like clusters of seed pearls;

. From joy to joy I see thee rise,
O blest of earth and heaven!
To whom the fullness of the skies
O’er this life’s all was given.
The happy stars that bailed thy birth
I see still onward move,
Leading through fairest paths of earth
To fairer hights above.
>

on the ends of

branches,

swinging

swaying

to

the

butterflies ; on the bark,

strange

warts

dis-

figure the trees, whilst in the very grass
under our feet, if we pluck it up and examine

it

closely,

we

shall find

tiny

babies

in

their

dur-

nests

and

to meet their
half frozen,

creep
into out-of-the-way "corners, and
there huddle close together, like a flock of
sheep facing a norther, only toleave their
winter quarters accasionally on a foraging
expedition dmong the cows of the Ants.
One observer found, on a cold day in "November, no less than fifteen of these little

red jackets together in a hole in a post,
sound asleep. The grub of the Stag Beetle lives in the ground in winter, in a sort
of acavehollowed

-

I will not bring my puny rod

These things divine to prove;

polished

very

smoothly. The grubs of Dor Bugs live in
the summer just below the surface of the
ground, but as the season advances they descend into the depths of the earth and go to

O deathless Loye |, why wrong thee so,

gen

But all is possible with God,

out and

And God himselfis love!

iF sleep.

.

ipa

.

:

The Weevils pass their wintersin

ent ways.

One kind lives in peas,

differand you

can find them in dry peas in winter-time,
getting ready to creep out in the spring.

Ionly know his single breath

Can blot a thousand years;

If you examine these same peas early in

Tigi

cats, 9 pain, and age and death,
That, measured notppoars;
by time or space,
Those endless ages run;

the spring, you will find, in nearly all, little black beetles, their heads just peeping
out of small holes they have made with

And each shall find his happy place

their teeth:

hes
On the branche!

Repository.

Che Family Circle,
Winter.

Moths, and are found

and hawthorn.

You have, doubtless, heard how the Bear,
grown fat on the fruits of his fall campaign,

retiresto some hele in the rocks, where the
sofcly-falling snow by degrees makes a beautifal ermine counterpine which protects
him from the cold during his long winter

The fat, which lies in great folds

just under, the skin, is gradually absorbed
into his system, and as he takes no exercise,

it requires bat little faol to keep the spark
of life glowing.

Occasionally he sucks

paws, and seems to derive

his

much - comfort

therefrom.
2
When the spring comes, and his icy roof
melts and runs away to fill up the little
brooks that babble of strange things as they

on the

plumb,

Another moth

plucks

pear

off

the hairs from her body with which she covers her eggs. The Vaporer Moths lay their
eggs upon warm, silky beds, using the identical cocoons out of which they themselves
once crept when first coming into the world
as moths.

The eggs of insects are able to withstand
an intense degree of cold. The same temperature which

would immediately kill

the

tiny inhabitant of the egg, if once hatched,
seems to have no effect upon him in that
safe retreat.

Some caterpillars are hatched from

eggs

manufactur
builds
es,np a strong wall

to

suffered to thaw out, all this freezing does
injured them in the
slightest.
*”
Up in the oak trees we can find whole

keep out the chilly air of winter, and so’ not seem to have
goes to sleep, caring not a whit for the
howling winds which torture the sturdiest

trees till they groan again with anguish.

There are very fow insects,
that fs, full-

grown insects, that pass their winters thus.
i

colonies of little

caterpillars defying

cold; whilst they lie. snugly

warm counterpanes

of silk that they
[3

the

wrapped up in

have

of tail leave

ter, let him in.

merely keptin place by a slight net-work
of threads, whilst others are suspended in

he really was, and he coil himself roun,’

delicate hammocks or stout silken shrouds.

Den Br. Rabbit put his hand on his
troat, and hold him fast so he couldn't untwist, and carried him to de king and say,
—* Now, Maussa King, you promise me

Some caterpillars build for themselves little

winter palaces about the size and shape of
half a walnut, of chips and bits of bark,

glued together by a natural cement

they manufacture.

Other

chrysalids,

Mohammed's coffin, swing in

some sense if I would bring you a big rat-

which

like

mid air be-

tween heaven and earth, suspended "by a
delicate thread.
Mason Bees build for their babies nurseries of mud and small stones, or lumps of
clay, and after laying eggs, and leaving a
little pollen for each grubto eat when hatched, close up the entrance.

Carpenter Wasps dig galleries in timber
and partition them off—flies and gnats hav-

ing been stored away for future use of the
young grubs, who, afier eating their fill,
pass their winter in a dormant state.
The female Humble - Bee passes the winter quietly, dozing under the moss or in the
old homes under ground. Of Hive Bees, in

the autumn the lazy

empty corridors, tasting the honey

which

is

ground, will tempt them

from

closed again, and her best Friend was with-

wid demselves.

in.

are hatched out late in the fill,

daring

cild

snug

and conceal

weather,

in

the

stubble and dry grass.
Crickets for the
most part die on the approach cf cold weath- |
a few survive,

and hide

them-

|

selves under rocks aud hoards, and oceasionally appear. Those that live in and about
houses are to be found all winter in various |
by the heat of the fire p! ices
pecially haunt.

hastened |
they es- |
|

which

The full grown squash and

clinch

bugs

ae

the eggs

from

the

storms of winter.
Two-winged flies generally pass the win-

ter in the puph’state, ready for work

when

winter,

and I hope you will look about

you

when

the snow is on the ground,

all

things

and

appear dead or asleep, and see what you
can find for ‘yourselves; and I think your
exertions will be well repaid, and your curiosity satisfied by many strange, and perhaps hitherto unknown facts.

If you will take a cigar-box, or better, a
soap-box, and fill it partly with fresh earth,
the top of the earth, and place in the

earth

and

damp,

of the box must be covered with muslin, so
that when they come up out of the ground
they will not "fly away.— Riverside Magazine.
.

Negro

Fable.

AS

The following story was told a little girl
by her ‘‘maummer,” or nurse, in South
Carolina, fo ¢‘ make her behave,” one rainy

afternoon :—
Once upon a time Br. Rabbit went
king

and

said,—‘ Maussa

come to ax you a faber;

to de

King,

I

hab

I want you to gib

more lef to gib you.”

But Br.

Rabbit

King, I'ain’t got none;
sense.”
Dende

=

say,—‘‘Ki!

Maussa

do gib me some

king

say,—‘‘

Well,

Br.

Rabbit,

you so perseverance, I'll gib you de

sense,

if you'll go in de

me

woods

and

bring

long rattlesnake.”
So Br. Rabbit took a long pole
went into de woods, and prents’ly he

a rattlesnake indo holler

of a big

Aree, and he sit

watch

a

and
spy

oak-

was

Literary Review.
tablishment

pp.

of Christianity

842,

Her mother

tried

the

sively, reflected not a little, and felt much.

Iis

her,

but

Her mother thought a
felt that to help her child to
rightly on this subje¢t was
portant of all things.
¢ Yes,

moment.
feel and
the most
my child,

She
act
imyou

on her father’s shoulder,

she

asked

to be

carried home.
Once morein her own chamber, Alice
kneeled down and prayed to God to forgive
her forthe sin of hating Ruth. * Give me
lovein my heart,” she cried earnestly,
‘““ because ¢ God is love;’ and because it
was love which made Jesus die on the

cross for us; and oh, keep me from hating
and killing anybody in my heart.”
So did littla Alice pray. Sin and conscience,love and hatred, had been fighting
in her heart. But love gained the victory.

Opening the Door.
“I'll never forgive Fred!

said- Dora,

angrily, as she came into the parlor holding

up before her mother the fragment of a
little toy,—a tiny sofa,—a piece of the set
of furniture her uncle had given her a fow
days before.
Dora, my child I"

““ Well, I mean just what I say!” contin-

ued the angry little girl. ‘‘Fred came
‘rushing into the summer-house, just as he
always does, and trod on it with his great
boots ; and when I spoke

to

him .ahout it,

he said he didn’t care a bit, and wished
he had broken my chairs, too.”
‘Think before you say any more, my

dear.

Perhaps you vexed

Frederick by

your manner of speaking.”

“Ionly told him he was careless and
stupid, and so he was. It's too
I will never forgive him;”
‘turned over the pieces of the
in her hands, her face grew

wicked feelings.

Dora!

bad.
and as
ruined
dark

No,
she
toy
with

;
listen;

some

one

is

knocking, I am sure.”
Little Wi lie. a three-year-old younger
brother, stopped playing with his blocks

on the floor, and looked at the door, as if

expecting a visitor,

i

“ What do you mean, mamma?

not hear any one,” said Dora.

:

THe HOME PHYSICIAN:
A new and popular
Guide to the art of preserving health and
treating discase; with plain advice for all the
medieal and surgical emergencies of the family,
By George M. Bread, A. M., M.D.
With numerous illustrations.
Sold by subseription.—
New York: E. B. Treat & Co.
1370.
Octavo.
pp. 1067.
Messrs, Treat & Co. publish no subscription
books that lack character, or that exhibit a radical difference between seeming and being, promise and performance.
This new volume by Dr.
Beard seems to us one of the very best popular
hand-books on disease and its proper treatment
that has been prepared for the use of families.
It abounds in common sense, keeps clear of partisanship and extravagance, exhibits no pencliant
for pet theories, never hides ignorauce under
scientific pretenseor a cloud of polysyllabic
words,
puts plaioness
into its description of
symptoms, offers just about sucht an amount and
kind of physiological knowledge as people of fair
intelligence would be interested to acquire and
able to use, and exhibits more interest in teaching its readers how to preserve health than to
induce them to patronize any special school of
practitioners or buy any
favorite medicines.
Read and studied in the family, it would lessen
sickness, relieve anxiety, and greatly lighten the
heavy burden often imposed by the physician’s

bills.

The mechanical features of the work com-

mend it strongly, for they all suggest high excellence.
D. L. Gurnsey, Concord, N. H, is
general agent.
THE MONKS BEFORE CHRIST:
their history. By John

Their spirit and
Johnson.
Bos-

Jon: A. Williams & Co. 1870. 16mo. pp. 144.
Mr. Johnson has been an enthusiastic and successful explorer in a field that 1s comparatively
new. His statement of the grounds on which
asceticism bases itself, and his exhibition of the
influences which keep it alive and growing, are
thoughtful
and instructive; while his accountof
the various orders of monastics, among the pagan nations and the Jews, is fresh, attractive and
interesting. His chapter that deals with the ori-

gin and spread of ancient civilizations, hardly

to

till

he

A BRAVE LADY.

By the Author of * John Hal-

New

York:

Harper

&

Tove and hate.

>

80 RUNS THE WORLD Away.
By Mrs: A.C.
Steele. Author of “Gardenhurst.” {Same Publishers. .
|

These novels have their placa in literature, but
very few persons derive any substantial benefit
from reading them.
HAND-BOOK OF THE SULPHUR.CURE, as applicable to the vine disease in America, and diseases of apple and other fruit trees, By Wm.
Flagg, author of “Three Seasons in European
vineyards.”
New York: Harper & Bros.

Mr. Flage’s previous work showed that he was
thoroughly at home in dealing with everything
pertaining to grape culture, and this little treatise upon the proper treatment for disensed vines
bears added testimony of the same sort, and will
be equally welco me.

|
Pamphlets, Magazines, &c.
|
THE BAPITST QUARTERLY for April has six
| somewhat elaborate and scholarly papers, which.
with perhaps a single exeeption, have no special
| denominational bearings.
Dr. Conant gives us a

critical and valuable article

on the Greek text of

the Apocalypse; Dr. Lincoln happlly epitomizes
Wallace's volume on the Malay Archipelago; we
have a thoughtful and carefully written essay on
| Sex in Nature and Society, richly worth reading
{ and pondering, in spite of the somewhat cum-

brous, aspiring sad scholastic style; a discussion

of the doctrine of the Future Life, ia which the
author seeks to show that the Scriptures teach
an immediate putting on of the spiritual or res-

urrection

body after the earthly body has Leen

laid in the grave; while the book notices. &e.,
are fitting specimens of that species of literature.
This Quarterly never lacks ability or character.
Philadelphia: Am. Bapt. Publication Society.

.

THE
AMERICAN
PRESBYTERIAN
REVIEW
opens with one of Prof. Tayler Lewis's thorough
and magnificent discussions, of which Nature
and Prayer is the subject. It is eminently a product of the philosopher’s brain and the Christian’s
heart, Dr. Campbell gives an affirmative reply
to the question, Are we a Christian nation? Mr. .

Barnes continued Tif discassion of the question

of sin
madge

aud suffering in the universe; Dr. Talhas a valuable pape on Missionaries and

British

relations with China, and

several other

things combine to make up one of the strongest
numbers of one of our very best reviews.
New
.
York: J. M. Sherwood.
—

THE CATHOLIC WORLD begins a new volume
with the issue for April. Its sixteen articles deal
with a great variety of topics. It has strong

meat

for manly minds, fables for the superstisentimental, controversy

for the

tious, tales

for

the belligerent, and is not without milk for
babes. It is managed with eminent ability, tact
and skill. Its articles on Religious Liberty and
the School Question deserve a careful reading, as presenting the most

reasonable view of these

subjects that have anywhere found expression in
Catholic circles.
The article on the School
Question is dignified and somewhat apologetic, *

but it develops the policy which the Catholics irf

this country have decided to adopt. It openly
calls for a division of the public school money,
giving to the Catholics a share proportioned to
the number of their children needing to be educated, and allowing them to make their schools

In the fullest sense Catholic. It is well for intelligent. Protestants to become familiar with the

seems to belong to the real work undertaken:it | views
in rather unnaturally; and it ap- ing themfo the public moceptance, which this
pears as though it was intended as a means of periodical regularly sets forth. New York:
4
.
enabling the author to develop the fruits of his Catholic Publication House.
is sandwiched

reading in a field which is especially attractive to
a class of daring and speculative minds, or of

setting forth his entire want of faith in the generally accepted chronology.
confidently

respecting

the

He speaks quite too
evidence

that

there

was an advanced civilization in Arabia at least
ten thousand years before Christ; and in fixing
dates for events that

may never

have

occurred,

as well as in reading off passages of history that
are wholly unwritten and largely imaginative, he
exhibits a confidence
and employs an assumption
hardly in keeping with a professed

actual events.

chronicler of

Bating this singular episode, his

book is trustworthy and valuable,
and we
he will carry out his plan.

trust

LECTURE-ROOM

v

New York: J. B, Ford & &. B.'W;

These discourses are Beecherish.

‘Wy

Setcher

* Very defis

clent in precise doctrinal statement,” 8ay some.
““ All the better for that,” will be the verdict of
the masses. Mr, Beecher is said to be “ no theologian;” in fact he is more than a theologian, as
much more as a live, earnest, enthusiastic man is

I do ‘more than a skeleton.
definitions

He can not he held to

and formulas, because

the

issue

for April 2, with

a transla-

tion from Bishops Dupanloup on Christian Marriage, selections

from

Blackwood, The Contem=

porary Review, &o., with several gems in the
form of poetry. Itis the best resume of our
higher current literature that is anywhere made
up. Boston: Littell & Gay.
EVERY SATURDAY for April 9 comes out with
a fine portrait of Dickens, two views of his resi-

Pickwick

‘Second Series.

TALKS.

LITTELL’S LIVING AGE commences a new vol-

ume with

supplementary

picture in which the principal personages of Mr.
Dickens’s works are being pointed out to Mr.

——

BEECHER’S SERMONS.

t

dence at Gad’s Hill Place, a large

[3

fi

by

Sam Weller,

and

the first

install-

ment of the new Serial which Boz is to furnish,
It is an attractive number every way, and the fu.
fure issues, in which “The Mystery of Edwin
Drood” is to be developed, will unquestionably
draw a great company of readers.
Boston:

Fields, Osgood & Co.
PHRENOLOGIOAL

MonTHLY:

The

y
JOURNAL

AND

condolidation

of

PACKARD'S

these

two

monthlies promises a substantial increase of value

the spiritual,

and Interest to the readers. It is replete with
instruction and pleasant reading. New York:S.
R. Wells,
©"
ADVERTISER'S GAZETTE, Geo. I. Rowell &

but there is a blessed unity of love and

Co., Park Row, New York. Full of information
in respect to advertising and the course of trade,

* Have you forgotten, my daughter, that the real, the loving and lovable in Christianity,
there isa door to every heart? You haye ‘a8 they rest in his mind, are too high, too divine,
wake.
i
opened it once this mornihg, and let in an to be confined to human words. It may he easy
Prents'ly de rattlesnake open he eye.
point out inaccuracies and contradictions in’
“What a bereutiful crecter; he jist evil, hateful thing. No picture that could tophrases,
down

A readable
and useful book,

‘This isa reprint from Harper's Monthly, and
is a novel of considerable power; but the two
leading characters, the Lady and Sir Edward, are
not such persons.as are met in actual life.
UNDER Foot. By Alton Clyde, author of ‘Mag
gie Lynne.” Same Publishers, etc.
A pretty fair moral, with the usual scenes of

:

reads it properly must do so with his eye constantly fixed upon the hand of God, which is
there seen busy with human affairs, and pressing them on toward the grand result,~the redemption of men.
To justify and illustrate this
view of the office of history, is the object which
the author of this book keeps ever in his own
view, and which he is intent in impressing upan
the ‘minds of his readers.
He has resd exten-

:

mountains, volcanoes,
phenomena on and

around
the earth.

Jhex, Gentleman.”

ten, is but a record of Providence; and he who

to comfort

This book will help them.

mosphere, the ocean, the
waterfalls,
and curious

throughout

It

THE SUBLIME IN NATURE. By Fe
and De
Lanoye. New York: Scribner & oy
This handsome volumeis composed of pleasant descriptions of the wonders of and in the ats

;

style is animated, his spirit hopeful, his relig+ ious reverence
genuine,
and his thoroughly
Christian motives saturate and color all his paragraphs.
The chief faults of the book are obvious at once.
Too much paper is wasted in wide
margins, the cuts are very poor and unatifactsay my prayers, and I ean’t go to sleep.”
ive, the work seems to have been. composed
Do t:1l me what's the matter with my
without any adequate. plan, there is no index,
dear daughter.”
and the intense style is too abundant for calm
“Oh, mother, I killed Cousin Ruth in my and sustained strength. But, in spite of these
heartto day, I did!” and the tears flowed
drawbacks, the work is one that deserves to he
afresh. ‘She got angry, and I wished widely circulated among the masses of the peoher dead. I can't ask God's forgiveness ple, and the very qualities that lay it open to
scholarly criticisin' may
sometimes render it
tili I am
friends with.
Ruth.
He won't
more attractive and not less usefal to those for
hear me, for my heart has had anger and
whom it has been especially prepared.
D. L.
Hnirad in it. Oh, mother!” and the pHor p Gurnsey, of Concord, N. H., is agent, to whom
child wept as though
her
heart would
applications for the volume or for local agencies
should be made.
break.
Be

‘Hark,

a

J

door

world. By Rev. Hollis Read, A.
M., author of
‘‘ Palace of the Great King,” etc.
hila.
: John
E. Folter & Co. Sold by subscription. Octavo.

not

wet, the heat of the house will hasten the
delivery many
of
beautiful and strange insects from their queer coverings. The top

for its

Brothers.

improve their opportunities, their “fugitive mo-

dan any odder of my subjects; but, to
show de world in all time to come, dat

them about as far down below the top as
when you found them, taking care to keep

the moss and mold moist

and joy in her heart;

Harper &

A revised edition of an admirable book.

THE HAND OF GOD IN HISTORY; or, Divine
Providence illustrated in the extension and es-

the sun bids them push open the tops of shall go,” she said.
their barrel-like coffins and creep out.
Alice's father was called, who, wrapping
Musquitos and gnats do the same, although his weeping child in a blanket, carried her
evenin the depth of winter, specimens can into the next housé¢, where her cousin Ruth
be found sporting by the frozen edges of lived. She was taken to Ruth’s bedside.
quiet ponds, awakened, as it would seem, -It was a melting scene to witness the consomewhat prematurely from the general fession, the entreaty for forgiveness, and
the kiss of reconciliation. Then Alice
sleep.
I have now given you a general idea of wiped away her tears, and laying her head

what our insects are deing in the

By Samuel Smiles.

*

conceal themselves when winter is near at | there lay the cold, heavy weight of sin up)
Wi
hand, the first named in ereviees of houses, { on her bosom, and she could tike no eomfort.
walls, and fences; the latter on sundry
plants, or on the ground under dry leaves,
“Oh, if I could only see Rath, and ask
and so forth.
The females ¢f the bark-lice,
ber forgiveness! then I could pray, and go
after laying their eggs, die, but remain af- to sleep,” she said, piteoysly.
¢ Mother, can’t I go to Ruth’s house?”
fixed to the bark, their backs forming roofs,

the better to. protect

been carefully collected,
and stated as fairly asa

partisan could be expected to state them.

Den de king say,—*‘ I tink for true, Br.
Rabbit, dat you hab sense already, more

“ My child,” said her mother, tenderly
stooping down to her bedside, ¢ what
troubles you? Tell me.”
“Oh, mother, Tam so glid you have
come !" eried Alice, uncovering her head
and seizing her mother’s hand; “I can’t

"| winter quarters.

themsclves

from the concerted effort of the Romanists to
strike down our public school system, or to supply an argument or a motivé\$o
aid in that undertakinit
g,is not well, and will probably fall
shor
of its t
mark. But the facts seem to have

and went out with sunshine in her face

flies live; and of course dey went after
de honey, and soon de calabash was fulled

her:

the

their

de

= ly

do not

has left

went where

The Children’s Friend tells the story of a
little girl who went to bed with a heavy
heart, and whose sobs brought her mother
to her side, secking to know what ailed

lay up any stores for winter, but are benumbed through the wholé of the cold season, although warm,sunny days in the early
snow

putting
his little

and

arms around her ‘neck kissed her, but said
nothing. Her heart's door swung wide
open now, and love entered.
i

ments.”

and

Heart Murder.

ones ara completely covered with fibrous,
mossy turfs, which are very warm, and protect the young grubs from the cold.

spring, even before the

been listening, came

erance, very well; such protests maybe proper
and useful. If it is meant to divert attention

The volume prepared by Mr. Read is animated
by the most decided Christian faith, hope and
enthusiasm, and the facts that have been brought
And dat is de reason dat rabbits always
are numerous, suggestive,
and made to
hab a little gray spoton dem foreheads to together
serve a religious purpose. The author remarks
dis day.
{ in his preface, that History, when rightly writ-

the little

Ants, contrary t» general opinion,

the door

Willie, who had

it half full of honey,

that the branches swell and little spines
shogt.eut here and there, sometimes green,
‘at others red, until the homes of

She opened

account at this time.

If it is needed as a protest against religious intol-

should
be in every family, in every Sunday
school
and public school library, and be read by
every youth in the land. Very few have any idea
what they can make of themselves if they but

you has got sense, I will put a little tuft
of gray hair on your forehead, and ebery-.
body will know dat de sense is inside.”

they prudently stored away in the autumn
foruthis expected winter imprisonment.
+ One Gall Wasp lays its eggs ou the

branches of rose bushes, and the result

came into her eyes.

ing this long and detailed

The tears

tlesnake.”
’
*‘ Yes, mother, I will forgive Freddy,”
And de king say,—‘‘ Why, Br. Rabbit,
*tain’t no use to gib you sense; you hab - sobbed Dora. I was as. much to blameas
more sense dan anybody, for bring me he; and Iknow I spoke spitefully, or he
would have felt sorry when he did it.”
dis berry rattlesnake.”
‘Then, my darling, thank that dear
Den Br. Rabbit beg de king again, and
de king said,—* Well, if you bring me a Friend. who has found his way into your
calabash full of flies, I will gib you de re-. heart with his love, and now go to Freddy
quest which you ax.”
and make it up with him.”
:
Dora laid away the fragments of the sofa
So Br. Rabbittook a calabash and filled

poor me some sense.”

drones are nearly all

even

of her heart a little way,

Den Br. Rabbit carried de calabash to
de king, and say,—‘ Now do, Maussa
King, keep your promise
- true, and gi

killed off by the workers, and the rest remain partially . stupefied all through the
cold winter months, not entirely asleep ; for
if.any hive is examined in winter, many
will be found wandering about in its almost

"Son

verdict.rsed
We do
-endo
think has offended you -quent-timeshasthe
not see very, clearly whatis the object of publishsharia

Dora's heart was softening.

and roun,’ and roun’ de pole,

from authen =

The act of burning the Convent at Charlestown,
Mass,, more than a generation since, was disgraceful, dastardly, foolish and weak. So public
opinion, formally and informally expressed, declared at the time, and the

and it is: “If ye forgive not men their
trespasses, neither will your Father which
is in heaven forgive your: trespasses;' aud

“of
de tres; to show Br. Rabbit
how long |

—

Jon: New England News Co. Pamphlet. . pp.

He has a message for you,

Freddy,
who you
80 much.”

open air, some |

in the autumn, and pass the winter quietly me some sense.”
dozing upon the twigs and branches of their ~ ““ Why, Br. Rabbit,” said de king, * you
favorite bushes, so closely resembling their
got all de sense dat dere is, and dere is no

go leaping down the hill-slopes, he comes habitation,that only the shrewd eye of some
out, and a very lean and hungry bear he is hungry bird spies them out. We find thus
for
a few days. Then there is the Snail, on current bushes the caterpiflars of the
who, whenhe feels the first approach of Magpie Moth, perfectly torpid all winter
cold weather, retires into the innermost and frozen quite stiff, but yet ready to thaw
chamber of the wonderfal
hotise he always out when the weather moderates. They are
‘carries on his back, and there turns ma- sometimes perfectly brittle, and will snap
son, and by means
of a ‘cement which
like glass between the fingers, and yet, if

piece

that word ‘men’ means everybody,

are hung
up in the

a number of grubs and chrysalids, putting

These are theeggs of the Lackey

big

running

The Publishers have

Str in dngcon

Ls

fe. ried

find One, your best Friend, at the door.
He is knocking gently. Dear little daugh-

he say,—** ‘Scuse me, Br. Rattlesnake, but
I don’t believe you.”
:
Den Br. Rattlesnake come out de holier

:

shall find their delicate limbs encircled by
armlets made up of many scores of beads,
each bead in time to produce a caterpillar.
These bead bracelets are protected from

blush.

a

Cm
-

. “ And now, if ‘you wi'l listen, you will

It is a very curious sight watching caterpillars preparing for the chrysalis stage.

accomplish their destinies.

and put a iittle vegetable mold and moss on

which puts our best roofing material to the

hab

deyotion to Christ

“done their work neatly.

over.”
ho VAP
Den Br. Rabbit turn one side to laugh,and

of many
any of our trees we

the damp and rain by a water-proof coating

and

fervor and

all through these volumes.

to

struggle out of their cases and fly away

stages of existence, their growth

partially awake

| they fall and soon die.
Tbe Lady Birds, that have survived the
first sharpiattack - of Jack Frost, like to

‘What if so far apart we drift,
With each opposing tide,
Not e’en the eternal years can lift
And place me at thy side?
What if that unknown light and bliss
So fill thy soul's desire,
It need no poor, lost love like this
To feed its holy fire 5

sleep.

it,

spiritual

understand her mother.

tall. Why, I is taller dan dag’ pole you
got in your hand ; I kin roll myself roun’

are packed away, patiently awaiting the
warm spring days, which will urge them to

be too dark to repre-

and | sent what is now in your heart.”

pass their | "he say,—‘“
You are a fool, Br. Rabbit.
You tink because I ‘coil up here, I. ain’

the household insects

to leave their homes,
often
fate by the wayside,
where,

{

in the

however,

Den derattlesnake pride was up,

winters in the chrysaligstate. Those little
mummies are to be met with on every hand.
Down deep in the earth, myriads of them

er, although

| hives the ants and bees quietly sleep most
of the time, till the bright sun tempts them

I grudge the passing of the years
That leave me young no more;
I grieve the very grief, whose tears
Wash out the bloom of yore.
:
From all this toil and care and change
My heart would shrink and flee,
Lest to itselfit grow so strange
It may be strange to thee.

Insects

Most of our

spugly laid away in satin-lined
apartments.
The heat of our houses and stables keeps
ing the winter, whilst

And keep with¢hine in tune?
How shall December, sad and cold,
Reset its pulse with June?

Where life and love —Ladies
are one.

butterflies
and moths,

be made of it would

want to be a little bit taller dan he is.”

Grasshoppers generally winter in the
music of every passing breeze, we find the |
ground, in the egg, although some species
cradles and hammocks of many moths and

I hold the same sweet thought of thee
‘While seasons go and come;
Forever young, and glad, and free:
Forever safe at home.
How shall my life grow grave and old,

” Will be the first of heaven?

them diligently, we shall find them in great

ward

_ Dear, only friend, the days grow long
Between our parted lives;
The autumn weaves its funeral song, The summer’s green revives.
Year steals on year, and as they glide,

To dream thy bonds are riven;
Or doubt the last sweet pledge below

two or three in bed together.

How hard 1616 to Tealize, as we walk | ‘Many

Deep tulips, dashed with fiery dew,

“A

ar-

rived at maturity late in the fall, are carefully hidden away in cracks and quiet
. nooks, only to be tempted out from their

Dip down upon the Northern shore,

[

few,

a

pupa or chrysalis stage, whilst

*

in the

many more

the grub or baby state,

woven themselves, sleeping spoon-fashion,
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¢
of slander and quoted
as an illustration of Whether they will or not, sweat'em !—Dio
This very novel method of capturing the the injusticeto which he is constantly sub-, Lewis.
bear has been usually omitted in those jecting his: silent and ‘suffering victims.
compilations of ‘béar stories common to Coming from a woman,and one who knows
General Butler.
;

:

school readers

books

of adventure;

d

k

York

Mr. Ross Browne in his‘* Crusoe’s Island,” somber and lurid colors pretty « freely.
a book of adventures in/ California and We copy from The Nation :
Washoe. He was crossing the valley of
We confess ourselves continually at a loss
Santa Marguerita, which he, describes as
formers,

Enclosed by ranges of blue mountains
were broad, 10h Ba arares, covered with
innumerable herds of cattie; beautifully
gsified with groves: streams and shrub-

and

women

sensitive

and,

half a

about

mile

complications of domestic life, seriously
propose to establish domestic ties. As to

the welgnt of mortal misery YeSuliing from
unhappy,

she is weak in the fists, has no

was Tather the result of innate cowardice
than of any substantial canse of apprehension. One material difference was perceptible. He
never
before ran so fast.
Through brush and mire, over rocks, into
deep arroyas and out again, he dashed in
his

frantic career, never

once stopping

for the use of Sunday School scholars, was _

:

enlarged and much improved about the
first of April. If is printed on paper of a
very superior quality, and its mechanical

him

of
to_thehomeallotments
ed Sach
mons:
vHcS

ac

ish the

excellence is equalto that of any other
paperof its class.
All communications int in a few hours tended for publication should be addressed

ey.

many, bse

;

0

has tobe 10 Joh that sainted

not.

to ¢ Tux MyrrLE,” Dover, N. H.
~All orders and remittances for the paper
should be sent to L. R. BURLINGAME, Do- :
ver, N. H..

:

—

er, who left him in infancy, and
of the family, never more
to be

greal

other
sep:

members
; Whe! re

ar testimony in its favor. in the aay to
.| ing he attended,he very
kindly and earnestly
entreated his friends
.
10 come to
Christ, and enjoy the fullness of
his love.

He was a faithful and kind husband

PT

and

father

livery.

a ggod neighbor. His family deeply feel
Professor Haughton has recently calcu- and
their loss; he is missed in the church and
ll the people. He suffered much in
istoo ag
ve.” The thought came to lated’ the ‘total daily work performed by | among
his short sickness, but was resigned, and happy
me that
greatness'is always aggressive,— the human heart.” He stars with the fol- in a glorious hope of immortality.
that nothing is more aggressive than the lowing postulates, which the physiologists
MRs. SARAH BAILEY died in Weare, N. H.,
sea, the tides, the thunderbol ts; and, as a will readily grant:
aged 73 years. Sister B. embraced Christ as her

law behind

man

‘who

believesin the

Cromwells,

the

sees

more

true

royalty

in

the

banished

the

Plantagenets,

and

Stuarts,

and Han-

e

muscular

with
are

the

solicit:

No percentage is allowed on money sent
us for the Mrtle.
:

Shmple copies will be sent free on application

of God, and often took a part in prayer and
praise to him.
She loved to entertain the brethren, and many will remember
her kindness.
For
many years our sister has suffered from illness,
and could not go from home, but held fast her

entricle and aorta, against which
is forced out, amounts to a col9,923 feet in vertical hight.

overs whose statues stand in the English
palaces,—I retain for Butler the same enthusiasm which came to me when he solv-

begins
Orders

est in the cause of Christ and the salvation of her
friends and fellow men. She loved the worship

2. That the hydrostatical pressure on

figureof the great Protector than in all

volume

only Saviour in her youth and felt a deep inter-

1. That three ounces of blood are driven
from each ventricle at each stroke of the

Dantons, the Napoleons, the Gabettas,
the Carnots, the Stantons of history,—~who

The

first number in April.
ed.

force of the left

faith und died in peace,

ventricle, in contracting, bears to that of

D. Moopy.

"Louisa, wife of M. S. Scribner, died in Springhow is it ‘with the female tormentor?
can ed the war by making the slave a contra- calculations show that the daily work done, field, Me., Jan. 10, of consumption, aged 36
years. -She had been married buta little over a

she also be indicted

by some mischance one of his forefeet sank
in a squirrel-hole, when he rolled headlocg
on the ground, throwing me with considerable violence several yards in advance.
I.
jumped to my feet at once, hoping to catch

|

when but
the war,

everywhere.

civilization,

ta. . . +. “Ishepopularin the House?”
1 asked one who should know.
‘No; he

offenses incline to be of a tangible sort; but

till

among them, upon General Butler,

hated

he insensibly sinks into the Napoleonic to feel the burdenof the years.”
attitude,—the body slonchin g in the chair
—the'arm thrown over its back,—the face
Work of the Heart.
looking thoughtfully into some mental vis-

Rive be devised to regulate him, since his

trights he had expetienced on the road,

h

published by the

Freewill Baptist Printing ™ Establishment,

number of
father re‘was very
he hasten-

1sling
aw? Suid
Row YESk dt barr
ots
15 Bi, ;
This did O'Connell —this has done and still,
does Wendell Phillips. And to-day he is, tian fo propats
o mst Bm In heave.Lo
the highest and amplest result of our
where, the latter to be

As we sat and gazed up in his

her, earns no wages, and is in short so preasteronst different from him generally.
pl
animal has now been for some
| time on exhi ition we are familiar, even
to the point of
» bored, with all his feataround and fled at
the top of his speed. ures; let us glance by way of variety at his
Neither bridle nor switch had the slightest female counterpart,—for we humbly sugeffect. In, vain I struggled to arresh his gest that be has one. As to the former,
progress, believing this, like many other we are ready to admit that laws might per-

distant. My mule, ever on the alert for
np his ears and
some new danger, p!
manifested symptomsof ancontrollable fear.

He is brother of all men.:| ed

every-

This semi-monthly,

!

TErMS.—Single copy, 80 cents a year.
|
Ten
copiesor more sent to one address, 20
the head of the radical table. He is the
aa
sorrow, and
a be
face we SIN sad. The years have
written he is free
ents each,—payable in all cases in and
McGregorof them all. I lounge into the their
light
to
welcome
his
friends
to
t
ion.
May
wrinkles in it, and
ploughed’ their
rning
gallery and look down,—and the eye drifts
rs liei thin and | that hope whieh will buoy them up in the hour ‘| vance.
unconsciously to the large brain;
the wide, furrows shrough it. The
Postaar.—The postage on a single cope
white over a head that rounds up into an of affliction and give triumph in the dying hour,
expansive forehead, the profile that looks arch
Funeral services by the writer.
of
wonderful
beauty,
and
drop
their
of
the Myrtle, under the new law, is 24
like an’ old Roman coin’
ped with the
8. M. HAGGETT.
cents a year; and no, more .on 10.copies,
face-of the earliest Omsars,—and I know silvery shadows over a broad white foreTHOMAS CURRIER diedin North Wedre, N. ‘or any number between one and 10, when
that most eyesin those wide generics rest head that is uplifted into constant light.
72 years. For many years, Bro. C. was
with mine upon the member from Massa- Thé luster of the eye grows dim, and the H.,
a professor of religion, and was zealously en- sent to one address, than on a single one.
chusetts. * If ‘at’ rest, which is not often, stately physique of the strong man begins gaged In the cause of Christ, always
to The postage is payable at the office of de-

to

omes, no profound
experience
as the trail wound downward; a group of under-estimates that. . The point is, are
e these evils of a nature to be reached vd
cattle grazing by the margin of a
lake, their forms mirrored in the water; a statute? According to many woman's rig
8, they cortain are. There is one
mirage in the distance; mountain upon
mountain beyond, as Tar as the eye could creature who is at the
bottom of them. all.
dim outlines were lost in the A male creature, stout in his fists; and
reach, till their
strong with the law behind him, who beats
°
=
golden glow of the atmosphere.
wife, who ties ‘her
up, who puts her
I had passed, he says, nearly across the his
valley, and was about to emter upon'an |sane into insane hospitals,” who stints her
undulating and beautifully-timbered range for money,.who deserts her for ill company,
from the foot- who always and forever withers her with
of country extending into it
hills, when a dust arose on a rise of ground the breath of an inward contempt because
a little to the left, and

upon

as follows:
"10
"
‘“ Whatever we may say of the New
England member, wherever he Sits, he is American

moral obligations, and at all aware of the

cliffs in the foreground

casa

bg

as men

Times bestows his~attentioh

from

he shipped for
and was gone a
years. A week
death his
ceived the intelligence
that his son
at She baspitai in x. Y. Thither

the Ero Irishman, a universal
e has no shallow
ties

of sect
or race.

some of the prominent men in that city;

to understand upon what new basis the re-

;

of his country,in
+ he
sixteen.
Soon after his return

eventful, stormy, struggling
life in his lecture on O'Connell.
lips
has, like

‘The Myrtle.

La-

bound from

N. Y. to Portland, aged 23 years
and 10 months.
His disease was contracted w hile in the service |

a loca. for | ver;PX
snd is notjustice
in bis+ kithsoulor iskin.an idea,
ee
|
A Washington correspondent
of the New | Justice
feeling of
Justice

batMr. anncidank
pilots Qoplted related by| ever,
TCC that CTCwe think
SICA
SET:
Darley
is very graphically
she has put on the
follows:

board
of the steamer Chesapeake,

his own b; road,

—m—

and

LEevI M., youngest
childof Miles L.and
vinia Scribner, dled Feb. 24, of Sons ip

easy sail, and will have no further trouble divine fire.
from your enemy.
;
As Byron wrote out his bad life in his
Ladies, I advise you to sweat’em. ¢ Cain,’ so does Phillips give a history of

i If the following had been written by a
man, he would very naturally be accused

Cal

Lassoing a Bear.

for them. Take three or four thorogh | The maa who has it is always luminous
. ‘good
sweats, and then you will go off un er | and glows with the inward heat of the

Woman on Women,

and

thrust out

the right ventricle the ratio of 13 to 5, His

band and punished a traitor in the sigat of
traitors for dishonoring
the
. This
representative, with all his enmities, is
to-day the strongest man in Congress,—the

from

the home whose scourge she is? It may

strongly bé questioned whether it is in the
power of any man to make home so hideous, as do ‘many - evil-tempered women.
To begin with, men are out of the house

by the

left

ventricle is 89.706

while that done by the

right

foot-tons,

year,
Active and full of anticipation,
she had
planned for the future with the hope of large success. But, alas! Man may appoint, but God may
disappoint.
Her sufferings were extreme, which
she bore with much patience. having a desire to

ventricle is

84.502 foot-tons, so that the total daily work
of the heart is €quivalent toa force lifting
more than 124 tons through one foot of

strongest with tae Administration.
You
s influence everywhere. Those who
‘feel

vertical hight.

depart and be with Christ.

The following illustrations

Ever

since

SWAMSOOT

Machine

she em-

AMOS

Company,

PAUL,

. . AGENT,

braced the Saviour, some two years
ago, she has
claim to hear the whispers of the throne say will enable our readers to appreciate this maintained
her faith by a well orde:
life and
SOUTH NEW-MARKET, N, H,
are its abiding presence. . . . Pathetic that no voice is more potent, and that no enormous force more fully :
godly conversation, and found him ready to prostories are told, and truly told, of the mind outside of the Cabinet more frequently
tect
her
while
passing
the
dark
valley,
She
looked
MANUFAOTURERS
OF
1. Three old women, sitting beside the
| drunken father who comes home late at impresses itself upon executive delibera- fire, alternately spinning and sleeping, do beyond the grave to that ‘inheritance, incorrupt- Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and
ible, undefiled,
and that fadeth not away;”
tions.
Hated
and
feared,
he
is
one
of
the
night
to
frighten
or
maltreat
his
little
chilhim before he could
get up, but he was on
more work by the constant beating of their where no sleepless nights, no tears, can ever
Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;
his feet and away
before I had time to dren; but how with the scolding, tyrannical most genial and courteous and generous of hearts than can be done in a day by the come, and where the grief of parting is unSteam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, TubuHe has the rare gift of commandin
mother, whose reign of terror begins not men.
make the attempt.
strongest * navvy.” 2. No labor is regarded known. Thus, in this afflictive providence, has
lar, Flue and Cylinder Boilers ; Barlow’s
our
brother
again
been
bereft
of
a
loved
eompanIt row became a matter of personal in- late at night, but with the earliest waking He awe and the affection of those aroun
as more severe than that of the muscles ion, and the home circle broken; but the hope
Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes
im.”
:
moment,
and
embitters
the
livelong
day,
terest to know why he wasrunning. Upon
employed during a boat-race ; and yet their of a blissful meeting beyond the grave buoys up
for Print Works ; Lap Welded
wounding
body
and
soul
alike?
looking back, I was astonished to see not
labor is only three-fourths of that exercised his otherwise sinking spirits. She leaves” to
Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s
Agaid, the vices and faults of a man are
only one object, but four othersin the rear,
mourn
a
companion,
an
aged
father,
two
daughday
and
night
during
life
by
each
of
our
Ride on a Cow-catcher.
Patent Expansion Ferules
bearing rapidly down toward me. The almost invariably such as are patent to outhearts. 8. Let us suppose that the heart ters, brothers and one sister, and other friends.
for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;
by a large and solemn
first was a large
animal of some kind—I siders, so that, if he becomes unbearable at
expends its extreme force in lifting its own Her funeral was attended
service by the writer.
Mrs. Calhoun, in her brilliant letters in weight verticaily. It is found by ealculation audience. Funeral
STATIONARY
¢ould not
determine what—the others, home, his family are in a true position. If
2
8. M. HAGGETT.
mounted horsemen in full chase. What- a man is a drunkard or a miser, all the The Tribune on California and Oregon, that it could raise its own weight 19,754
AND
GrorGcia P. ANDREWS,
died of quick conever the object of the chase was, it was not world knows it; if he is profligate, sooner thus describes the novel experience of rid- feet, or nearly four miles, in one hour. An
sumption,
at
Wales,
Me.,
March
23,
aged
nearly
is found out, too; if he has an
safe to be a spectator in the direct or later that
active mountain-climber can lift his own 21 years. Georgia was left an orphan at the
line of their route. I cast a hurried ugly temper, ten to one he growls at his ing on a cow-catcher :
body at the rate of 1000 feet per hour, which early age of five years. Her uncle, Joseph MaxShafting, Turning Lathes,
fe and children. But a woman may be
It is like the delight of flying, or rather is only one-twentieth part of the energy of well, immediately took her to his home and
look around, and discovered a break in the
" Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of
the
very
destroying
spirit
of
the
house,
and
it
is
what
flying
might
be
if
wings
were
earth a few hundred yards distant, toward
the heart.
When a prize was offered some heart, where she was brought up tenderly and. every description, Mill Work, all kinds of Saw Mill
which I ran with all speed. It was a “sort her character not even be guessed beyond unencumbered with a body. The whole years ago for the locomotive Alp engine well, under Christian influences. She gave
Machinery, (both eircular and upright.) Irom
heart to Christ in her last sickness, and was
its
walls.
.
The
morose
man,
grufily
of mound rooted up by the squirrels or coytremendous motive power is out of your that could liftits own weight through the her
and Brass Castings, Gasometers and
reconciled
to
death.
In
the
triumphant
death
of
sweep on, swift,
otes, and afforded some trifling shelter, defying all opinions but his own,does exist ; sight, forgotten. You
Gas Works;
(ch. to Sep. 12, 69)
ti51
eatest hight in one hour, it was gained by Lucy Andrews, her cousin, a few months since,
where I crouched down close to the ground. we wonder if the worst woman who. ever inevitable, effortless, irrestisible. In your the *¢ Bavaria,” which lifted itself (Profes- .to whom she was warmly attached, she was imScarcely had [ partially concealed myself lived on earth did not strive to make some imagination you become a Fate, a Fury, sor Haughton says ‘¢ herself,” but why a pressed with the need of a personal interest in
CHRISTIAN BAPTISM.
when 1 heard a loud shouting from the one believe in her. We are not striking one of the inscrutable black genii dear to locomotive should be a female we don't Jesus, which was subsequently secured. Georgia
was
soon
to
be
married,
but
death
came
sudthe
moral
balance
between
the
two;
the
This
little book has been revised by
your childhood, Time, Death itself. You know) through 2700 feet in an hour. This
men on horseback, and, peeping over the
woman's yearning,
indeed, may be that command the world. If it were worth your result, remarkable as it is, reaches only one- denly, and earthly hopes perished. She leaves the Author, has been clothed in an enbank, saw within fifty or sixty paces a huge
many dear friends to mourn the loss of one so
grizaly bear, but no longer retreating, " He Jast grain of virtue which lifts her above while, in your swift progress, you would eighth part of the energy of the human much endeared to them by her many vires
tirelr new dress, and presents. a very
ad taced round toward his pursuers, and the male pervert, but it certainly is that sweep it after you. You are so vast a heart.
comely appearanee.
It should be in
now
seemed determined to fight. The element which complicates the position of power that you can not be expressed, else
Hence, from whataver pointof view we
JuLius A., aged 15 yearsand 2 months, and
Let every pashorsemen were evidently native Californi- her victims. The question which bears you would shout or shriek. But you feel regard the human heart, it is entitled to be CEeCIL B., aged 13 years and 7 months, children every Baptist family.
upon out case is, not who are the wickedest that this excitement must not last too long. considered as the mostgvonderful mechanans, and anaged their animals with wonof the late Rev. Isaac Libby, were drowned in tor and church-member have a copy of
Auburn Lake,, Me., July 24, 1869. In company
«erful skill and grace. The nearest swept of human beings, but who are really the Fate, Fury, Demon, that you are, youare ism with which we are acquainted.
this newly revised and useful book.—
with four others they were enjoying a sail upon
most tormenting to live with.
:
mortal and the strain is terrific. Well,—
down like an avalanche toward the bear,
the
lake, when suddenly the boat was overturned
Price, in cloth, only 25 cts. ; in paper
The beings whom nothing suits; in then, almost as suddenly as you were shot
while the others coursed off a short distance
and all went down save two, who, with great
in a circling directionto prevent his escape. whose unhappy natures reigns that gigau- off, you stop,——at a steamboat landing, and
covers, 15 cts.
Postage extra; on the
difficulty, reached the shore. The life of these
oung men so suddenly ended was full of promSuddenly Syervinga little to one side, the tic form of seltishness which they call sensi- you are no longer Destiny, but a very stiffformer,
4
cts.,
on
the latter, 2 cents.
se.
They had recently given their hearts to
leader whirled
his lasso once or twice tiveness; who are more cruel and bitter un- kneed and seriously-galled young person,
Christ, and on the day of their interment were
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The progress of the Darien7canal

Monday, in the Senate, the, sffuirs of the

the” House

debated” the tari

bill; oné

himeéndnients were agreed to.
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arr
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and

explorations

is very encouraging.
In some French cities there are wing shops for|
‘women only;and the drunkenness! among Wark:
ing women is'said to be on the increase.
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On Tuesday, in the Senate, diario bill
against Polygamy was reported with . amendments,
the consideration of ‘the Georgia

will not visit America at present.
'
Matters in France are quite unsettled; #

‘| ful of soda anda ‘heaping’ teagpoonful of gream
tartar.

of the Drovers,
—

Prince onde has changed his pind, ind,
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spoonfuls of sugar, six small enps of sweet milky
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‘resumed.

affairs, established

In

the

House, several

Abijah ‘Gilbert of Florida

in his seat and agreed to consider the Georgia
bill leisurely. ‘The Hogse voted that Mr. Shober

the subject of the Plebiscitum, The resignation
of Count Daru is expected. The strikes'still continue.

of North Carolina was entitled toa seat as long

The Canadians are very much disturbed by the

as he could keep it, and that Mr, Sheldon’s (of
Louisiana) claim should not be any longer ques-'
tionable. Mr. Butler again failed to get San

expectation of a Fenian invasion. All the available military force is under orders, and volunteers are rapidly enlisting. The Parliament,on

Domingo

demand of the government, have
habeas cerpus.
:

annexed,

but carried

tariff bill, which will be quite

a point

as

in the

SAtiTAfiory

to his constituents.
On Thursday,in the Senate, Mr. Sumner introducd a bill in aid of a Pacific submarind tele-

The Spanish clergy peksist in their refusal to
swear allegiance to the constitution. Though the
time within which they are required to take the
oath is short, they have so far shown no disposi-

graph cable to Japan and China, and two or
three additional speeches in the Georgia debate were delivered. In the House a report on

duced

a

bill

a bill revising

concerning

the

the

postage

census

rates

was

and

passed.

The
Georgia
bill was
debated, and 6 o’clock
Tuesday fixed for taking the vete. In the House

there was Legislation on

District

of Columbia

bills; a talk on the conference
committee’s
. report concerning the deficiency appropriation
bill, which, however, was adopted, and an adjournment to Monday, despite the protests of
Mr. Dawes and others.
On Saturday, Congress

Four fishing vessels have been lost from Gloucester thas far, the present season,—three with
all their crews.

The republican State

-convention, to ‘nominate

a candidate for governor of Maine, will be
in Augusta the last ot June.

held

The city treasurer of St. Louis is a defaulter
to the amount of $120,000, lost by loans and spec:
ulations.

There is a good deal of opposition in California to a recognition of the rights conferred by
the Fifteenth Amendment.

At Sidney, Nebraska, Sunday, five mounted
Indians came into town, and shot and dangerously wounded John Morrow.
A party of citizens and soldiers drove them off, but a number
remained in sight on the bluffs around the station.
Chief Justice Chase has written a letter to the
colored men of Ohio, saying he would have preferred they should be enfranchised
by State
rather than national authority, but it is all right
as itis, and furthermore, their appreciation of
the boon will be shown by recommending Congress to remove all disabilities impesed by the
Fourteenth Amendment.
Mr. Orth,-of the House committee on foreign
affairs, has prepared a resolution which the
committee will report to the House, authorizing
the President to make a demand en Venezuela
for the immediate payment of the $13,000,000
she owes the United States, and to enforce the
demand with such a force of the army and navy

as may be required.
New York has strawberries at two cents apiece.

United

States

vessel is to be sent to the

codfish banks to prevent encroachments on the
rights of American fishermen, and to compel
them to respect the
obligations of .the fishery
treaties.
The funeral of the late

Gen. Thomas, at Troy,

was largely - attended. President Grant, ana
members of the Cabinet, and
distingmish-

ed public men unitedin bon
ng the memory
of the brave officer.
a]
Tne Legislatares of Penns tyania, Marylan

and California, adjourned sing die last week.
The miners’ strike in ‘Schuylkift County hs
become general, and but few collieries are now
at work,

General Sheridan has received a communica~
tion signed by several hundred residents of
Wyoming

Territory, commending

of Lieut. Col.

the

late raid

Baker against the Piegans,

and

asking that he or some officer like him be sent
to proteet thé people of the Territory.

The Trial of Daniel McFarland for the murder
of A. D. Richardson in’ November last has continued through the week. The proseeution occupied only one day, since which the defense
has ‘been engaged in endeavoring to prove heredi-

4

tary insanity
on thé part of ‘MeFarland, and

in

addueing evidenee to show that the provocation
received from Richardson was exasperating.
A fire, early Friday morning, destroyed the

whole business portion of the townof Medina,
Ohio. The loss is roughly estimated in Cleveland at $125,000, but this is probably an under
estimate.
Another fire, Friday night, in Nor-

wich,BR. 1., destroyed
counected with

an ‘satedsive

Bledehoky

The Fenian Congress. in Fox! in Chicago
has essentially changed

the constitution of the

so called Irish Bepublic,
The Maine Grand Ledge of Good Templars
refused to recommend the formationof & temperanee Yolimsali het) wit
Iapproving
of its
objeet.

FOREIGN.
It is reported from Key West that General Jor-

dan is yet in command of the Cubans,
It is reported that the, Ecumenical Cotneil will
Adopted

heated sand-baths, he having
fited by them.

recommends
been highly

the
bene-

the results of the deep sea dredg-

and

Florida, the American

Naturalist suggests some difficulties of the development hypothesis.
It asks how it happens
on this theory that we find some species of fish

remaining identically the

same

on the Atlantic

and the Pacific shoresof the Isthmus of Darien
ever since the land was raised above the water,
while other species closely allied to them are
assumedto have varied so as to subdivide into

separate Atlantic

and Pacific species.

If Some

have departed from their original types by natural selection, why have others, closely allied
to them anatomically; remained unchanged dur.
ing these scores or hundreds of thousands of

years?

the dogma of infallibility by acclamation,

r Monday.
Lord Tenterden of England and the Belgian
violinist, De Beriot, are dead.
The Carlists are crossing into Spain, and
trouble may be expected before long.

Canada
1s mustering its armies to repel the expected Femians and subjugate the Red River
rebels. Unless great caution is exercised there

will be fighting.

Napoleon has made ad interim appointments to

fill the vacancies in the cabinet.

:

“The sportsmen on the west coast of Florilla
discover

along

where the

oyster

beds are, by drifting

the coast in a small

boat on a cloudy day.

When they are drifting over an oyster bed they

hear a clicking like that produced
graph instrument is in operation.

The Boston

Medical

aud

when atele-

Surgical Journal

has an interesting paper, translated from the
French, giving the result of two experiments,
which go to prove that death by the guillotine
is complete and instantaneous.

Lightning struck and melted a gun barrel. A
careful inspection of the solved metal suggesteda thought, and that in turn begat another, until the final result was the discovery of the manufacture of steel by means of electricity, for which
the discoverer now holds letters patent from the
government of the U. 8., and which will be
among the most important discoveries of the

coveries have been made.
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early

and see the stock weighed, and then sometimes
they get the start of me, and salt their stock, so
that I have to weigh them full of water.”
“‘That’s just my experience, too! Don’t you
know that

people are

becoming

&

generating.”
YI can’t agree

Paper
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people.

They

have

more

time

for

Those paper collars,

I find, are cheaper than the linen ones I used
to wear; besides, there are hundreds of poor
women and children employed
making them.

into glue

made from

a day.
A

polyglot

dictionary

in

eléven languagesis

in course ‘of publication by “Signor - Calligaris,
at Turin,” It ‘comprises’ Xia, Latin, Italian,
Spanish, Portuguese,
Greek, written

Roman
tion.
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40 miles less than by the Urine and
a Alexandria BR. R.
65 miles less than on
and West Point.
99 nuiles less than the route via
Newport News,
124 miles less than via Norfolk,

n the event of a connection with the Baltimore and Potomac
mac
37: Hikes Hiiles of railroad transportation will be saved between
o!

Railraad, at the Potomac river,nearly twenvile and Baltimore, and the entire

From the North, the road will have as feeders, the Alexandria and
road, owhed ana. oo the Balti
mote and Potomac Railroad (an extension of the Northern Central
road, Swi
d aSonifolled by
the Pennsylvania Central Railroad), and the extensions oi 3 Sounevtions of the Rari
Déiawaro
Bay
ad, now nearly completed, through Delaware
pa
and also se

eral lines ofiteamers now running from New. York, Philadelphin
reek

more, and Washington, to Acquis

an:

The recent action of Now Yom Rbeapitaligis; Ridge

Huntingdon,
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and

Hats

others of eqnal

om are Mesars. A. A. Low, W. H. Aspinwall,C.P,
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whe
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subscribed

Twelve
Million ($12,000,000 ollars toi the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad, guaran
the early completion
of this most important work to the Ohio river.
By this action the Fredericksburg and Gordonville Railfosd is Placed at once in the front rank of the
Virginia roads, as far as
8 are concerned.
yh
estimates of the prospective bus.

iness o1 the Road show that these will amount to hom Fy 000 to

per mile per annum, &n amount suf-

ficlent over and above thé operating expenses,
not only to pa

interest on the'bonds and rovide for

the requirements of the sinking fund, but to leave a large surplus as dividends 10 the stock!
The principal items of revenue are lumber, lime, plaster, iron, And oth er ores; cotton, Abacos wood,
cattle dnd of
Stier Jive isin corn, blige flour, coal, and passengers; 3 as
as general merchandise, fer
tilizers, Aza

TA.

The agricultural Dc
wealth of Western Virginia and East Tennessee is too well understood.
to need c>mment. The richest deposits of coal, iron, copper, lead, and
, south of the Ohio and east of
the Mississippi, are found in the above named
ed districts, and immediately on the linesof railway under.
construction,

“In referri ing to the Fredericksburg and Gordonsville Railroad, as the Key
10 THE CHESAPEAKE AND Onto Roap, it is well to examine into the merits
and advantages of the latter road, WHICH 1s THE OUTLET FOR THE TRADE AND
VAST MINERAL AND AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIONS OF CENTRAL AND WEST VIRGINIA, and the connections of which extend by the sHorTEST and most

direct

routes through the entire West and Northwest, and to the Pacific Ocean, It
is one of the Grand Trunk lines running east and west through the Alleghany
Mountains, and possesses advantages over the New York and Erie, the Penn-

across the Continent to the Atlantic seaboard, as the distance is much shorter
and the grades less than those of any other of the roads named, the maximum

grade of the Chesapeake and Ohio road being only 29 1-2 foet to the mile.
The distance from Cincinnati to West Point (the shipping point of the
;
Chesapeake and Ohio road) over this road is 585, and from ¥Tiouise ille to
West Point is 661 ‘miles.

;

Ly

From Cincinnati to New-York, via the Pennsylvania Central,
From Cincinnati to Philadelphia, via the Pennsylvania Central,

756 miles
669
588

«

From Louisville to New York, by the shortest lines, . . . . 862
From Louisville to Philadelphia, by the shortest route
.",'. | T75

From Louisville to Baltimore, by the shortest route,

.

.

.

.

«
«
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and the SHORTEST BY MANY MILES, for all the freight and outlet,
travel
which

what fmprovenients have been made recently,
GOOD. PLAIN DESSERT. Boil a pint, of mo
lasses until it thickens considerably; prepare |' Fill details as to theee willBe found in our large
(Catalogue. This is 4 lisndsome volume of about
some light bread
cut about one-half inch in thick- ‘300

make 4 soft dough.

Point, on York River.
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up the cen- | Address aN otters to
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United: States; whether secking deep water for shipping points, or going to
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; so much so, that it is estimated that the local traffic on
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A synopsis of the foregoing statement shows that “the Fredericksburg and
Gordonsville Railroad possesses the following important’ “Advantages” 's
ugh and opens up 3a Zid and rapidly improving conntry,
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the skin of the buffalo, to which is added the oil “of the body and may easily receive vitdl injury.
Extensive lacerations may occur without involying. danger to life, but if its functions
are interfered with, the danger is great, either of immediate death if the stoppage is sudden and extensive, or of fatal disease ir, by bad habits of livRussian papers announce
the death of Gil ing or carelessness, its offices are more gradualIt is filled with a minute expanMigoter, the postilion who had the honorof sav- ly obstructed.
ing Napoleon from falling into the clutches of sion of nerve matter, which is most delicately
and an importhe Cossacks, when he was leaving Moscow, by sensitive to external influences,
tant part of its work is to bring the body into
his skillful riding.
intimate contact with the outer world. If these
It is proposed to erect a suitable ‘montiment tierves suffer a shock of any kind as of electricto Lutherat Eisleben, the town where he was ity,of cold, of burning, or of grave and sudden
born. It will probably be completed before the accident, the whole system is powerfully affect~
10th of November, 1883, the four hundreth an- ed, and death
may ensue simply from the shock.
niversary of his birth.
The skin is also full of minute pores, which discharge - continuously
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of peas. The odor is due to Borneo camphor and
musk.
Itis pressed into cakes or sticks, and
this is used by Chinese in their writing, being
rubbed in a little water. They use it with a
brush, but it flows readily from a pen.

A small electric battery has been appliedto
ordinary sewing machinesand
, : has been found
to operate them very successfully. Two small
battery cups furnish excelpower
lent
for all or
dinary machine work, while three drive the
needle with astonishing rapidity through ten
thicknesses of material. The expense of operating bythis means is sald to be about five cents
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did fifty years ago. We are thankful that we
can give them
better
advantages than we
enjoyed.
I try to teach my boys the value of
mone¥,—the value of one dollar; and I teach
them how to trade, buy and sell. Idon’t expect
them to make money every time. If they make
a bad bargain, I tell them to be more careful, but
it don’t do to scold, for you know we make poor
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It is “ Law honesty ”"—to be just honest enough
to keep inside of the law. ‘Why, when I go
through the country I see five men idle where
one is-at work, except in ths harvest season.
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You know that the sap leaves the steer as
fast as it does the grass. Unless you begin to
feed early,
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pasturé, with the corn, keeps the sap in the steer.
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it by not interesting their children in their busiiness.
Do it when they are young. ~before
habits are formed.
Don’t let your children
think, ¢ Father has enough for us.’ I have seen
families ruined by depending upon what their
age.
parents
had
accumulated.
Another
mistake
that many men have made is by not making
There is a frozen well seven miles above Fort
partners of their wives.
I have olten wished
Kent, Maine. The well is near the brow of a
I knew as much as my wife. Ye have but one
hill, with sand and gravel strata, where a deep
interest at home; that is ours. When my chil
cut has been made for a road. The distance dren want to start for themselves I help them:
from the bottom of the well to the brow of the Itry to give them, while at home, that experi‘hill is four or five rods,
This well is fourteen ence which will enable them to prosper.”
feet deep, and last July had three feet of ice in
“ Do you employ much help #”
it.
“Yes, considerable; mostly married men, to
I
Dr. Dio Lewis condemns the free use of to- whom I farnish houses and garden ground.
matoes as an article of diet, as causing bleeding of go to my merchant and tell him my hands want
the gums, loosening of the teeth, and irritation of orders for goods, and that I will settle every
thirty days; that these orders must buy his
the membrane lining the intestinal canals. He
goods as cheapas cash” If I find that they do
says a spoonful ata meal may
be extremely
not, T change my custom to another merchant.”
beneficial to a bilious person.
*“*Your plan is a good one for you, perhaps,
Before the ink of the Fifteenth Amendment
but T nevér run in debt for anything.
If we
proclamation was | dry, General Grant received needed goods, we waited until we could pay for
a note froma memberof the press asking for them.
It is the only safe way to do, I owe
the pen. It was sent immediately, and before my sucess to,—”
the messenger left the ante-room Ejey was offered
‘ Bridgeport!”
calls out the brakeman, and
$50-for.it.
A.
—
wn
hus ends my notes.
India ink, says the College Courant, is made
from lamph]
k, from oils or resins.
The finest

There is much concern in Rome about the plots uments of Acora closely resemb
the cronffe
lechs
:
of Mazzinl and his followers, of which some dis- of Europe; forming a circle of rough
stones

' The new Austriaticdbinet
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they will eat.
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you feed much corn?’

with a man!

i

The St. Thomas treaty expired by limitation
Wednesday, and we have lost the best naval
station in that partof the’ world, and, what is
of mere consequence, the respect of a friendly
and honorable nation.

A

suffering from

contracted joints in consequence of rheumatism,)

ing between Cuba

MISCELLANEOUS.

(himself

describes the institutions, and

In reviewing

was not in session.

what

A sand-bath is generally looked upon as a chemical contrivance; but it should be remembered
that in two German places, Kostritz and Dresden, there are establishments where the patient
is buried for hours in hot sand, with the best ef:
fects as regards rheumatism.
In the * Deutsche

Klinik,” Dr. Schwabe

CANDLES,

It is as dishonest to sell stock full of grass and
water, as to sell sand in sugar or water- in milk.”
‘Not so much as the most cattle men.

of

Markets.

Moulds..vveeieod2

lars by weighing them full, but it would not pay.
“Do

two

:
$1,000,000: ,
FIRST MORTGAGE. SINKING FUND

BOSTON WHOLSALE PRICES,
For the weekending, Apr. 13, 470,

early, before grass fails, and feed light, increasing as the frost kills the grass,until they get

Paragraphs.

intro-

The

full of grass and water. My stock are sold from
the pasture early in the morning. Ysold one
hundred and seventy head of nice steérs, by
telegraph, at nine cents per pound, home weight.
I took them out early and weighed them, After
nearly two years I was complimented on the
transaction, and sold a bunch of cattle in a hard
market on my reputation with that dealer. Yes,
of course! I could have made five hundred dol-

tion to yield.

the Boston and New York Post-offices was presented and a page of the tariff bill disposed of.

On Friday,in the Senate, Mr. Sumner

suspended the

of butter,

A SAF E AND RELIAE BLE IN VESTAENT.

work-horses, but keep.them in high working
order with straw, roots and shorts. The gquivalent of twelve tons of hay can be Produced
on one acre in roots,

uli

was

tablespoonfuls

v4

Many English farmers feed no hay to their

niember of the Cabinet has resigned, atidfthe hid was) mui¢h interested fn ‘a talk between two:
wellknown Western drovers, who were 'return-'
contested ' election cases were disposed: of, and | ignation of others is expeeted.: .A serious strike |ing ‘front market. I took: notes
of “the margin]
|
has
broken:
out
in’
Parisj;
the:sessions
of
the{
$3000, were appropriatedto defray.
the expens- |
of my ‘mewspaper, and prescat the oréam "WHiereCorps
Legislatif
are
acrimoniolis,
and
the
Empees of the General Howard investigation.
:
Of THANE AEF a
ror holds another grand review of the: Army.
On
Wednesday, the Senate adopted | the joint
«1 always try to buy good cattle, and pay. whit
Jules Favre and others promise a manifesto on’ they are worth to me, but T will not buy a steer
resolution for a joint committee on Indian

question

heaping

flour. Beat well together and pour into a baking dish and bake slowly until done.

wiites.to that paper as foltows :
“On the ' train’ from Pittsburg, “Jest evening; I

A
a

‘

Cone
wg ser
EFT 1 LG BY
CUP CAKE.
One heaping cup of butter; three
cups of sugar, four and one-half cups of flour,

=

ee

APRIL 20; 1870.
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A Prussiay is to Shttducefhorss cars Into Chi-

or two
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shee
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Summary.

CONGRESSIONAL.
On

AE CIN

MORNING STAR:

SE

Northern Pacific Railroad werekg

tite rd

et

el trae

now being orgauized as through lines from Boston, New- York; Philadelphia,
Baltimore, and other points to the Pacific coast by way of the Central and
Southern Pacific lines of railroad.

A limited number of the bonds (issued in denominations of $500.and $1000).
are offered at.92 1-2 and interest from November 1, in’ kia le wd at this
| price are the
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